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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The practice of vocational guidance in Dritish schools is 

incre~.sing, and its expansion brings a need for moro in

formation about those adolescent experiences directly related 

to .;"c vocational orientation. IVhy is it that John chooses 

this part4culai:: occupation and that pa.rticular job? What 

elements are crucial in these deci si OilS? What influences 

must one appreciate 1n guiding him towards a realistic and 

appropriate decision? In understanding the origins of 

this investigation one needs to understand a little of the 

background to vocational guidance in schools. 

1.2 Vocational guidance represents an attempt to help the indiv

i dual apprai se himself, hi sl"ci rcumstances· and tl!e possi bi 1-

ities open to him in terms of jobs, occupations and careers. 

The vocational guidance practitioner offers himself as a 

person with experience and knowledge enough to clarify, 

translate and interpret, for the adolescent, facts and 

ideas ahout the adult world o!: work and educatioli, and 

thus to help him develop a basis for making his own 

deci si ons. For such a service to be fully cffective 

the practitioner should have data available about his 

clients' social, intellectual, emotional and physical 
• attributes. 

1.3 To a limited extent these are availahle to him, but through 

the school only (in mORt cases) ap"rt from the clients' ob-. 

servations about themselves. Typically the datD. he is offeretl 

consists of observations/opinions of fragments of behaviour, 

unstandardised marks for academic perfornnnce and estill>l.tes 

of future performn.nce or behn.viour. Since those are not, 

based in 0. ri gorous ~system ·of personal ,,~sessclent, they 

offer the practitioner a somewhat unsound basiS for pro

ceeding wi th gui dance. The behavi om' reported is fr"quently 

that ohs"rved within the school only, and publi"lYi the 

lack of standardised Marles (i.". bet."le",,, sUbj?cts) means 
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that there is no real basis for comparison of performances, 

and the estimates of future performance and behaviour are 

probably best regarded as extremely tentative in many cases. 

In attempts to offset such drawbacks and the fact that even 

accurate data presents very much an 'institutional view' of 

the individual, many practitioners resort to the use of 

interest inventories (often called interest questionnaires). 

Much more rarely, although increasingly, psychometric 

instruments measuring dptitudes, personality variables etc. 

are being brought into use. But even so, the lack of sound 

data about the clients' family relationships and activities, 

about interaction with peers outside of the school, implies 

a degree of imbalance in the bases of guidance and hence some 

questions about h01r well founded much of it can actually be. 

1.4 But for those involved, there is little or no information 

available about socialisation through family and peers, 

save through the statements of the individual adolescents 

and sometimes of parents. ~amily and peers may be extremely 

important influ<'nces, pa.rticularly during adolescent vocat-
\ 

ional orientation from the age of about thirteen. One ml!.y 

catch tantali sing glimpses of deeper levels of influence 

in cases ,rhere very complex problems are presented by 

youngsters. 

With this background in mind it is clearer, perhaps, h01r 

this inv~stigation originated. It is naturai for a pract

i ti oner who is reflecti vc about hi s wo rlr to Wll.llt to under-

stand more clearly these influences, and to want to form-

ulate questions about aspects of most importance to him. 

This is especially so lrith regard to influences upon orient

ation during the youngsters' last months of schooling. 

1.5 In pursuing such reflections one quickly comes to realise 

that the only satisfactory way of extpnding one's range 

is ·Lo examine such matt('rs very closely. This profess-

ional need to 101011", to understand, and. a personal cu1'i02-

ity, have given rise to this investigation. 'rhe nature 
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of the questions posed has almost formul~ted the enquiry into 

'rh~t it is an attempt to est~bli ah whether the areas 

outlined below can provide helpful indicators of ~n individ

ual's vocation~l orientation. 

In ~ttempting to determine this one must t~ke into account 

the current (<1.nd widespre~d) use of interest measures as 

guides to ,'ocation~l orientation, so this im'estigation 

must not only try to examine the selected.o.reas closely, 

but also consider the efficacy of interest measures in that 

context. 

It is now clear how the investigation originated and, to 

some extent, what its intention is. However, it is one 

thing to state or initiate an intention in general terms and 

quite another to set out one's objectives accurately in 

specific terms. In doing so one must bear in mind the 

possible contribution of the research to the sum of Irnow-· 

ledge as well as to one's own knOWledge. 

2.2 It should be Ul1(lerstood that this investigation is not a 

formal and rigorous testing of precisely forlllul~tcd hyp

otheses, for thi s would not be an ~ppropriate fortt 

through which to conduct it. Neither is it an academic 

exerci se de si gned to te st cortai n methodologi es. 

desi gned to explore, cl~ri fy an(l expli cate the areas in 

questi on • and hence it i s b[~sed upon a number of 'study 

Objectives' which, hcpefully, fad lit",te these. 

To study certain aspects of Family Influence 

upon the adolescent, and to try to identify those which 

a.ppear to be related to voc"tional orient"tion in relo.tion to: 

parental occupatiolUl status; fo.the:os' Occup'l.tions; fo.mily 

size and ordin"l position; frequency of visits to relo.tives; 

po.rento.l geogr~phi c mobi li ty; place and length of resi dence; 

perceptions of help and guidance; 
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Obj~ctive I! - To study cert~in aspects of Peer and School 

Influencos upon the adolescent, and\1to try to identify those 

l1hich appear to be related to vocational erientatien in 

relatien te: number .of werking and nen-w'orki'ng peer 

asseciateswithin and without scheel; scheel subjects 

chesen, studied and preferred; estimates .of, and per

fermance in public examinations; vecatienal help and in

fermatien available in scheol; use and perceptions of 

help and informati'on a-lailable; part-time jobs and jeb

seelcing behaviour in relation to full time empleyment. 

Objecti!~~! - To try te determine whether measured 

vocational interests .offer a mere er less useful indicatien 

of vecatienal erientatien than the influences studied under 

,Objectives I and n. This Objective includes the study .of 

vecational erientatien in relatien te: fathers' eccupatiens 

and the findings of Objectives I and n. 
2.4 These Objectives previde a framework within which te design 

and implement the investigation, but they do not necess

a.rily form the framewe;1c l1ithin I1hi ch the findings may be 

a.nalysed and discussed. The relati onshi p betlveen the 

findings .of thi s inve sti gati en and the se .of .others may very 

well indicate that preP.::r discussien must cress beundaries 

which seem apparent between the Study Objectives. Fer ex

ample, these aspects of parental occupatien subsumed under 
, 

ObjectivE!' I ,rill be linked, obviously, with those under 

Objective Ill. Findings do not always fall within the expect

ations of researchers and unexpectecl data may call for fresh 

analytical appreaches and perspectives. 

2.5 In approaching an enquiry such a.s thi s. it is wi se to search 

existing literature, net"only te :identify methods, techniques 

and forms .of analysis previously employed, but to acquaint 

oneself with thE' ran~e of :ideas, concepts a.nd theories off

ered, "hether empi ri cally supperted or not. Equally il:1port

ant :is the aim of identifying gaps in knowledge and nnder-

standing. Th" survey of exi sting li terature which follows 



is confined largely to those areas central to, and closely 

related to, the Study Objectives outlined above. It cannot, 

therefore, be regarded as exhaustive of the whole, field. 
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Development of Theoretical Perspectives in Britain -------------- -----------
3.1 American research into vocational devE'lopment, orientation 

and choice became a major activity early in thi s. century, 

but the major theoreti cal fral"e1rorks di d not matedali se 

until after World \far II. 11uch of the impetus for t:~ei r 

development came from the extensive assessment and testing 

programmes developed during the war for use with their 

a.rmed forces, and was concerned.with effective and eff

icient utilisation of personnel abilities.1l.nd int",rests. 

Nowadays such names as John Holland, Donald Super and 

.~ne Roe are familiar to everyone engaged in vocational 

guiclance or the study of its theoreti cal bases, for 

they are the authors of the main theories. 

3.2. In Britain the theprctical study of this field did not 

gain momentum until after the war, in the. lato 1950's and 

earily:.196Q's. The Nationa.l Institute of Industrial Psych-

ology provided a stable source of study and research but 

it was, as might be expected., almost exclusive of other 

social science bases. A number of individuals also contrib

uted (e.g. Davies 1939; Smith & AlIen 1932-1940) hut again 

the work 1raB psychologi cally b~sed, and a.lmost ull of thi s 

work 11as concerned 1nth psychometry of one form or another. 

3.3 After the war. the social a'.1d economic climate in Britain 

was such that developing a pool of sId lled manpo1rer be~ 

came imp~rative, and following the Education '.tct of 1944 

the vocational destinations of school leavers·gained in

creasing attention. It 11as during thi s period that the 

Youth l~mployment Servi ce 11as formed (now the Careers Servi cc) 

and also during this period the theories of vocational devel

opment, orientation and choice began to percolate into both 

academi c and educati onal e stabli shmO?llt s of Bri t!1.in from 

America. .. 

3.4 Uore r('cently, attempts have been made to formulate 'native' 

Briti sh theoretical frameworl(A, for example by t:usgrave(1907) 
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Ford & Dox(1067), Roberts(1068) etc. The mo.in drawback 

in these u.ttempts is that they have been bu.sed largely upon 

sociological concepts, taking too little account of other 

perspectives. An exception to this critioism is the frame

lrork proIJosed by KeB et al. (1066) and it has the u.dvantage 

of dealing 1<ith the whole of the school-ta-work transition 

including work adjustment. 

3.4 Hut though some of these theoretico.l fortlUlations are use

ful, and in varying degrees supported empirically, there 

are important gaps in our knowledge and understanding of the 

transition phenomena, and these are reflected in t,he lit

erature. For example, family socialisation and peer re

lationships, which are generally felt to be important, are 

not well or adequately accounted for ill the theories and 

certainly not well documented in the literature. 

3.5' The present investigation is in the lJk'\in tradition of British 

research in that it is sllk'\ll scnle and centred to an apprec

iable extent upon sociological explication. But it also 

draws upon the disciplines of Education and Social Psych

ology since it seems reasonable to suppose that a multi-

di sciplinary approach is more likely to produce e_ better 

understanding of both the defined area of investigation and 

the outcomes. In approaching this investigation the gaps 

in knowledge and understanding have been noted and, where 

they are ,important and relevant to the enquiry they are 

highlighted. 

3.6 To some extent the structure of the investigation reflects 

the gaps. For example, there is an attempt to identify 

some aspects of the relationships between the school leavers 

in the samp1" and any working peer associates they ma.y have. 

Aga.in, there i ~ an attempt to identi fy links betlreen vi si ts 

to relatives and individual orient"tions. In short, the 

enquiry i~ centred upon questions of interest to the invest

igator amI, where the considprati ons can be accommodated with

in the research dt:'sign, areas about which there is little dL\ta 

ava.i1ablc of an empirical nature. 



F 
I 
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Review of Literature 

4.1 Having explained the origins arid objectives of this in

vestigation, and having briefly described the main 

thread of the development of study in this field, it is 

necessary to review those aspects of the existing lit

erature bearing directly upon the area under investig-

ation. In this way the design, . conduct an(lfindings .. 

of the enquiry may be firmly established in, and rel

ated to, the wo!'k of others in this field. Of nec

essitya certain degree of arbitrary selection will be 

detected because in some instances only aspects of ouch 

larger fields of enquiry are considered. 

4.2 The first section of this Review is concerned with broad 

vielTs of vocational development, orientation and choice. 

This offers a context within which the succeeding 11>1.t

erial can be related and articulated as far as possible. 

The second section deals··with 'Family, Occupati on and 

Social Class' and is the largest section. This triad 

is interrelated in a number of ways, chiefly as follows. 

Chi Idren tend to enter occupati ons si milar in type to 

those of their parents and/or to those entered by others 

in their social class groups. The occupation of the 

head of the household (usually the father) is commonly 

ranked on a soeio-economic scale in order'to locate the 
• family's social class level, and the influence of the 

family, particularly parents, is related to aepirational 

levels, attitudes, values etc. of the prospective 

school leaver. Itc::.n be appreciated that this is a 

complex and important area to review. 

4.3 The secti on whi ch fo11olrs thi s consi ders the re lated (mea 

of 'Rcsidence and Geographic Mobility'. Families Irith 

chi IdrCIl below school leaving age tend to live as uni ts 

and move as ~mits, and their stability vf residence or 

mobility may influence the neighbourhood or community 
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values ,rhi ch they would norm:l.lly transmi t to thei r 

children. Outside the ambit of family influence the 

most important relationships formed by adolesc.onts are 

usually those with their peers, and as school offers the 

ri che st source of opportuni ti es for forming them, 'Peers' 

and 'The School' constitute the next two sections to be 

lVi thi n the school the prospective school leaver 

is offered help and guidance with vocational problems and 

decisions, and this is the subject of the last section 

focusing upon social influences. However, it has been 

stated earli er that the current use of measured vocational 

interest profiles {as indicators of orientation) must be 

accoIDlted for, and there is a section devoted to the 

. topic of 'Vocational Interests', Finally there is an 

attempt to dra'f together the main threads in an overvi ew 

of the literature reviewed. 



Table 1. 

SUPEn'S TEN P~OPOSITIONS --------------
1. People differ in their abilities, interests and personal

i ti es. 
2. They are quali fi ed by vi rtue of those characteri ati ca, each 

for a number of occupations. 
3. l~ach of the se occupati ons re qui re s a char:1cteri sti c pattern 

of abilitiEls, interests and personll.lity traits, with tol
erances wide enough, however, to allow both some vuriety 
of occupations for each individual and some variety ofind
ividuals in,each occupation. 

4. Vocationl~l preferences and competencies, the situations in 
which people live and work, and hence their self concepts, 
cha.nge ,rith time a.nd experience (although self concepts are 
generally fairly stable froo late adolescence onward until 
late maturity) making choice and adjustment a continuous 
process. 

5. This process oay be summed up in a series of life stages 
characterised as those of growth, exploration, establish
ment, maintenance, decline and these stages may in turn 
be subdivided into (a) fantasy, tentative and realistic 
phases of the explora.tory stage and (b) trial and stable 
stages of the establi shment stage. 

6. The nature of career pa.ttern (th~t is, the occupational 
level attained a.nd the sequence",' frequency and duro.tion of 
trial anll sta.ble jobs) is determined by the indiviciuo.!'s 
po.rental socio-economic level, mental o.bility and personal
ity cho.racteristics o.nd by the opportunities to which he is 
exposed. 

7. Development through life sta.ges can be guided, partly by 
facilitatine the process of maturation of abilities and 
interests and po.rtly by "'iding in reality testing and ill the 
development of self concept. 

8. The process of voc~tional de..-elopment is essentially that of 
developing and implementing a self concept: it is a compromise 
process in which the self concept is <J. product of the inter
action of. inherited aptitudes, neuro.l and endocrine malte-up, 
opportunity to play various roles, and evaluatio,.." of the 
extent to whi ch the re suI ts of ro le playing meet wi tl. the app
roval of superiors and fello11s. 

9. The process of compromise between individual and social factors, 
bet1<een self concept and reality is one of role playing, 
whether the role is pla.yed in fantasy, in the counselling 
interview or in rea.l life activities such as school classes, 
clubs, po.rt-time work a.nd entry jobs. 

10. Wor]t sa.ti sfacti ons an([ 1i fe sati sfo.cti ons depend upon the ext
ent to which the individu<J.I finds adequate outlets for his 
~bilities, interests, personality tr~its and values; they dep
end upon hi s e stabl i Ilhmcnt in a type of wor], si tU<J.ti on and a 
Tray of life in which he play the kind of role which his growth 
and exploratory experiences have led him to consider congenial 
and appropriate. 

(Super 1(53) 
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';,,' Theoreti cal Frameworks ----------------------
4.4 Most of the main theoretical frameworks contain a ,mbstantial 

developmental element owing much to the pO!l.ulates of Ginz

berg et 0.1.(1951) and a useful summary of them is offered 

by 0,8i pow( 19(8) .. 

"Simply stated,. Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelrad and Herma 

(1951) concluded that vocational choice is an irrevers
ible process, occurring in reasonably clearly marked 

periods, which is characterised bf a series of comp

romises the individual makes between his wishes and 

his possibilities." 

Ginzberg et al. labelled the three main stages Fantasy, 

Tentative and Realistic periods and, to a greater or 

lesser degree the work which followed their lead reflects 

them, at least notionally. 

4.5 Perhaps the most commonly studied and tested theory is that 

of Super(1953) consisting of ten propositions (Table 1) 

which he used as a basis for developing a model of 'life 

stages' typical of vocational development. These life 

stages, however, cover the normal 1i fe span of a human 

being, and the abstract below shows only those stages 

most relevant to the present investigation. 

"Cap~city (13 - 14) Abilities are given'lnore weight 

and job requirements (includingiraining) are considered •• 

~xploration Stage 0:0;----- . 
Tentative (15 - 17) Needs, interests, capacities, 

values and opportunities are all considered. Tent

ative choice are made and tried out in fantasy, dis-

cussion, courses, work etc." 

(Super 1957) 
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The interactions are diagrammed for a person with a typical 
1Iotoric orientation at the second level of choice. Dotted 
lines frOm Peer, Parents and Sibling to PEllSON indicate 
social influences exerted for particular occupational env
ironments {E) and level {L) within a particular environ-
ment. The numbers accompanying these symbols refer to 
numbered environments and levels. Simi larly, dotted lines 
from envi ronments to the person symboli se !mowledge(K) in
cluding Imowledge of barriers, that 11 person has Ilbout 
various environments. The magnitllde of the a.ccompanying 
number is El" index of the Ilmount of inforoJation that the 
person possesses 0.1)out ellch environment. In conjlll1ction 
with occupational knowledge, self Imowledge opcrlltes to 
fllcilitate or inhibit the operllt10n of the hierllrchies by 
e..cting IlS a screen a.mong these vllrious forces and hier
a.rchios. 
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4.6 Although Super's work is probably the best Imown and 

studied, a more recently developed framework is ga.ining 

ground and seems to offer some useful perspectives; 

thi s is the work of John Holland. .tlthough Holland' D >; < 
theory (1959) is usually called 'developmental' it. is 

a.s Crites(l968) rightly point.s out, typological in char-

a.cter. Tho illustration (Fig.l) shows Holland's diag-

rammed example of the appli cati on of hi s theory. He 

describes the individual, a.t the time of occupational 

choice, a.s •• 

" ••• the product of the interaction of his particular 

heredity, lfith a vilriety of cultural and personal 

factors, including peers, parents, and significant 

others, his social class, culture and physical en

vironment. u 

(1959) 

4.7 A central idea in this theory is that each individual 

develops a characteristic range of methods of dealing 

with his total environment (termed ladjustiv" ol'ient

a.tions' by Holland) and tha.t this results in a.ttempts 

to search out certain kinds of "occupational environments". 

These environmenta offer tasks, a.ctivities, surroundings 

etc. which a.re the couterpart of his adjustive orient-

II.tions. This is a list of the occupa.tiona1 environments 

suggested by him: 

Environment 

1I0torie 

Intellectual 

Supportive 

Conforming 

Persua.sive 

Aesibatic 

lll.bourer; farmer; a.viator 

physiei st; chemi st; biologi st 

tea.cher; intervi ower; therapi at 

secretary; fi ling clerk; book keeper 

politicia.n; executive; promoter 

mu si c i an ; a.rt i st ; Trrite,r 



", 

Figur~ 

" 

(noo 1957) 

Categories 'ln noe Classification of Occupations --- ------------------------------------
Q!2UPS 
I Servi ce 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 

Dusiness Contact 
Organisations 
Technology 
Outdoor 
Science 
General Cultno"al 
Art/) & Entertainment 

~£l§. 
1. Professional & l.!ano.gerial (1) 
2. Professiol1o.1 & Managerial (ii) 
3. Semi-profcss./Smnll Dusiness 
4. Ski Hed 
5. Se!!:; ski lled 
6. Unsldlled 

---------------------------------------------------
Note: The diagram suggests possible rcltttionships between 

parent-chi Id interactions and vocational orientations 
in later years. 

, 
• r 
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4.8 In discussing the individual's location of matching 

occupati onal. envi ronments he says ••• 

"The person (l.irects himself tOl'f.J.rds the major 

occupational class •• " 

(With the qualification that, at the time of choice •• ) 

" ... an ambiguous hierarchy results in vacillation 

in the direction of choice or no choice ... The 

orientation may repres~nt the highest level of 

fixation." 

4.9 In contrast to these two ma.jor constructions, the theory 

offered by Roe(1957) is based in the nature of the indiv

idual's early family relationships. (See Fig.2), 

Roe's three main propositions are:-

"1. The hereditary bases of i ntelli gencG, special 

abilities, interests, attitudes and other person

ality variables seem to be usually non-specific. 

2. The pattern of development of specia.l a.bilities is 

"prima.rily determined by the direction in which psyilic 

energy comes to be expended. 

3. These directions in which psychic energy comes to bc 

expended are determined in the first place by the 

patterning of early satisfactions and frustrations." 

(Emphases supplied) 

4~lO~She supports these with a number of subSiduary proposit

ions which state that the patterning will predispose the 

ind~vidual to attend to particular fields of interests/ 

activities, their intensity and organisation being the 

main factor in a desire to pursue them. Needs which 

are unlikely to be (or never to, be) sati sfied are 

expunged or tra.nslated into "dominant and restrictive 

motiva.tors". The immediate sa.tisfaction of needs as 

they appea.r tends to preclude them from becoming motivat

ors, but needs whose satisfaction is delayecl will prob-

ably become motivators. To summarise, each individual 

develops a. n~ed hierarchy as a. result of early family 



--- -------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2 

~~!~-!~~!~~~! __ ~~~!~~~_~~~_~~!~E~£!i!~~ 
(Keil et 0.1.1966) ------------------
(a) The socialisation of the young person into the world of 
work together with (bl previous work experiences and (c) wider 
social influences lead on the one hand ,to (d) the formulation 
of a set of attitudes towards expectations about work. 
(a), (b) and (c) together with (d) provide the explanation 
for (e) actual job entry, and from this (f) cxperip.nces a.s 
a worker lead to a situation (g) adjustn,ent!non-adjustment 
for tho worker, which can be expressed either by a measure 
of satisfaction, by a reformulation of (d) above, by 
ritualised .disa~tisfaction or by job change. 

Family - Economic level; social class; sibling pressures; 
family tradition; degree of parental aspira~ion 
fori young people 

Neighbourhood -Type of residential area and house; stab
i lity of residence 

School - Type; area; attitudes of teaching staff to pupils 
as individuals and· as group; school culture 

Peer Group - Ages; occupations if any; social ba.ckgrounds; 
activities 

2. !!!!2£!!!2:L!!!n!!!t!!£!t!L2!L!!!1 
Part-time .jobs; indust.rial vi si ts; observati ons of ind
ustrial life 

3. !nf~~!_!~!!~~~£~~_~~_i£l 
Communications media; political/religious affi liations 

4. ~i~~i£~~_~!_~~~i~~~~~_~~~_~E~~~~~i~~~ 
, 

Expectations of life as a worker - Positive/Negative; 
llopeful/Pe ssimi sti c; Real i stic/Unreali sti c 
Aspirations 

Attitude to old life - Positive/Negative 

'Core' Attitude - Intrinsic = work valued for itself 
Extrinsic = work valued as means to 

an end 
Career = status provider 

5. Informal Influences on (f) ---_ .... _----. --------
Work situation - cont~nt of work done; conditions, pay, 

money, hours; training; relations with authority/ 
other people 

Home situa.tion - rela.tions with parents; saving; possessions 
Leisure situ~tion - friendship patterns and activities; 

spending; relations with opposite sox 
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experiences and from this develop' motivations to'f~rds 

certain vocational courses of action or choices. 1101'7-

ever, Roe largely restricts individual vocat.ional 

ori entat.ion to the Person I Non-person dimension 1<hi ch 

has limitations. 

4.11 The foregoing frameworks are the most popularly st.udi ed and 

taught, but the follOlring one COh3tructed by ICeil etal.(19GG) 

is in practical. terms arguably of more interest and greater 

application. Where the previous frameworks 1<ere cons

tructed by .\mericans in ,\merica, this one ori~inates in 

the Briti sh context. (See Table 2) ,,' 

As Keil et al. state clearly:-

"Apart from the recent studies by Carter, Venese and 

the CrOlrther Report itself, few areas of the general 

subject of moving from school to work have been care

fully investigated and the material shows a remarkable 

lack of systematisa.tion and a failure to consider 

previous work. \fi th the excepti on of the topi c of 

vocati onal choi cc ••• there have been few org-"'ni sed 

surveys ... (giving only) ... a partial insight into the 

problems of young people at thi s peri od of thei r 1l ves." 

4.12 . These, then, are some of the more important theoretical 

and conceptual frame,rorks of vocati onal development, 

orientation and choice. ThEd r arti culati on is reason-

able but emirical support varies. Outside of such frame-
• works' there is a considerable amount of material contr-ibuted 

from individual disciplines. This, too, needs to be art-

iculated and brought into some kind of coherent form. 

5.1 Most of our understanding of the family is at a relatively 

high level of generality - mostly sociological. That is 

to say, it consists mostly of stated relationships be

tween variables which, according to a va.riety of stat-

istical tes'os, are significant. We h'we relatively 
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li ttle understanding of the pror.e sses and mechani sms ,. op

erating within and bet,reen families, from which these 

stated relationships arise. Nevertheless, there are asp-

acts of sociali sation ,<ithin the family 1I'hich are related. 

to later influences in:adolescence. By examining them 

briefly before concentrating upon the adolescent stage, 

one can gain valuable insi ght,· and appreciate more fully 

the significance of contributions from sociology and social 

psychology. 

5.2 The very young child, in imitating hi& parents' behaviours 

a.nd attitudes, is beginning to model himself· on them and 

"A very important part of self is mainly acquired· 

through identification - the sex-role." 

(Argyle 1971) 

A child may identify with either parent, which is to say 

he or she bogins to incorporate parental behaviour in hi s 

own behaviour as far as PQsmble (Krech et al.1962). How-

ever, 

pallY, 

shift 

as the child initially is mostly in the mother's com

both sexes tend to idEmtHy with her but boys typically 

identification to the father (Parsons & Bales 1955). 

The parents' roles appear to be characterised by different 

ori entati ons normlly, the father taking an instrumental 

role within the family, and the mother taking an E'\:'(pressive 

role. Since many youngsters see occupations (during adolesc

ence) in 'masculine' and 'feminine' terms (Eppel & Eppel' 1966) 
• 

it is highly likely that the basis of such perceptions of 

occupations have their roots in early sex-role:mndelling, 

and Super et al. (1957) observe that whilst the girl's role 

is primarily a sex model, the boy's develops into a differ

entiated occupational model. 

5.3 With the swift development of intellectual, sexual, phys

ical and other attributes, characteristic of adolescence, 

the youngst"lr finds that he is entering a. phase ·"hcre the 

ola certainties are becoming blurred or vani3hing. ITe may 

identify with others more frequently in attempts to sort,·.out 
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who he is (Erikson's 'crisis of identity' 1(56). He contin

ually tries out roles and tests them against reality, and as 

early"'a.s the age of t,re Ive 

"There is greater evidence of the discarding of fantasy and 

and increased recognition of the difference betlveen the in

fantile and maturing pa.rts of sel£.II(l-li\l 1969) 

Det,re;m~the'a,ges of 13 and 15 the youngster is trying to gauge 

hi s intere st s, 

1957; Ginzberg 

abilities, 

1951) ••• 

capacities, values etc.(See Super 

" •• some chiltlren showed signs of beginning to develop 

effective strategies for themselves, others had done 

so less well or had not been able to develop any orient

ation to the world of lVork at all. Where no such strat

egies had been developed there ,ras often intense anxiety 

••• (which partly) arises because the whole nature of the 

adolescent crisis seems to call into question the prep

aredness of the chi Id to grow up aud some chi Idren ••• 

seemed to (feel) as though they would never be able to 

grow up or would not be allowed sufficient time to do 

so bofore being forced •• to make a choice." 

(IIi 11 1(69) 

5.4 During this periodc the 'ego-integrative' processes (BIos 1(62) 

are crucial, for the elements of the roles tried out, which 

seem to the a:dolescent to 'fit', ,wi 11 be incorporated into the 

emerging self. As Erikson( 1(59) observes, i~ is primarily 

an inabi l'i ty to settle upon an acceptable occupa.tion which 

disturbs youngsters, and this means they may feel unable 

to commit 'themselves truly to facets of ,rork, working and 

occupations. They may find it difficult to see potential for 

investment of self, and hence feel unable to engage i,l aspects 

of role rehea.rsal. 

5.5 Marcia(1967) in a study of a.dolescents faCing occupational 

deci sions, found that they could be divided into four groups. 

lit is interesting that he deS'lribes them in terms of conL'nitment 

and (reference Erikson) distinguishes the )groups in terms 
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of 'identity statuses' which is derived from the notion of 

the adolescent development of identity. They are: 

a. Idl'n-tity Achievement Status - has experienced a crisis 

period and is committed to an occupation; 

b. 1!"ratorium status - refers to individuals currently 

engaged in decision making with commitments vague; 

c. Foreclosure Status - seem to have experienced no crisis, 

yet have firm, often parentally determined commitments; 

d. !dentitI-~if!~~~~~~tu~ - has no apparent commitments** 

(Note: (b) and (d) are distinguished in that (b) is charact

erised by struggles to make commitments) 

5.6 rhis brief examination of these crucial aspl'cts of development 

from childhood to adolescence indicate that adolescent vocational 

orientation has antecedents located centrally and firmly in 

socialisation within the family. However, for the most part 

data available relating to adolescent vocational orientation 

comes from ~he sociologists and social psychologists, rather 

than J,lsychologists, and it is to them that one must turn. 

5.7 It has already been established that the family, a biologically 

based group (Harris 1969), is a primary source of socialis

ation, values and norms for children. And often the family, 

particularly parents, mediate the influences of social class, 

neighbourhood and other social contexts (Jorsley et al.1970). 

Sutton-Smith et'al(1964) identify some speciftc aspects of' 

" " 

family influence ••• . , 
"Social learning among first borns includes high surrogate 

tro.ining and-strong identification with parents ••• 

soci al learni ng in the male dyads ••• leads to hi gh sex-

role masculinity and highjnterest in conventional ec

onomic activities ••• social learninf in fCQalo dyads le~ds 

to high femininity and interest in expressive creativity •• " 

------, 
** See also 'Modes of D9cision l.: .. king' (Addendum 'D' p.154) 
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5.8 Ext~ndingthis d~t~, Douglas et 0.1(1968) found that •• 

"Chi Idren from large fami lies mo.1,e low scores in all 

attainment tests at all ages •• 

The more young children there are in the family when 

the child is learning to talk, the lower is his score 

in the eight-year-old vocabulary tests ••• This defic

iency is not made up later •• Pupils from large families 

leave school earlier than expected at each level of 

ability ••• Financi~1 reasons are insufficient to explain 

this •• First-born boys in families of 2.or 3 make higher 

scores in their attainment tests and are academically 

more aspiring than their younger brothers and si sters." 

5.9 Thus one sees that the potential influences upon adolescent 

orientation are probably a continuation of previous influent

i~l patterns, although the involvement of the family in 

this process varies conSiderably (See Carter 1966; Wil1mott 

1966 etc.). For example Jahoda(1952) reported that parents 

of his adolescent sample were 0. ·central and pervasive" in

fluence upon the job choice and attitudes of the youngsters. 

On the other hand, Toomey(1967), although finding that 

parents had some clear preferences about the attributes they 

would like in jobs their children entered (:;ee TableS ), 

reported that parental involvement in orientation and choice 

was low. 

Table 3 

Attributes desired in children's Occunations (Toomey 1967) 

Attribute 
Desired 

1. A job he likes 

2. A job where he gains 
using his abilities 

3. Good prospects 

4. Money 

5. Security 

satisfaction 

Favourable 
Respollse % 

34% 

through 
12% 

10% 

4% 

26% 



Table 4 

Adolescent Values and Parental Socio-economic status 

(SchwarZlfeller 1960) 

Values Associated with ••• 

1. llaterial Comfort ~ 2. Security Low socio-economic status 

! 3. Hard Work and Low Aspirations 

4. External Conformity 

5. lJental Work ) Hi gh sod o-economi c status 

6. Creati ve liork ) 'and High Aspirations 

7. Friendship ) High socio-economic status 
8. Work with People l and High Aspirationg 
9. Service to ~ociety ) 

(Note:- Girls had low socio-economic status and lo~ aspir-
• 

ations related to Familism) 
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5.10 Carter(1966) found that •• 

" •• there were worldng class parents who lrould not ha.ve 

been content with 'any old job' •• (for their children) •• 

these had no thought of their children rising out of 

the working class, but a strong desire that, within it, 

they would be first among equals •• " 

Quite obviously there are parents who do not see advancement 

or 'bettering yourself' in terms of. unlimited upward mobility. 

They will see both upper and lower limits to the aspirations 

(of their childre~ that they will accept. 

5.11 As one might e%pect, adolescent aspirations have been found 

to reflect social values. Willmott(1966) observed that in 

hi s study many boys had.,. 

" •• values, sentiments and aspirations ••• essenti,ally 

like those of their working class fathers ••• they had 

manual occupations ••• were in the main content with 

their lot •• " 

And Schwarz"eller(1960) identified a relationship betlreen 

the values of his adolescent sample and the socio-economic 

status of their parents.(See Table 4 ) 

5.12 Jackson & 1~rsden(1966), llargreaves(1967) and others have 

shown that social class is related to both educational 

attainment and occupational status. Caplow(1964) comments 

upon the way in which people from socially similar backgrounds 

tend to cluster in similar kinds of occupations forming 
• 

occupational groups sharing social mores. Others have found 

that there is a tendency for children to aspire, and enter, 

occupations whose status is similar to that of parental 

occupations(Hargreaves 19C7; '.1illmott 1966; Veness 1962;etC') 

For e~ample, sons of manual workers tend to enter manual 

occupati ons. 

5.13 Caplow(1964) goes on to suggest that there are a number of 

conditions ender which one is more likely to find occupational 

tradition in families •• 
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"1. where childhood participation and/or capital is 
necessa.ry; 

2. where a community is isolated; 

3. where a 'psychologically isolated' milieu exercises 

a restriction on the child." 

Cartol'(1966), in hi s Sheffield study, found that relatively 

few boys wished to follow in their father's occupational foot

steps, whereasVeness(1962) feund a considerable amount of 

"tradition-direction". This kind of traditien may, in poor 

districts, be duo- to economic pressures cempelling fathers 

and sons to enter 10" grade jobs in order to ea.rn sufficient. 

(see !.lays 1965). 

5.14 In,isocially homogeneous neighbourhoods families will tend to 

conform to the prevailing norms fairly readily, and thus they 

are transmi ttedto the children. ;rhere an extended fani ly 

5.15 

- exists in such an area, the normative pressure will be rein

forced, and thi s wi 11 be a. part of the influence exerted -

upon the a.dolescent in his orientation process. Indeed, 

it may operate in such a way as to almost prescribe the 

youngster's aspirational limits; (See WUlIDlott 1966; Uays 1965 

!logey 1956 etc. ) 

Many families move their places of residence but, as Young & 
l1illmott(1957) showed, although they may move within a rel

atively limited area, some adolescents 'rill find their con

tact with adult a.dvice (di sinterested a.nd other.,i se) substant-
• 

ially diminished. Tho~who, because of their parents' 

geographical moves, find themselves out of reach of the 

centre of their kinship networlc of relationships, may find 

this access diminished to an extreme degree. In cons!dering 

such mobility, Worsley et al(l970) cake the valid point that 

geographical separation, although~: may mean geogra.phic~l 

distance, does not necess~rily imply social distance in 

any sense; it simply means for m~ny peorle, decreased 

contact but does not.,affect the integrity of the relationships 

"hiclt can be resuoed, upon renelred contact, ,rithout damage. 
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D.16 If geographical dispersion of a family group reaches the 

point where it can no longer be considered an e~tended 

family, but rather, a number of nucle~r families, 

then as Ilanks_(1970) points out, for adolescent members 

the peer group may grow in importance. If, in addition, 

the father should withdraw from his family, then the 

adolescent may even seek a substitute male role model, 

increasing further the importance of extra-familial 

relationships. It may be that such factors '\s these.

were involved hl To omey , s findingfl concerning the seeking 

of help from institutional guidance agencies (See above 

Section 5.4) 

6.1 Not all families remain resident in a small geographical 

area whi 1st thei r chi ldren are growing up, and the fact 

of geographical movement may be simply a manifestation 

of family attitudes, 

(1968) made the point 

relationships etc. Douglas et al. 

that, in their sample ••• 

" •• few families moved across regional boundaries. 'I.11e 

boys and girls from these families were of rather 

hi gher abi li ty and attainment than those who remained 

either at the same address ••• or stayed within the same 

region. 1t 

and Berger(19G6) observes that:-

"l"eople who are on the Gove physically are frequently 

people who are on the move in their self-understanding." 

6.n Evidence (based upon properly controlled research) for 

effects of family mobility upon adolescent vocational 

orientation is scarc". Yet a. substantial number of the 

popUlation are geographically mobile as Jansen(1970) 

points out. Studies such as that of llann(H)73) and 

\rooster & lIo.rris(1970) focus upon other aspects of this 

mobility, but from such sources one or tuo important 

points emerge. 
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6.3 Jansen(1970) observes that:-

" •• 0. social group at rest, or a social gl'OUp ill 

motion tends to remain so unless impelled to chlmge; 

for lrith any viable pattern of life :l. value system 

is developed to support that system." 

In discussing various aspects of migration, he later says •• 

"lleml)ership in formal organi sa.ti ons tends to increase 

directly with length of time in the commurdty within 

ago, occupational and educational categories ••• 

among younger persons immigrants approximate the level 

of participation of the natives after ten ye~rs of 

residence." 

6.4 ),1",nn(1970) makes the point that •• , 

"French and American studies have demonstrated that 

attitudes to work are affected by the size and type 

of community in which the worker lives or W.J.S brought 

up (using principally urban-rural distinctions) ••• 

There is no compltrable British evidence •• " 

From thi s ldnd of evi,lence it is rE'asonable to assume that 

detectable and identifiable effects of parental migration 

might come to light through patterns of adolescent voc

ational orientation. The family's values frequently 

embody aspects of neighbourhood/community values as 

alr(/ady intimated, and one could reasonably expect to 

find some evidence that parental values (developed la.rgely 

in other communities) are reflected in their children's 

development in the npwest cOIDounity of rt'sidence. 

6.5 In addition to these aspects of geographic mobility, there 

is an examination of pa.rental place of residence in the 

presont investi~ation. The following are a summary ~ 

S<nrell & Orenstein's(l9G5) findings relating high 

occupational choice to place of residence of high school 

seni ors. (Table 5) 
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Table 5 

High Occupational Choice and Residence of High School Seniors 

(Se,rell & Orenstein 19611) 

The tendency for those from urban areas to aspire to high 

occupational choice is marked, in comparison with those 

from rural areas. These rosearchers also found evidence 

to link place of residence vith intelligence lev"ls, and 

1100ster & Hards(1970) have offered preliminary findings 

concerning the development of children of Armed Forces 

personnel who are highly mobile, which •• 

n •• suggested some disturbing possibilities.· It was 

hypothesised that a highly mobile boy lrould be handiC

apped in the development of concepts neces~ary to the 

assessment of both self and others; 

these hypotheses has been found." 

some support for 

6.6 The study of residential patterns and geographic mobi lity 
• in terms of personal development is fairly uncomnon. Evid-

ence tends to point towards such elements as being important 

but research tends to relate demographic variables instead of 

examining processes by which the variables actually affect 

development. Too often the data available emphasises 

quantitative rather than qualitative aspects. 
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Ovex-vi EnT of thi s secti on 

This section of the Review of Literature is wide-ranging and 

complicated; it is probably the most important single section. 

Family influences may be clear and specific or general and diffuse. 

Early id~ntification with parents may lay the foundations for 

the adolescent's perceptions of occupations as· 'masculine' or 

'feminine' and the early sex-role model arising from parent 

identification affects perceptions of occupations also. 

Role modelling continues through adolescence as a on-in elem

ent in the ypungster's efforts to clearly distinguish ident

ity. Role models are emulated and the results are either dis

carded or accepted into the developing self concept. Occup

ational commitment appears to be an a"crucia}elelllent in the 

development of identity, and is developed through continuClUs 

reality-testing of self concept. 

CertMnly parE-ntal aspira.tions for their children, pa.rental 

values, attitudes and expectations seem to be of great import

ance as influences, and it is through the parents that social 

was and neighbourhood norms are transmitted. It is highly 

probable that the adolescent' -'l initial perceptions of work 

and ,rorldng come through parents and possibly siblings. 

It seems that geographical mobility may be a significant factor 

for some adolescents, and may lead to implications for 

self concept development. It also appears that the kind of 

place of .residence is related to aspects of development.,L.·-. 

As the adolescent's peers are mostly concerned lrl th problems 

and pr~occupations sim~lar to his own, peer relationships may 

grow in importance as the influence of the fami ly begi:~s to 

decline sl01yly. It is to the adolescent's peers that the 

ne~t section addresses itself. 
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7.1 Peers 

Although there has been a considerable amount of research ,rith 

the adolescent as focus, it has been 

" •• over,vhelmingly concerned with biological and sexual 

development, and major social changes of the adolesc

ent period are either ignored or discussed quite briefly 

and speculatively." 

(Keil et al. 1966) 

Eriters such as I1opson & Hayes(1972), Carter(1966), liays 

(1965) etc. allude to the peer influence upon adolescent 

vocational orientation but such evidence as might be brought 

forward is either anecdotal or impressionistic. For example 

"Indeed, 'What my girlfriend said' is often taken as 

gospel by girls who are aboutl,to leave school ... Boys, 

too, uill pay attention to the views of older boys 

who are at worl{, and of others they meet in the 

street or youth clubs. But these sources of inform-

ation and aspiration are no less suspect than in the 

case of parentsl advice. Values and judgements are 

taken over whole",so.le, without any thought of weigh

ing up the pros and cons in relation to personal 

abi 1i ti es and leanings of the school leaver." 

(Carter 1966) 

7.2 Such statements have a 'face validity' but there is little 

systematic and collated evidence of influence upon orient

ation permitting, therefore, no definitive or even very 

firm sta.tements aJJout it. Because of this one must examine 

some evidence from other kinds of studies and atte!!lpt to 

infer or extrapolate from them. 

7.3 Cashdan(1971) observes that adolescence is a. time of 

"important exchanges·of ideas" for the adolescent, a 

time when he begins to develop a uniquely personal vhnr 

of the world, a set of values and attitudes and beliefs. 
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The individual's peer group(s) and fami ly group wi 11 both 

contribute to this development through their influences, 

but at the same time this creates a tension between what 

may at times be ( become perlUa~ently) , conflicting ties. 

As the members of the youngster's peer group will in most 

cases be at similar or comparable stagEls in their search 

for understanding of themselves and their roles, the 

group "'ill probably provide a· frameworlc of values and att

i tudes, h01fevur i ll-clefined, and the •• 

"Group ideals are (an) important source of strength of 

the adolescent ego •• (he) •• becomes more and more aloof 

from his parents ••• takes refuge in the group. Their 

values become his values. In the post-puberty stage 

the teenager begins to seek his identity. Who am 11 

What are my interests, capabi li ties and my needs?" 

(Gaier 1969) 

7.4 But so far the evidence suggests that the peer group mo.y be 

an isolated entity in society, which is much too Simplistic 

a model. Of course it has links with adult and other refer-

ence groups and it is more accurate and useful to think in 

terms, perhaps, of an 'adolescent culture'. Coleillan(1961) 

discusses a 'differeniated'youth culture, and Thornberg(1971) 

identifies three di stinct Idn,ls of adolescent peer groups 
, 

which form through •• 

"1. distinctly different types of individual adolescent 

physical and intellectual functions; 

2. the particular social and cultural milieu in which 

each adolescent develops; 

3. t,he attitudes and values of each adolescent peer 

affi liation." 

7.5 'Ji11t:lott(1966) found a very clear p!l.tterl1 of peer associa.tion 

development (See Table 6 ) which is confirmed by Dunphy's(H:G3) 

findings (See Fig. 3 ) and indica.tes the importance of peer 
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influence asam area to be researched yet more thorol~hly. 

The development through the cr011d stage to the girlfriend/ 

boyfriend stage is very clear indeed, and it seems reason

able to i llfer that the pattern may be reflected in the ; '" 

strength of influence of peers. 

Dut within school, belolf the formal groupings, there are :"to 

be found subcultural groupings. For example, Hargreaves" ,.', 

(1967) found that subcultural groups tend to reflect the 

streaming system of the school so that •• 

"The academic subculture thus predominantly consists 

of boys whose homes are more orientated towards the 

middle class, and the pressures in the peer groups 

are towards conformity to the middle class expect

ations of teachers." 

7.6 In contrast he also identified a 'dclinquescent' subculture 

exerting pressures to conform in ,rays opposed to those 

of the conforming groups described above. Sugarman(1970) 

cited an aspect of the supportive nature of subcultural 

groups as foll01rs: 

1I1lallY adolescents seem to enjoy or even cra.ve a chance 

to assert themselvEls as individuals. In any event they 

get much gratification from talking back to t!le teacher 

••• 11. pupi 1 who belongs to a peer group can feel that hi s 

friends stand behind him while the teacher holds him to • 
ridicule .. the timidity which restrains some pupils from 

talking out in class operates less strongly in the case 

of peer group members. 'l'hey call COuntOll thei r fri ends 

to laugh at their jukes ••• " 

7.7 It is reasonable to assume that membership of a peer group 

implies shared norms, values a.nd attitudes and tha.t a numb

er of poers \Vi 11 influence views or perceptions of jobs, 

occupationb and careers. The tension between family and 

peer group ties may develop into a stable 'set' in one "" 
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direction, ~r may vary between them. 

thi s one is left 1Vi th the uncertainty 

hard evidence. In 1966 Keil et al. 

Having said all of 

engendered by lack of 

stated that they had 

examined in vain eighteen textbooks searching for data. rel

a.ting to thi s area~ Today, nearly a. decade la.ter, the 

result would be similar. 
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The School 

School provides the adolescent with opportunities of various 

interested adults uill kinds. Peer groups are plentiful, 

offer help in a variety of ways, and the youngster is off

ered the chance of learning about a wide range of human 

activities and knOlrledge. But the school 18 also an in-

fluence in its o'rn right, for it may encourage or discourage, 

reinforce or weaken ma>lY kinds of expectations about self 

and society. Earlier (See section 5.12) it was mentioned 

that educational attainment is relatod to social class, 

and one of the most salient points to emerge from research 

into education and the school is that working class pupils 

tend, frequently, to find themselves at odds with the 

school because, having usually a middle class ethos it •• 

" .. transmits values and an attendant morality which 

affect the contents and contexts of education ••• 

(the working class child) ••• may be 

in relation 

placed at a con

to the total siderable disadvrmtage 

culture of the school. 

may not answer to it." 

It is not made for him; he 

(Uernstein 1970) 

8.2 To some extent the quot",tion· from I1argreaves in the last 

section (See section 7.5) impliod this middle class 

bias in the school, and certainly others have identified 

it adequa'tely (See Ashton 1973; Carter;1966; Jackson & 

lIarsden 1966 etc.). Dougla.s 01. al.(1!l68) showed that 

the middle class child begins primary school with a 

'performance advantage I, which tot.(1s not to be apprec

iably diminished prior to the transition from the primary 

school to the secondary school. Other researchers have 

demonstrated that the relationship between Rocia1 class 

and attainment continues through secondary school 

(Jackson & llarsden 1966; Hilllillolweit 1954; llargreaves 190'1:'· 

Ashton 1973) 

. I 
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8.3 The work of Dernstein(1959-61) is worthy of particular note. 

Decause of the crucial role of language in the formation 

and manipulation of concepts, it wa.s felt that differences 

in wa.ys of uning language might explain discrepant academic 

performance between mi ddle class and ,rorldng class chi ldren 

of similar abilities. Bernstein's researches led him to 

distinguiRh two main types of language use which he event

ually termed 'restricted code' and 'elaborated code'. These 

characterised the working class and middle class children 

respectively. 

" •• two distinct forms of language use arise because 

the organisation of the two social strata is such that 

different emphases are placed on language potential. 

Once this emphasis or stress is placed then the result

ing forms of langua.ge use progressively orient the 

speakers to distinct and different types of relation

ships to objects and persons, irrespective of the 

level of measured inte lligenlle." 

(Dernstein 1960) 

8.4 It is readily seen that teachers, tending to come from 

middle class backgrounds, and therefore tending to use an 

elaborated code, are speaking the same la.nguage as their 

pupils but using it in a different way. The potential for 

the middle class child to communicate and learn on this 

',ra.velen~h' is greater than· for the ,rorking class child. 

However, just a.s .one must avoid the concept of the individual 

completely at the mercy of social events a.nd pressures, so 

onc must avoid explaining ~ discrepant performa.nce in terms 

of linguistic codes, despite the value of the concept. 

8.5 Donnison(1910) shows tha.t divisions between the social cla.sses 

in the context of educ~tion a.nd schOOls tend to be most clea.rly 

seen whore there is a bipartite system of local education. 

(e.g. gramma.r schools and seconda.ry schools). However, 

no matter what the child's socia.l values ma.y be he will still 
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be obliged to study varioua school subjects, either chosen 

or allocated. Since thi s is the case it is strange that. 

there appears to be no easily accessible evidence concerning 

relationships bet1reen social classes of origin and choice 

of subject er between subjects studied and vocational 

interests. Most people appreciate the cruder relationship 

between subject examinations and occupational opportunities 

available as a rosult of success in tbem, but subtler aspects 

tend to be avoided or ignored. 

8.6 Another area of sparse informa.tion concerns the perceptions 

of subjects by adolescents, in terms of usefulness to 

career plans. 'Enquiry I' (1968) and the recently reported 

study by Reid et a~(lg74) provide' the only substantial data 

in this area of subject choice, andc.it is an important area 

not only because there might be direc'~ subjec.t choice/career 

relationship, but to try to establi sh the extent to which 

career plans influence subject choice so early in;vocational 

development. It is a peculiarly difficult time for the 

pupil, who has almost no substantial insight into the world 

of work or the opportuni ti es like ly to be available to him 

two years or more after he has chosen his subjects. 

8.7 At the end of the two years following this choice of subjects 

the adolescent, soon to leave school, will typically take 

examinations at Certificate of Secondary Education level or 

at General Certificate of Education Ordinary level (i.e • 
• 

C.S.E. or G.C.B. '0' levels). The fulfillment of his asp-

irations may well rest upon success in these examinations, 

and certainly aspects of the vocational guidance he is off

ered lri 11 be based upon e:::aminati on expectati ono. The 

Careers Officer in particular will be provided with examin-

ation performance estimates by teachers. Theae are state .... 

ments of the teachers' expectations of pupils' perfor.nance, 

usually giv~n in terms of particular grades and often with 

qualifying comments. Tho accuracy of such estima.tos has not 

been researched or documented sufficiently for any general 

statements to be nmda, but they do form thE' basi s of l1lD.ny 



Table 7 

Incidence I)f di sagreements and conflictR about .j2,b choices 

between parents and children - (Jahod .. 1952) 

Sex a.nd 
Number 

Metalto\Vll Cottontown 

--------------------------------,-----
Di sagre ement s 

No. % 
Conflicts 
No. % 

Conflicts 
No. % 

-----------------------------------------
56 Boys 

77 Girls 

12 

18 

(21) 

(23) 

3 

6 

(5) 

(8) 

3 

4 

(4) 

(5) 

-----,--, ---------------

Table 8 

~the~~ud_~others' Atiitud~s t2ll~!d~ Job-ch~ic~= 

{Jahoda 195£1 

-----
56 Boys 50 Fathers 54 Mothers 

A B C A cC B:' 
" C 

- -- ---------

Number 23 23 4 19 18 17 

Per cent (46) (46) (8) (35) (33) (32) 

----:::----:::::-::::--::=--=--=-=-:::::====----
• 

77 Girls 

Number 

Per cent 

65 Fathers 

A B c 

15 23 27 

(23) (35) (42) 

74 lIothers 

A B 

45 27 

(61) (36) 

c 

2 

(3) 

-------------------~--------.--------,---,------
** A = Parents 'rho made positive contribution •• 01Jjections 

to any job mayor may not have been expressed; 
B = Parents "ho appeared definitely interested in tho jell 

choice, but 1rho v.ere not reported as having made any 
positive contribution. Objections may/may not have been made 

C = Parents appearing to no interest in job choice, never 
talked about jobs, and expressed neithor suggestions 
,ri shes nor objections. 
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pupils' ~ expectations of performance (although estimates 

are not communica-~ed to them in detai 1 often) and the 

guidance they may be offered. As such they may be an 

important element in vocational orientation processes. 

9.1 Clearly parental attitudes may play a significant part in 

the youngster's vocational orientation, and in particular 

parental prejudice may be important in discussi_ons of aspir

ations etc.(See Table 7 ). -Toomey's(1967) findi~gs have 

already been referred to (See section 5.9) and 1!ay's(1965) 

comments lend some support to the notion of the importance 

of parental attitudes ••• 

"That chi Idren should attend school and aC'lui1re -the 

three R's was not questioned, but that they should be 

encouraged to develop their innate abilities to the 

utmost extent was neither generally understood nor 

generally accepted." 

(Comments on 10lrer working class parents) 

One can readily understand also the attitudes implicit in a

family occupational tradition being important influences upon 

adolescent orientation. But perhaps just as important as 

actual parental help is the young person's perception of i~ 

(See Table 8 ) 

9.2 There is not a great deal of evidence about tile kind of help 

available to adolescents in their final months at school, 

which is offered in precise qualitative terms from large 

samples. This is particularly true regarding the extent 

to which schools and the Careers Service facilitate or affect 

orientation. Here also, the youngster's perceptions of help 

may be as important as the actual help. Evidence seems to be 

largely anecdotal or impressionistic, as for example •• 

"Much of the teacher's advice did not ring true to the 

chi ldren •• Careers 1!asters as such made li ttle impact .. " 

~arter 11)66) 
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and certainly Roberts(1972) in his investigation of a 

Careers Service in the North West of England was not very 

impressed by its effectiveness. The final point here is •• 

"It has been establi shed that contacts are the princ

ipal source of jobs and that most contacts of young 

people are family determined •• " 

(Supcr 1957) 

Thus, one could assume that in a substantial number of 

cases, although the school and/or Careers Service had 

offered guidance, the outcomes may be attributable to 

the family and its contacts ratlier than to this; it is 

thi s inabillty to e stabli sh di rect causal links between 

guidance and ; job-seeking which bedevils the evaluation of 

guidance activities. 

9.3 One other area of importance in understanding vocational 

guidance is the time-scale involved. There appears to 

be ne British research concerning adolescent decision-making 

behaviour(during thi s peri od of development and oriel1tation) 

which will permit any clear or definitive statements to be 

made. Bri ti sh research is specified because, regardless 

of psycho-social and physical development, the educatiOll 

system in which the adolescent finds himself will impose 

pressures and decision-points which are a function of the 

structure. In many ways the British systems are different 

from those of other countries and one would expoct decision-
• making patterns to reflect this in some way. 

9.4 There is a lack of data about the stability or consistency 

of adolescent vocational decisions," both prior to and after 

leaving school. Since the system does tend to impose dec

ision points at which teachers and others become involved 

or intervene, it is surprising that the data is so sparse. 

Since adults do intervene one would expect there to have been 

cO)lsiderablestudy of their skills an(t techniques on a large 

scale. This ia particularly so in the light of the fact that 

decisiomby these adults may be committed to paper and serve as 
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records of ~arious aspects of adolescent individuals. The 

previously mE'ntioned estimates of examination performance 

fall into thi s area, and it has been pointed out the imp

ortance they may ha.ve in the guidance process and the young

ster's expectations of self. 

Vocational !~~~£ests 

10.1 It is appropriate to reiterate at thi s point that t,he use of 

vocationa.l interest measures in gauging adolescent orientat-

ion has to be accounted for. The previ ou,; secti ons of thi s 

Review of Literature have been concerned with influences upon 

the adolescent, but this section is devoted to consideration 

of the nature of vocational interests. '1,' :,' 

There is a substantial body of theoretical and empirical 

data 'relating to vocational interests, but within it one 

finds a certain amount of disagreement, and sometimes ambiv

alence, concerning what interests are. Evans(1965) says 

they are similar to attitudes but 

" •• more speci:l;ic and ••• directed towards a pa.rticular 

object or activity •• " 

10.2 In fact majority opinion leans towards the vi ew that intel'

ests may be regarded as an inclination to~ards, a preference 

for, certain kinds of acti vi ties, tasks, envh'onments and 

social relationships associated with the lVorld of work. The 

area of ambivalence tends to be concerned lVith quantification 
• 

of interests. Tyler(1964) states, that interests inventories 

measure direction rather than strength; on the other hand 

Connolly(196S) discussing his o\m inventory, states that it 

measures direction.!!:!lli strength. Since they ,rere both dis

cussing inventories h~sed upon the saoe kinds of principles 

this difference in viewpoint is clear. JIowever, most inter

est inventories are,'claimed to mea.sure direction a.nd relative 

str<mgth, raising problems which are matters for discussion 

elsewhere. 
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10.3 Concerning vocational interests, most workers in the field 

have accepted Strong's(1943) research findings that interest 

development is typically in three stages: 

. ' 

between age 15 and 16.5 first ~ change 

between age. 16.5 and 18.5 second ~ change 

between age 18.5 and 25 third t change 

Super and Crites(1962) take this as an indication (among 

other research findings) that the degree of dynamic change 

after age 25 is very small, but actually there is no sub

stantial body of evidence to support this vie"':,;'. Indeed, 

Katzell(1964) categorically states that values and interests 

change 

to the 

on the basis of experience, and does not limit this 

pre-25 change. Super & Crites oake the intriguing 

suggestion that the rapid development and crystallisation 

of the bulk of an individua.l's interest pa.ttern ma.y be 

linked to the rise and decline of hormonal releases but 

offer no evidence • 

10.4 There is evidence that people tend not to think in broad 

occupational categories (Connolly 1968) and this is one of 

the main bases for interest inventory development. But, 

useful though they are, aspects of thei r desi gns need to 

be examined carefully. Most inventories have impeccable 

statistical bases BUT these cannot be a substitute for the 

more subjective bases of deSign, or the interpretation of 

interest ,profi les resulting from them. Such'things as 

matching the inventory's vocabulary level to that of the 

target group, accounting for people's ability levels, 

(especially in the case of dull children) these are the 

kinds of aspects not best solved through the use of statist

i cs. 

10.5 One of the standard criticisms of interest inventories 

(Super & Crites 1962), particularly those of ,\merican 

origin, is that ·their validations are frequently carried 

out using untypic~l population groups. The most cornnon 
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group used for thi s purpose being college students. If one 

adds the fact that American inventories used in Brita.211, 

in some cases have not been nomed for British respondents, 

then it is clearvthat selection of an inventory for use 

needs great care. 

10.6 At various times people have devised methods of identifying 

vocationo.l interests and measured them (See Ta.ble 9). It 

is significant tha.t, allowing for slight·.differences in 

categories, there is substantial agreement about the various 

interests. Super & Crites(1962) in an extensive surwcy of 

vocational interest measurement, state that they are relat

ed to general level of intelligence, values, "tempera.oent 

and endocrine ma.ke-up •• social attitudes such as liberalism 

and social adjustment •• " and Tyler(1964) says that 

" •• the highest correlations (with interests) are with 

values ••• Aside fromvalues ••• personality churacteri sti cs 

having to do with the kind of personal relationships 

one seeks and enjoys seem to be related to measured 

intere sts •• " 

10.7 Quite clearly interects reflect, and may be reflected by, 

some central personality elements, beginning to crystallise 

in adolescence. But despite the precision of some of the 

statistical designs of invnntories, the results of measuring 

interests seem to be of a fairly general kind. 

L-____________________________________________ _ 
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Overview of Review of Literature -- ------ ---------

This Review of Literature provides an opportunity to rehearse 

the likely progress of the present sample's development, in 

terms of previous research and some main theoretical perspect-

ives. In drawing it together, perhaps the most important 

element relevant to the investigation is the question of 

when the indi vidual begins to show clear si gns of sped fi c 

vocational orientation, as a.part of a continuous and grow-

ing awareness of self and external social facts. Typical 

answers are offered by frameworks such as Super's, and one 

can see from his developmentaL stages that, by age 14, this 

awareness is beginning to grow; 

ogni sably and fi rmly e,stabli shed. 

by age 16 it is becoming ree-

Thenarises the question of influences upon growth and aware-

·nessm reflected by expressions of orientation. The three 

main areas, agreed by many writers, appear to be Family, 

Peers and School. The complex of family relationships and 

influences.is very dense, but one or two strands can be 

teased out. The physical attributes of the family group 

are obviously influential - family size, ordinal position, 

degree of dispersion, geographical place of residenco and 

so on. Then there are relational aspects of the family 

such as degree of involvement of parents with children, trans

mission of values, attitudes, aspirations etc., identific

ation with family members, parental occupational status etc. 

Yet there are other aspects, too, which are less clear 

like family participation in community activities, relations 

between family and relatives, and so the circle of influence 

gro,rs. (See Fi g. 4 ) 

This whole cluster of elements impinges upon any individual's 

voc~tional development, and is reinforced (positively or 

negatively) by social experiences outside of the family home. 

School offers a subcultural system of peer groups, and exp-
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erience with interested adults such as teachers and Careers 

Officers. The cultural values of the individual may predis-

pose him to respond in various ways to the norms and values 

presented to him by these extra-familial grou~s and individ-

ua.ls. Where hi s academic performance and social responses 

satisfy the school's expectations he will teud to benefit in 

terms of attainment and relationships with these interested 

adults. 

As he approaches the end of statutory schooling, the adole

scent will be offered help and guidance by these adults, not 

least by his parents. His perceptions of, 

the help offered by parents may be governed 

and response to 

by any of a wide 

range of factors, but the help offered from extra-famiHal 

sources will be inadequate in 0. number of ways because it 

is based very largely upon information" and insight into 

the kind of person the youngster is, gai,ned mainly from 

perceptions I>£: these adults within the school environment. 

Few teachers, Careers Offic('rs or others have accurate or 

substantial insight into the formal or informal socialisation 

experiences of adole~cents outside of school. 

At somo point during the final two years at secondary school, 

the youngster will be prevailed upon to make decisions about 

his immediate vocational future. The effects of his curr-

ent si tuati on and cl rcumstunce s, pI US the.' out:.comes of 

hi s socia'li sati on experi ence s (parti cularly within the home) 

will culminate in a series of decisions usually referred to 

as vocational choice. Although entry to work (or the next 

stage of formal education) is the end of a recognisable stage 

in vocational development, the processes involved will con-

tinue throughout his life in work. , The same kinds of quest-

ions will arise, the same kinds of considerations will have 

to be faced, and decisions will have to made each time a 

major vocational change is contemplated or imposed. Never-

the less, the transition from school to work may sharply 
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emphasise scme of these (particularly family influence) and 

it is" this first, crucial transition with which this invest

iga.tion is concerned. 

This Review of Literature has surveyed resea.rch findings of 

particular relevance to this investigation, has briefly 

examined some major theoretical frameworks and highlighted 

gaps in existing knowledge which have implications for this 

study. All of this creates a frame of reference wherein the 

investigation's design and conduct, findings and the ensuing 

discussion may be better appreciated. Thus, the scene hav

ing been set, the next section turns to the design and conduct 

of tile investi gation. 
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1.1 The area in "hich this investigation took place il' the north 

of Leicestershire, in the Ea.st Midlands. The area is rural

agricultural and the chart opposite (Fig.5) illustrates the 

relative locations of the school in which the study was con

ducted, and the nearest ,urban concentrations of significance. 

Most pupils come from sma.ll towns and villages scattered over 

a considerable area, although a substantial minority live in 

the market tOlm just to the north of the school. 

1.2 The employment situation in this area has, to date, always 

been favourable and, although subject to normal fluctuations, 

could not be sai d to have had a seri ous unemployment problem. 

Employment tends to be centred upon the larger urban areas, 

for the mainly agricultural character of the COilllty prevents 

wide dispersion of factories etc. The ma.rket town ; s un-

usual in the high proportion of nationally and internationally 

known compani es ha.ving branches lri thin its boundari es, many 

of which are manufacturing concer11S. They include such fiomp

anies as Brush Electrical Engineering (diesel locomotives and 

heavy electrical gear) IIerbrt Morris Ltd. (cranes and hoists) 

Riker ,3M Pharmaceuti cals and Fi sons Pharmaceuti cals, 11i lliam 

Cotton Ltd. (textile machinery), L!ansfi eld Hosi ery lJi lls, 

\ii llowbroolc Ltd. (Coachbui Iders) and so on. The unusual nature 

of such 0. concentration of industry is highlighted by the to,rn's 

populatio~ - only 47,000 persons. 

1.3 More surpri sing sti n, perhaps, is the fact that the to'l1ll has 

a large educational campus or complex, including a university, 

a college of education, a college ef art and a college of 

further education. One can begin clearly to a.ppreciate the range 

of opportunities normally open to youngsters'here. Perha.ps 

some of the opportunities can ,be ascribed to the very good 

commw.ications by ca.na.l, rail and road which link this t01m, 

centred in a triangle between Nuttingham, Derby and Leicester, 

with other major cities and towns. 
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The School ------
2.1 The school from which the sampl<" is drawn is a Leicestershire 

Plan Upper School, which means tha.t itis a. comprehensive 

school whose pupi Is a.re ",11 aged between 14+ and l&to It is 

one of a small number of such schools forming the upper tier 

of a two-tier system, designed to educate all pupils between 

11+ and 18+ yea.rs of age in. two stages. The first stage 

involves attendance at 0. High School (lower tier) between the 

ages of 11+ and 14+, followed by transfer to the Upper School. 

This transfer at 14+ raises a number of difficulties which are 

not simply administrative. For exampl<", 

upon transfer, could encountE>r change in 

a.ny given pupil, 

teaching staff, 

tea-ching styles, teaching methods, pastoral system, grading 

system, peer groups, subjects etc. 

2.2 The school was formed in 1967 by the amalgamation of an exi st- -

1ng girls' graMmar school of approximately 300 pupils, and 

200 boys from a neighbouring bilateral secondary school. The 

pupil roll was 950 at the time of this investigation. The 

ability range is fairly typico.l ho.ving about 10% of pupils in 

the bottom ability group receiving special remedial** att~ntion, 

and about 20% in the highest ability group. The latter are 

deemed to have been capo.ble of benefiting from gra.~llar school 

type educational provision and 

group is timetabled separately 

expe ri ence s. The lowest abi li ty 

from the rest of the school 

which is d.ivided into two broad bands. These bands are not 

streamed but 'setted'. This means that pupils do not attend 

all lessons as m~mbers of one particular group (e.g. 4A, 5e etc.) 

but form and reform into various groups according to their o.bilit

iea in the v~rious subjects. Very few pupils have exactly 

similar timetables. 

--------------_._---------
** The 'remedio.l group' is not reo.lly acc'-,ratcly na.r.lCd. It 
includes pllpils with E>motional difficulties, those with 
learning difficulties o.nd one or two who are simply difficult 
to cope with. There are o.lso imnigrants of Ilcrmo.l ability whose 
colJltlo.n(l ef Bugli sh is not o.deqtlate to the der"o.nds mo.{lo upon it. 
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2.3 Prior to entering the school at age 14+ prospective pupils 

are given a list of subjects from which to make a. choicc. 

l!athcJ1lll.tics and English being compulsory, there a.re five 

others to choose. If it is possible pupils are offered 

time~ables bi>sed upon their first preferences, but logist

lcal problems may preclude this; they then may be offered 

their second choices or even third choices. Thi 13 can be 

confusing for the .. pupi 1, not simply because ",any of the 

subjects wi 11 be unfami liar, but because they frequently 

fail to see "hy they should not be offered what they prefer. 

2.4 Leicestershire schools have taken full advantage of the 

C.S.E. Mode III provisions and a large number of examin

ation syllabuses have been designed by teachers for their own 

pupils' use. The sample :sch061 is no exception. A iiumber of 

its courses (e.g. Technical Graphics, European Studies) 

are peculiar to thls school and designed to suit the perceived 

needs of the pupils. In terms of 'tradition' there is a 

general Design Edlwation bias ill thi s county and, in some 

ways, the sample school exemplifies it. For example, 

within the school's Design Department ALL courses below 

G.C.E. Advanced level are tc.ken through C.S.E. provisions. 

G.C.E. '0' levels have been abandoned. llany of the pupil s 

studying subjects within this department would, if attend

ing other schools, be taking G.C.E. '0' levels being 11e11 

able to cope with that kind of course. It. can be app-

reciated that to make generalisations based upon numbers of 

G.C.E. and C.S.E. examination entries or examination passes 

would be meaningless for they do not necessarily reflect 

ability ranges or ability levels. 

2.5 The organisation of the school is fairly common for a large 

school (Sec Fi g. 6 ) and co-ordinati on of Careers Work 

within it faUs to the Head of Careers Guidance. 

lIe works through the Form T)ltors and the Senior House Staff 

mainly. Within the school a ca.reers referral system 

operates by which individual pupils may be referred (either 
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by teachers or themselves) to Careers Teachers or Careers 

Officers for guidance. Careers Offi cers vi,si t the bchoel 

to offer individual guidance during set periods eech week. 

2.6 The net aim of the school's efforts is, ,'perhaps 

despite stated educational aims and objectives, to prepare 

the individual to make the most of his education for his o'm 

benefit and that of society; this must include entry to 

>fork asamajor element. Insofar as initial entry into work 

is an important step, at what point do pupils· begin job

seeking, and .. hat help is offered by the school? ,The normal 

pattern of job-seeking is that pupils begin to look for jobs 

early on in the, second term of their Fifth Year, 2!: they 

make tentative decisions to enter the 6th Form or some other 

kind of full time education. !mny job-seekers obtain inter

views and, as a result,offers of jobs are made which may 

be quite firm regardless of subsequent ,passes or failures 

in examinations. Where firms do make offers conditional 

upon success in specified examinations, many ,rould claim 

that these requirements are to fulfi11 course entry conditions 

of technical college courses rather than because they (the 

firms) required them. TI01vever, many firms require candidates 

for jobs to undergo simple ~lg1ish and Arithmetic tests 

for selection purposes. 

2.7 Whilst this is going on, what Idnd of help is offered by the 

school? The most obvious help is the vocational guidance 
• offered by Careers Officers and teachers to pupils; but 

subject teachers also begin to identify (and help correct) 

lrealmesses in pupils' grasp of subjects, in particular 

through the use of 'Uock' examinations as rehearsals for the 

final, summer examinations. Various kinds of Parents' 

Evenings are held to inform parents about relevant matters 

and some kind of Careers Convention is usually arranged so that 

bothpupi Is and parents may meet repr~sentatives from fi rL1S, 

higher and further education as well as Careers Officers and 

Careers Teachers. Through thi s Ll<:,ans accurate occupo.ti ono,l 

information is gath(>red as 0. basis for vocational decisions. 
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2.8 During timetabled time, only the lowest ability group is 

permitted to have lessons devoteel to Careers work, andother 

various activities must be conducted during lunchtimes and 

breaks, usually. An exception is that ~reers Officers 

and Careers Teachers may withdraw pupils from lessons for 

intervie,rs. In addition to these prov! sions pupils a.re 

offered access to a wi de range of printed (and school 

duplica.ted). material about jobs, occupations and careers, 

firms, industries and educational courses at both local 

and national level. Fi Ims and vi deotaped Careers pt"ogramllles 

are periodically available, and industrial visits are org

anised for small groups. 

2.9 Perhaps this degree of help appears high, but there are flaws 

and gaps. The overwhelming majori ty of publi sheJ. material 

is aimed at the average-to-above-average pupils, and for 

the lower ability groups there is precious little. 1!0st 

ma.teria1 is densely printed and needs cert<l.in ski 11s of 

assimilation which too many pupils appC'ar not to Imve developed 

sufficiently. Because of the lack of timetable provision 

these lacks cannot easily be remedied, even for extreme cases. 

Because the local education system is 'two tier' in character, 

there is no substantial Careers work of an introductory nature 

in the IIi gh Schools "hi ch 'feed' thi s one (if any careers 'for!. 

is done at all) so if it is ever to be done it is from the age 

of 14+ onwards • It therefore tends to becom~ crisis help 
• through insufficient resources, finance and manpower to cope 

"ith pupils' needs. 
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The Sample 

3.1 The sample consists of 23 uoys and 27 girls (mean age 15.79 

years) randomly selected from a group of, pupils just'about 

to enter their Fifth Yeu.r. At the completion of the Fifth 

Year 

and, 

This 

they "ould sit any exa.minations they "ere stUdying for 

typicu.lly, would choose to leave school and enter work. 

sample of 50 pupils constitutes exactly 20% of the whole 

FifthYea.r group from which it was s()lectedas follows. 

Six Tutorial Groups of, 'approxioately 30 pupi Is each were 

chosen at random, and 160 letters to parents ,yore di st

ributed to pupils to be talren home. 

Table 10 

----------~----~-------------------~---

Boys 

Girls 

ALL 

En<l of December 1972 

~Age 

15.87 years 

15.71 years 

15.79 years 

Age Range 

15.66 

15.6f) 

15.66 

lU.55 years 

16.21 years 

16.25 

----.----------
3.2 The letter (See Appendix) requested permission to include 

parents' child/Children in the. sample if required, and 
• briefly explained the nature of the investigation. From 

the 160 letters 92 responses Were received of which 70 were 

favourable. The pupils of those parents were approached 

with a request for their co-operation and, having h",J. the 

project explained, all agreed to take part. After coop

lotion of the main question,mire a number did not visit to 

continue (8 pupils) and 0. further t1Te lYe conpleted it in 

ways which indicated they were not prepared to co-operate as 

needed. Subsequent interviews confirmed this and they with-

drew from the investigation imocdio.tely after1mrds. 
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The remaining 50 respondents were co-operative for the most 

part throughout the Fifth Year, 

remained as menbers of the Fifth 

academic year. 

ami 1d th only one excepti on 

Year for the whole of the 

Doth experience ",nd theory tell the vocational guidance 

practiti oner that adolescents typi cally begin to crystall-

ise their vocational ideas around the age of 14. He will 

also Imol1 that many youngsters leaving thei r Fi fth Year 

(or for that matter their Upper 6th Year) ,vill not have 

crystallised their ideas to 0. substantial degree. As 

sh01m earlier (See Section 4.5)thepei'iod 13 to 18 

years is 0. crucial one in the individual's vocational 

development, and because of the imposed necessity for dec

ision ma-king at sixteen, the period 14 to 16 ye:1rs 

assumes a certain added importance. According to Super(1957) 

the Exploratory stage of development goes on into the 

mid-20's and, given that this is so, the 15-16 year old 

must be considere,i as in the earlier phase of that stage. 

lie is therefore less likely to to have clear 'orientations 

in terms of ~!~!:ual settlement 11lto an occupati on or career. 

4.2 As already intimated, at the age of 15-16 certain decisions 

ha.ve to be made, one of which concerns whether to leave 

school or not. From the standpoint of those,engaged in 
• vocational guidance, it follows that, when signs of vocat-

ional crystallisation are manifested, guidance should be 

offered. In fact guiclance is offered mostly during the 

Fifth Year, and often individuo.ls are well into their 

oriel1to.tion phase, mo.ny exhibiting the need for help only 

because they have rea.ched, or are approaching, some teind 

of cri si s. The litero.ture reviewild ea.rlier tends to high-

light the 14-16 age period as being critical and ideally one 

would wish to study it fully. However, in thisinvestig

ati on, for reasons of' time, faci li ti es a.n,1 resources thi s 
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has .not been possible and a ded si on was lllll.de to confine 

the study to the duration of the Fifth Year. 

4.3 It has been suggested that the fourteen year-olilibegin: 

to form firmer orientations, but that they may be too 

ill~inrDrmed about their own abilities, capacities, 

values etc. realistically to orientato themselves t01mrds 

specific occupations, jobs, activities etc. This is 

reflected in the.fact that neither Careers Officers nor 

Careers Teachers devote an appreciable amount of time to 

offering guidance to these or younger pupils in specific 

terms. Thus the Fi fth Year becomes a cri ti cal one in terms 

of orientation. The timetable dia~ram (Fig.7) set~ out 

the major features of the school's academic year which 

impinges directly upon deci si ons concerning the chronology 

. of the investi gati on. It is now explained how certain 

of these features acted to constrain the administration 

or conduct of particular aspects of the investigation. 

4.4 Because of their o'm professiona.l difficulties, policies 

etc., Careers Officers and Careers Teachers begin to 

interview Fifth Year pupils in this school as early as 

possible in the Fifth Year. This is mainly to "n'iure that 

all (or at least most) are offered help even if they de

cline to take advd.ntage of it. Interviewing goes on 

throughout the academic year and, in the case of Careers 

Officers, continues through the summer vacation. As a 
• result of such co-operation between Careers Officers and 

the teachers, data was made available from their inter-

vi ew records. 

4.5 The main questionnaire <(11) was designed specifically for 

this investigation and administered during the latter part 

of the Fi fth Year autumn term. The timing of th; s was 

important. llad it been administ<lred too near the 

commencement of the Fi fth Year (i. e. AUgl1st or September) 

many respondents would probably have felt, still, that 

there 1ms no urgency about vocational matters. But it 

needed to be completed before the '!.locI,' exami nati ons bec;an 
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to banish all other thoughts, and before teachers and others 

began to exert pressures helping to form firm orientations 

towards particular vocational objectives. It neededto be 

completed at a time when vocational matters were beginning 

to assume importance so that respondents would detect the 

relevance of the questi ons asl(ed to their thoughts and feel-

ings about the future. Since the 'Hock' examinations were 

to be held in January,- December seemed the most appropriate 

period in which to administer the-'questionnaire. 

4.6 The kinds of constraints encountered in dee-iding upon the 

administration of Ql were to some extent duplicated when 

deciding about the administration of the vocational interests 

questionnaire. If it were to be administered too early it 

would be highly likely to yield individual profiles consider

ably different from those obtained just prior to the end of 

the Fifth Year. On the other hand, admini staring it too 

late might result in profiles reflecting only their owners' 

crystallising commitment to :,;pecific jobs etc. recently con-

si ,le red or on offer to them. In either case one must accept 

t-hat commitment or acceptance do not necessari ly reflect 

interest s. The 'Meck' examinati on preelucled Januax-y and 

February is frequently used as a period in which to bolstllr 

pupils' acade",ic wealmesses identified through the 'Mock' 

examinations. April is not a particularly good time for, 

apart fro,m the Easter va.cati on taking up part '-of the month, 

several C.S.E. practical examina.tions are conducted then. 

The clear choi ce, then, was !larch: _and accordingly thi S ltaS 

when the interests questionnaire "as administered. 

4.7 During the period January- Ha.rch the data obtained up to then 

"as examined and analysed, and school records were perused. 

In addition, the records of the school's Careers Guidance 

Department were checlced for uneful data. Where d Hfi cuI ty 

aroso in interpreting the data obtained from the rcsponoes 

t.o the main questionna.ire Ql, individual interviol1's 

"ere arranged lrith the rospondents concerned; si lllilar 
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arranger.lents were made with teachers in the case of \lllclear 

da.ta from the school records. Both sets of interviews were 

informal and confined to specific matters. In audition to 

data from 21 information was gained from pupils' responses 

to a form completed by every Fi fth Year pupi 1 - l!'orm Y17. 

This crude questionnaire, printed for and used by t~e 

Careers Service, is designed to elicit a range of data 

through pupils' self-report. The information is required 

by Careers Officers aro\llld the December-January period and 

fort~s the b:19i s for post-Chri stmas intervi ews in which 

guidance is offered, incre:1singly leading to placement of 

pupils rdth local firms and colleges. 

During the post-'llock' examination period in February, 

teachers' estimates of respondents' performances in the 

approaching summer examinations ,vere available. That is, 

they were available in detail to teachers and Careers Officers 

but not to pupi Is. The investi g'u.tor was allowed access to 

these estimates. After the··adflini strati On of the interests 

questionnaire (l.:arch) a second questionnaire specifically 

designed for the investigation was administered (Q2). 

This was til!1ed for the month of !Jay when pupils had ccmp

leted their courses of s~udies and 1~ere involved in C.S.E. 

exal!1inations and/or >raiting to sit G.C.E.exaoinaticns in 

22 is designed to elicit information concerning 

respondents' vocationu.l orieutations at that point, and to 
• 

ga.in data regarding their job-seeking behaviour. 

The final instrument administered to the sa.mple =s a. 

third specifica.lly designed questionnaire Q3. It was 

designed in two forma.ts - one for those who had left school 

and one for those remaining at school. This was scnt via. 

the normal mai 1 service to all respondents during the sept

ember immediately following the end of the Fifth Year. As 

one mi f>ht e:::pect,. the re sponse rate was lower than ha.(l bNln 

the case previously. 
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Instnlments & Documents {il--- Desi~c~ Specific~lly fo~ 

~!~Investirrati~ 

5.1 !P - 1!ainJ!~3.!~!~nnaire! The central instrument for. the 

investigation, intended to elicit data concerning family 

background, peer associations, school experiences and op

inions of these. Because of its importance its design had 

(a) contont; (b) simpli cHy; to balance carefully -

(c) visual clarity; (d) ease of answering. The Pilot 

Study revealed that these criteria were not being met sat

isfactorily and what follows exemplifies the kinds of modif

ications necessary. 

5.2 In constructing items to elicit data about family size, 

ordinal position and occupations, the Pilot Version did 

not provide sufficient structtITe for respondents to assembb 

data. easily. Consequently a number of anSl1ers were defic

ient in terms of the investigator's expectations. In part

icular the attempt to gain data about respondents' ordinal 

positions E~ number and sex of siblings, presented .con-'

siderable difficulty to respondents. The format adopted 

finally (See Appendix) solved the problem by requiring them 

(·todinte information rather than marshal it in a particular 

order. 

5.3 A. similar difficulty aroselvith the question in Section 2 

of the que sti onnaire dealing wi th frequency of vi si ts to rel

atives. Since any given respondent could have contact with 
• four grandparents, a number of aunts and Ullcles (and their 

spouses) and a number of cousins, this question had to be 

presented very clearly. Again, a carefully designed format 

requiring the minimum of work by respondents seemed to solve 

the problem. In trying to gain data about part-time jobs, 

the same problem arose yet again. 

j lar rAnnE'r. 

It was solved in a sim-

5.4 A different kind of problem arose concerning the way in which 

respondents .perceive the division of a period of time. In 

the last section of the main questionnaire, respondents liTe 

asked to identify wh3n they expressed orientations. In asldng tids 
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the Pilot version was ~s follows: 

Q. How long ago did you decide upon this job? 

lAst September? 

Between June and September? 

lAst April? 

lAst Chri stmas? 

etc. etc. 

But it \faS found tha.t this form of words did not elicit the 

kinds of responseexpected and needed •. The question, there

fore was reworded ~s follows: 

Q. H01f long ago did you decide upon this job? 

During this term? 

During the summer holiday? 

During last swmner term? 

. etc. etc. 

--Response to thi s form of the questi on were s~ti sfactory. 

5.5 Apart from difficulties of presentation and phrasing, no 

serious problems arose, the 'items appearing to dra1f out the 

kinds of information desired and expected. However, in 

administering the instrument one difficulty 1ms tentatively 

forec~st - that of respondents being c~pable of maintaining 

their concentration over the period when they were completing 

the questionnaire. 

From working with, and observing normal adolescents the 

i nvesti ga,tor was aware tlmt thi s could be a real problem. 

The time taken to administer the Pilot version ,ras 40 minutes 

(average) and a number of respondents clearly becameuninter-':' 

ested and bored. This factor might well affect the outcomes. 

However, after modifications to tho main questionna.ire it 

was hop~d that thi s aspect 'fould not assume si gui fi cant 

proportions. In the event of the administration of the 

revised version (which averaged 35 minutes for completion) 

there. >rere no si gns of respondents becoming bored or un

interested •. 
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5.6 In order to illustrate the grouping of questions in the lJl(J.in 

questionnaire 21, the fol1o\rlng table (Table 11 ) para

phrases or combines tham so that the structure ma.y be seen 

Table 11 

structure of !:lain 2ues~!2~~re - 21 

Section 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Central Concern 

Family size, composition and occupations; 
ordinal position; geographical origins of 
parents; length of respondents' residence 
in locality; frequency of visits to relat
ives .. 

Numbers of peer associates a. inside school 
b. outside school 
c. working 

Extra-curricular activities; estra.-mural 
activities; part time employnent. 

School subjects chosen/studied; perceptions 
of subjects· usefulness in vocationo.1 terms; 
expression of voco.tiono.l oricntation; proj
ection of job/occupa.tion to be entered; per
ceptions of parental help in orientation. 

Guidance a.vailable/offered by Co.reers Offic
ers/teachers; kinds of vocational inform
ation available/used; opinion of help off
ered/received in school in preparation for 
leaving school/entering 6th For,"; offers 
of courses/jobs; timing of expr~8sions of 
vocational orientation; ideal/fant~sy 
a.spirations. 

It is eleo.r that the 'luestiOlUla.ire tries to get at factual 

da.te. first, and then to elicit expansions of it a.nd respond

ents' opinions. A complete copy of the. 'luestionno.ire is in

cluded in the Appendix. 
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5.7 ~2 - Supplementary Questionnaire 

This instrument ';S much less complicated than 21, and less 

extensive in scope. It is concerned lnth joll-seeking be-

haviour and, in a sense, vocational orientation or lack of 

it. That is to sa.y, Part A- of the 'luestionna.ire is centred 

upon those respondents already offered a job or college course; 

l'art D is,uirected at those intending to (Onter the 6th Form 

and Part C is concerned wi th respondents sti 11 undecided 

about these altenlatives. The only difficulty arising in the 

design of thi s instrument was similar to those of' the main 

questionnaire Ql, namely tabulation of somewhat broad 

.. questions. (See complete copy of 22 included in Appendix) 

5.8 Q3- Supnlementary Ques~ionnaire (F~ll~~ 

This is a simple instrllIDent designed to gain data about res

'pondents' situations after leaving the school or entering 

the 6th Form. It is concerned to discover the amount of 

re-or1entation occurring as ~ result of various influonces. 

There are two versions of thi s instrument - one di rented at 

those who left school and One for those who enterea the school's 

6th Form. (See complete copy of 23 included in Appendix) 

!!,!struments ~_~~~~ts J,i i )'--__ E_:x~::~ng Ones ~~~t:;! fo!:, 

this Investig~tion ------------------

This instrument is n<1med after the Applied Psychology Unit 

at the University of Edinburgh where it W(lS desiV'"d and 

developed. ~'he Interoedi<1te Version utilised here is to 

be follo11ed by a Final Version (not yet available). 

It is deSigned •• 

If • • as an aid for CareC?rs Teachers, counsellors, 

Youth Employment Officers and othf'rs eng<1ged in the 

vocational and educa.tionn.l guidance of Loys and girls 

about to 1e(lve school •• " 

(Closs et al. 19G9) 
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6.2 The interests que sti onna:ire s most commonly used. lrl th Bri ti sh 

school leavers are the Kudcr Vocational Preference Record 

and the Connolly Occupa.tional Interests Guide. Tho A.P.U. 

Occupational Interests Guide is undoubtedly gaining ground. 

At the time of the fieldwork for thi s investigati on the Kuder 

instrument had not been normed for use in Britain but was 

(surprisingly) scored and interpreted with the existing 

Ameri can norms. In addition, Super & Crites(1962) in their 

review of literature and research relating to interests 

measurement, voiced doubts about its reli~bility for the 

,rhole (or even majority) of normal American adolescent group. 

6.3 The Connolly·instrument (British in origin) tends to be more 

accurate with the more able youngsters, thus raising some 

doubts about its sui~bility for this investigation's sample. 

It also omits the 'outdoor' category of,dnterests which 

seems to be a drawback. The l!a.nual for the 11..1'. U. inventory 

explains its design in considerable detail, also the valid

ating methods used and the reliability tests employed. 

Since it is designed for the normal adolescent range, and 

since (from experience) the investigator considered that it 

produces better results across a range of adolescents, itWLs 

felt that it _8 the most appropriate instrument to use, part

icularly as the sample here is a random one. 

6.4 Having dealt wi th the choi ce of instrUlllent there are sti 11 

one or two points to be made • The administration of the 
• inventory was conducted according to directions provided 

by the inventory's authors, and notes concerning score inter

pretation were carefully talcen into account in a.n analysi s 

of re suI ts. It "as admini stered by a quali fi cd, regi stered 

user as required, ·sinc<'! only those trained in its use are 

permitted to administer it. (nee copy of inventory in Appendix) 

6.5 Ell!:'" Y17 - Careers Ser1!:ll.!l._Self-n!;!.U!u:!::. OuestioU!l~i!:ll. 

Thi s form was designed for use by Careers Officers ,rorldng 

11i th school leavers. All Fifth YE'ar pupils are asked to 

complete and return it normally, and it is aimed at gaining 
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inforl!lation in the following areas:-

(a) General information such as name, a.ge, address etc; 

subjects studied for examination and other purposes; 

subjects lilced; subject strengths; posi ti ons of res

ponsibility in school; extra-curricular activities; 

(b) areas selected from among a large number of pastimes, 

activitieb etc. under headings of 'Like', 'Not Sure', 

'Di alike '. 
(c) general questions about part-time!vacation'jobsj 

parental views; invitation for parents to add 

comments, 

This instrument is administered as a normal part of the 

school's vocational guida.nce activities and full access to 

the responses of this ,sample were given after their 'permission 

had been sought. The Form Y17 is in genera.l use nationally. 

'(See complete copy included in Appendix) 

6.6 In addition to this form, data was provided from the School 

Report Form also used by Careers Officers and completed by 
~ . 

teachers. It is concerned with teachers' estimates of exam-

ination performances, assessment of aspects of personal and 

social attri butes of pUPl Is and thei r potential for further 

study. Access was provided to the School Records and to the 

school's Careers Guidance Department records. Copies of these 

documents are not available for inclusion in this work. 

6.7 Other Sources 2f nata 

The records of Careers Officers' interviews were quite useful 

but almost invariably in terms of vocational information; they 

rarely incluned usable observations or data of a more general 

'or more personal nature about pupi Is. The school Careers 

Gui dance Depa.rtment' s records were rather si mi lar in thi s 

respect. A d! sadva.ntage of both sets of records 1ms tha.t 

for a number of reasons pupils may be interviewed once or 

twice during their Fifth Year, but the interviews tend i,o 
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bo either very close together or very widely separated, 

thus not providing a useful or accurate developmenta.l 

vie,r of pupils. 

6.7 Perhaps the most useful source of supplementary inform-

ation wa.s, in somo ways, the a.necdota.l and impressionstic 

comments emerging from conversations with teaching staff at 

the school. Such comments as "Oh, in that' facli ly mum seems 

to be tho boss", or something like,' "1 rea.lly don't know 

about this one; I'd guess that he is brighter than most, 

but someho1f he never seems to produce hi gh quali ty ,rork." 

The value of such cOll1I:lents lies not in the 'facts' they 

oon"";),, hut in the way tha.t they often rounded out the 

invostigator's knowledge and view of individual respond-

ents. Originally it. was proposed to uti li se informa.tion 

from 'ond of term' report!!. prepared for parents by teachers. 

Upon examining them, such comments as "A satisfactory year's 

work" were persuasion enough to omit them. 

Design Wealmesses & Diffic.ulties --- ---------------------
7.1 No ma.tter how well desigried investip;ations of this sort are, 

or ho" well designed a.re the instrur.le>nts for use in them, 

there are to be founel area.s which are ineffective or less 

effective than ds desirable. This section is devoted to 

a brief discussion of such a.spects of the present investig

a.tion. ,In the design of the mo.in 'luestionna.ire (Ql) COll

sidera.ble care was ta.ken over grouping 'luestions (See 

Section 5.6, Ta.ble 11). One of these sections (No.4) 

included questions concerning the respondents' projections 

of themselves into occupa.tions a.nd their rea.sons for them. 

As Careers Offi cors and Careers Teachers also di scuss such 

matters with pupils as a. norma.l part of guidance, perhaps 

such interviews should ha.ve been d"sig~led into the invest-

iga.tion with some dE'gree of standa.relisat·ion. JloVT('ver, itH"C<:!med 

appropriate not to do this when planning the investiga.tion 

and seems so in retrospect. 
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7.3 In part, fai lure to gain sufficient.insi·gat into the thoughts 

and feelings of respondents, which undoubtedly happened to 

some extent, mi ght be due to thei r inabili ty to rai se .ideas 

to the level of consciousness and/or to articulate them 

suffiCiently well. It hasw"be, borne in mind that during 

the pari od of the fi eldwork, these respontlents wero bom

barded by vooational information, pressures to decide about 

their futures, examination pressures etc. and such CJ{l.tters, 
• 

'rhi lst':generating no sense of urgency or pressure in the ob-

server, may increasingly do so in the respondents. Altern-

atively the reason for gaining less insights than hoped for 

may be due to the fact that the questions presented to the 

respondents only approximated those which would have e:ot at 

the central (and possibly sensitive) areas of their orientat-

ions. Perhaps a one-to-one interactive situation might have 

overcome such difficulties. 

7.4 A second substa.ntio.l area. of lreo.kness lies in determina.tion 

of sub-a.reo.s or subordino.te a.rea.s of the central concern -

Fo.mily, Peers and School. The data resulting from this 

study is, in some area.s, 'thin'. Of course this could be 

due to inappropriate criteria of analysis, ina.ppropriate or 

badly designed instruments etc. But upon reflection the 

reasons are more fundamental. Whilst researching the rel

a.ted litera.ture, one quickly beccmes aware of the main' 

relati onshi ps already e stabU shed and confi rmed. For ex

a.mple, one finds relationships betwee)1 family social cla.ss 

and aspira.tions, or between parents' and children's occup

ations. It is only when onE! comes to examine these with 

very greo.t ca.re th"t the gaps begin to become cl",arer where, 

perhaps, they were not at all clear before. To continue 

with the exa.mple of rela.tionships between par.ents' a.nd 

children's Occupo.tions, a.t this finer level of exa.mina.tion 

one di:scovers tha.t flndings tend to relate to fa.ther-son 

ovenrhelmingly and almost never to mother-son, mother-

daughter er father-daughter relationships. One e::<ma.ine s 
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family social class at thi s finer level and begins to 

appreciate ho" crude and clumsy a. tool it is, how inexact 

is the application of the.-concept of a single soci .... l class 

co.tegori sati on to a. fami ly whi ch m .... y consi st of several 

working 3dults and children at school**. 

7.5 In considel'ing parent-chi Id occupati onal influence (a. main 

consideration in this investigation) one finds littl.e 

. 

research dealing with the mother's influence. One finds a 

similar lack of research relating to peer influence, and in 

this latter area perha.ps the approach adopted in this invest-

igation is too simplistic. Yet, bearing in mind the 

breadth of field examined (in itself a problem) it seemed to 

offer a chance of gaining useful data. In a number of 

areas (See Review of Literature e3.rlier) research is so 

scarce as to provide little firm basis, yet the areas 

. are considered to be of some importance (e.g. Per.r relat

ionships influencing vocational orientation). By ignoring 

such areas it could be taken .that they are considered to be 

of minor importance. Thus one is faced with a problem of 

deciding h01r far to concentrate upon o.reas needing research 

and having o.n establi shed ba.se from which to beg1n, o.nd hOT 

fo.r one should include other o.reo.s needing reseo.rch for 

'rhich there is little establi shed data.. 

In the present investigation there is 0. fairly balanced 

mixture of areo.s in these terms, which expla.ins the 
• 

'thinness'of some findings. To d:r",1V this together then, 

the main ,realmesses ad'se oo.inly from two sources; the 

first is a partial lack of o.wo.r<mess of some of the subtle

ties and deficiencies of firmly esto.blished relo.tionsh~ps, 

.and the second in the paucity of supportable do.ta in some 

areas under investigation. 

7.6 In eXamining o.nd analysing data. for possible relationships 

between status of respondents and their parents, there 

** See o.lso 'l'roblcns in the selection of Occupational Titles' 
and 'Social Cl3.sS in Educo.tional l1eseo.rch' both in 
Bi bli ogrr.phy 
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~rises one extremely complicated problem. It revolves 

around the equating of male and female occupations in tet'ms 

of both type and socio-economic status. How, for instance, 

does one t'~-late a father's occupation as a Carpenter with 

his daughter's occupation studying Catering, full time, at 

a further education establi shment? Or again, how does 

one relate ~ father's occupation in the Administration field 

,dth that of hi s. daughter who, with two G.C.E. Advanced level 

certificates, b~comes a secretary to a departmental manager? 

7.7 Turning from such problems, a slight difficulty arose in 

administering the supplementary questionTh'\ire 22 (Sec section 

5.7). As intimated previously, it was timed for administ-

ration in ,lay because of constraints imposed by the school's 

.normal programme and the projected development of respond-

ent's orientation and job-choice. But to some extent the 

_ admini strati on of thi s instrument cut across the normal 

job-seeking pattern of the sample. Since the main quest

ionnaire (21) had be on administered in December, it would 

have been inappropriate to closely follow it with a questionn

aire 22 for, in January, only a small number of the Fifth 

Year typically begin job-seeking. On the evidence of past 

observations, a minute proportion (amI number) of the Fifth 

Year would have been actually offered jobs or college places 

BO early in the calendar year so that 22, purporting to 

elicit data about job-seeking and/or orientation would have 
• 

gained little or no data of value. 

7.8 In fact, at the point when questi.onnaire 22 "as completed in 

I.lay, only eleven of the 50 respOllllents had actuJ.lly been 

offered jobs or college places and accepted them. Each of 

these respondents was interviewed; to ascertain whether seeking 

the jobs and courses they had sought: respectively, ,U'!D 

subsequent acceptance of them, were moti vated by elements 

$tiher tltJ.!! 'i;heir personal ot"ientation towards them. In no 

case Tlas this found to be the case. The investigator wa.s 

fully aware of the potential dangers in thi s procedure but 
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was fully satisfied that he had ~~ined genuine responses**. 

7.9 At all stages of the invostigation individual intervielTs 

were reserved for the purpose of clarifying a.nd a .. certaining 

unc lear <lata or its me ani ngs. Thi s was foreseen, and the 

questi on of "hether to bui Id into the invest; gati on a. set of 

strictly controlled interview schedules as a 'back-up'for 

each stage of the investigation was considered. (See also 

brief discussion above - section 7.1) The most clear 

danger lies in subjective interpretation from non

standard interviews (i.e. non-sta.ndard in terms of struct-

ure and procedures). However, ball1ncing 1l1ck of time I1nd 

resources agl1inst potentia.l benefits the deci sion was that 

they might lYell be a waste of timo and effort. AllolYing thl1t 

in certain respects the insight gained into thoughts and 

feelings of respondents was not completely sati sfactory, 

the conclusion is tha.t it lfOuld have produced insufficient 

benefi t to have done thi s. 

7.10 Perhaps the.;most appropriate" way to summ(lri se thi s di scuss

ion of wealmesses and limitations of the investigation is 

to list the main points. 

0.. Lack of establi shed data at more specific levels. 

b. Taxonomic and classificatory problems, particularly 

with occupational descriptions, titles etc. 

c. Use of data from other sources, particularly i. omiss

ions 'rrom rec~rds and ii. records based upon others' 

evaluative criteria. 

d. Constra.ints imposed by the school's normc\l progra=e of 

events. This was the most pervasive problem. 

---------------------------------------
** Th" investig:l.tor is well versed in techniques and imp-

lications of interviewing. 1li s professiollC\1 uuties 
incluue much interviewing and also the training of in

tending Careers Officers in interviewing techniques. 
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!n~lysis of Data 

8.1 It bears repeating that the focus of this investigation is 

not vocational choice, nor even the individual's overall 

vocational development; it is the vocationa.l orientation of 

adolescents during their Fifth Year. Dut in order to app

reciate this distinction more fully, certain terms need to 

be defined and understood. 

8.2 Vocational Orientation;- is seen as 0. gener~ structuring of 

ideas and feelings towards certa.in kinds of occupations, 

jobs, careers or activities clos!lly associa.ted ldth any 

of these. Thus certain orienta.tions towards specific occ-

upations are accepted as similar in kind to orientations 

tOlmrds, say, woodworking, which is an activity-description. 

_ .. Vocationa.lorientation is regarded as 0. kind of elimination

exploration nrocess which distinguishes it from any concept 

implying a point-in-time event. 

8.3 ~Yithin this process two dimensions are identified a.nd applied 

as criteria by which to gauge the nature of respondents' 

orientations. 

(0.) ~ttressed Vocati~al~rien~~~i~~ - is the term used to 

de scri be respondents' expressed i deus about thei r Olm 

orientations and includes any of naming, defining or 

de scri bing jobs, occuIJ'lotions, careers or closely alltdd 

activities or any groupings/combina.tions of these. 

(b) £on£!i§.:ti.t!!Ly££ati2.~! Orit'ntati2!! - is the term used 

to denote ag,Teement between two or more statements of 

Expressed Vocational Orientation at different times. 

La,ck of agreement of thi s kind is termed Incon8i stent 

Vocational Ori~ntation. 

(In addition to these criteria which are ~::::~ly applied, 

two other special cri'oeria are applied:- Stntus of Vocational 

Orienta.tion which refel:!; to the socio-econoQic claS:l of resp

ondents' ~pressed Vocational Orientation, and 'Open' and 

'Closed' Jobs which are applied to the Idnds of part-time 

jobs engaged in by respondents. See "ections 3.1 'Lnd 4.7 

of 'Finding:;'.) 
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8.4 The idea of consistency in vocational orientation, as a 

criterion of analysis, is not completely new. In pa.rt

icular it was used by Super(1961) in a more sophisticated 

form. lIe divided Consistency of Vocational l'referE'nces 

into (a) Field (b) Level and (c) Family of Preferences 

coupling it with the notion of Wisdom of Vocational 

Preference subsumi ng Apti tudes, Ueasured Voco.ti onal 

Interests Level and Accessibility of Preferred Choice. 

Ili s results showed that Consl stency of Vocati on",l Prefer

ence did not produce significant positive correlations 17ith 

Age 

IntelligE'nce 

Socio-economic Level 

(*'rhematic Apperception Test) 

School Achievement 

Pattern of Interests 

T.A.T. Adjustment* 

In the case of Wisdom of Vocational Preference he found only 

two positive correlations (",t the .01 level) with 1. },!e!).S

ured Interests and 2. Accessibility. 

8.5 Super concluded from his findings th",t there are doubts as 

to the si gui fi cance of consi stency and 1ri sdom of prefer

ence (at the age of 16) for the individual's vocationa.1 

orientation processes. There are two comments to be made 

about these conclusions, however. The first is that the 

expressed orientations obta.ined by Super were,in terms of 
• a tabulation of occupations etc. mentioned by respondents 

As he sl1ys •• 

" •• these are measures of consi stency or f1 rst a.nd 

a.lternative preferen"ces a.t one point in time, not 

consistency of preferences 2~_!:i02..n 

(emphases supplied) 

The second point to be ma.de is that the research was con

ceived in terms of !~liam of expressed preference ra.ther 

than in terms of consistency a.s a state of expressed 

ori ('ntati on. 
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8.6 Vocation(l.l Choice is vielred rather differently fr(lt~ vocationa.l 

orienta.tion; indeed the criteri(l. by which voc(l.tional choices 

are ma.de or analysed may be very different from those a.pp1ic

able to voca.tional orienta.tion processes. l[a.ny Irriters 

(e.g. Ginzberg at al. 1951; Super 1957 etc.) rega.rd voc

ational orientation a.s a. process seon in terms of a series 

of sta.ges initiated by, and culminating in, decision points**. 

Here, vocational choice is regarded as a. major decision 

which initja.tes a.nd/or is the culmill(l.tion of a. pha.se or 

sta.ge, and which commits one to some course of action. 

In the ca.se of this investiga.tion the action is either to 

leave school or to enter the 6th Form. 

The distinction between voca.tional orientation and voca.t

ional choice i 13 crucia.l to an a.pprecia.ti on of the design, 

conduct and outcomes of the present investigation~ Equa.lly 

important is an understanding of the two centra.l criteria. 

employed here - Expressed Vocati onal Od enta.ti on a.nd 

Consistent Vocationa.l Orientation. 

8.7 ~tat~£~!_~~~!ysis~nd~~~~~!_~~~sider~~io~. 

Given tha.t the data. is considered mainly in term~ of prop

ortional divisions, there is an obligation to apply some 

kind of test for statistica.l significance. For this pur

pose the Chi 2 Test is a.pplied a.nd significa.nce is ta.ken to 

be demonstra.ted a.t a.nd beyond the .05 level. Those famil

iar with 'stati stical a.nalysis wi 11 appreciate that lrorldng 

with a sample a.s sm(l.l1 a.s fifty persons, it-is not always 

possible to a.pply such a. test with· the expectation of mean-

ingful results. A sma.ll di stortiolt or ch(l.nge in the s",,-\11 

sub-divisions of this number ma.y a.lter the outcones of the 

analysis drastically. Dea.ring this in mind, the invest-

** It may be tha.t a more productive wa.y to view trronsitions 
generally is in terms of the series ••• 

Decision --- Development / Orientation --- Decision 
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igator's observations are occasionally presented ,as the 

basis for justifying further research, for a statistical 

a.na.lysis of the pertinent data would be useless. Such 

observations are a combination of data analysis, know

ledge of existing research dat", and insights gained through 

experience. 

8.8 JIaving pin-pointed the ma.ln elements underlying analysis 

of the data, there is a need ,to expanu upon overall 

tre",tment of the d",ta. 

It became very obvious that the sheer volume of data. 

elicited 1rould be such that an enormous amotmt of time 

1fould be needed to do an exhaustive analysi s. One 

could spend li terally months simply cross-pai ring sets 

of data or individual items before embarking upon a 

qualitative analysis. In this respect the investigation 

exemplifies the dilemma. of all researchers engaged in wide-

ranging research projects. One can eithe~ di scipline 

oneself to adhere large;ty to ,the original research design 

which (hopefully) is based upon a consideration of prillk1.ry 

and secondary levels of priority, or one Can adopt wha.t 

might be ca.lled the 'shotgtm c.pproa.ch' wherein one ana.lyses 

everything which emerges in the expectation that one :nust 

'hit' something. In thi s investigation datai,'ana.lysis wa.s 

conducted according to the original design, tllus ensuring 

a sensible if not exhaustive outcome • 
• 8.9 The two ma.in criteria are not applied to every set of da.ta, 

nor are they used equally extensively. In some areas one 

seems to be oore relevant than the other, and in some areas 

neither are particularly appropriate. For ('xample, havingc 

ma.do the point 'tha.t different criteria may be operative in 

an individual's vocational orient"tion and choice, it is 

ina.ppropriate to try to analyse an(t COMpare r!!spondents I 

reasons for orientation a.nd choice where they differ since 

there are time and resources constr"ints upon this investiga.t

ion, but more importantly because the focus of this study 

i s ~ ..-ocati on",l choice. 
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Another example is that, in considering the part-time jobs 

of the respondents it was inappropriate to apply to them 

the criterion of Expressed Vocational Orientation, since 

the motivations and other e.lements involved in taking 

up part-time jobs are in many cases quite separate from 

those involved in seeking full time employment. 

These observations should not be taken to imply that the 

main criteria are in some ways ill-conceived, simply that, 

as in the application of most criteria, they are mObt 

effective when applied with di scrimination • 

• 
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FINDINGS 

Introduction 

Prior to this point the theories and empirical data. discussed 

have originated in other research. From this point the focus 

is upon data. and ideas originating in the present investigat

ion. It was pointed out earlier (See Part I, section %:,-.1--) 
that the study objectives form a convenient way of grouping 

the areas selected for investigation, but that they ',10 not 

necessarily constitute the analytical framework in that form. 

The Findi~~ 

'The first section looks at the adolescent and his vocationa..! 

orientation, concentrating upon the individual's expressed 

orientations, ideal aspirations and job-saeking / job entry 

patterns. 

Thi s is followed by a section concerned with extra-fami lial 

influences of potentia.l importance during the school~to-l1ork 

transition. Included here are peer associations, schoo~ 

subjects chosen / preferred, examination estimates and 

performances. The last aspecis examined are, part-time emp-

loynent and vocational guidance provision. 

The third, and most crucial section sets out the findings , 
relating to fami ly influences. The triad of social class, 

parental occupations and adolescent orientation is considered 

first, leading nnturally to the examination of fa«ily struct

ure. From here elJphasi s shifts to the part played by rel

o.tives, aml the fo.r1ily's pattern of residence and geograph

ic mobility. 

The' areas of Findings mentioned above consti'tute the mo.in 

focus of the enqui ry, whi ch is to e stahli sh whether they 

may offer useful indications of oriE'ntJ.tion of a.clo'lescents. 

But the fina.l section exa.mines the usefulness of measured 

interests as illllico.tors, considering them in the' context 

of Findings already mentioned. 
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The Indi vi dual and Ili s Ori entati on 

1.1 During the Fifth Yea.r the adolescent's attention is drawn 

increasingly towards the prospect of leaving school and 

otarting worlq the transi tion, whi ch has been developing 

slowly, begins to accelerate. l'robably, before entering 

the Fifth Year,he experienced a rising awareness of the 

kinds of activities environments and occD.pations which 

seem(\d to attract him, but mostly in terms of likes and 

di slikes rather than through balanced considerations. 

At some point these begin to crystallise into firm orient

ations .(a.lthough not necessarily realistic ones) and through 

progressive testing of his ideas against reality he begins to 

locate particular occupations which he feels he might enter. 

It is with aspects of this developing awa.reness that this 

first section is concerned. 

1.2 Consistent Vocational Orientation 

Although'earlier orientation may not be realistic it ma.y, 

nevertheless, be consistent across a number of points within 

a. developmental phase, in terms of levels or sp(\cific titles 

of occupations or jobs. The value of attempting to determine 

consistency in such terms lies not in whether it is realistiC, 

but in tbe contribution tho;\' understanding of sucb sub

processes makes to the understanding of the developrn('ntal 

phase or .complete developoent peri ods. 

1.3 Findings here show that a substantial number of this sample 

did not develop orientations which, as expressed, enabled 

onc to state firmly that they l1ere consistent. 

Table 12 

Consistent Vocational Orientation 

Inconsistent Voco.tional Orientation 

Not Avai lahle 

29 (5sM 
19 (38%) 

~' (4%) 
N = 50 

----------------------------------------------'. 



Table 13 

Chronology of Expressed Orientation -Compari son of Da.ta*-K· 

A - Present Investigation B - Ashton(1970) 

Orientation Expressed •• Orientation Expressed •• 

. ------------------------------
Pre 4th Year 10 . More than a year ago 9 

4th Yr - 1st Term 5 12 months ago 4 

-4th Yr - Christmas 11 t10nths ago 
4th Yr - Easter 4 10 months ago 

4th Yr - Summer Term 4 9 months ago 

4th/5th Yr Vacation 1 8 months ago 

7 months ago 

6 months ago 4 

~==========~===========~=============================~===== 

5th Yr - 1st Term 10 5 months a.go 2 

4 months ago 5 

3 months ago 3 
Later than this •• 16 

2 months ago 1 

1 month ago,or less 2 

(N = 50) (N = 36; 6 No Response) 

**,Responsesto the question:-

"IIow long ago did you decide upon this job?" 

(See also Fig. 8 ) 
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lIowever, those identi fi ed as h:wing consi stent vocati ona.l 

orientl1tion initil111y"expressed their orientl1tions during 

the first term of the Fifth Yea.r or earlier, which indicates 

that an appreciable number of respondents hl1d begun the pro

cess of orientation quite el1rly in their secondary schooling. 

The pa.tterns of these expressions of orientl1tion show clear 

peaks around the age of 14+ and just after entry to tile Fifth 

Year •. 

1.4 A comparison of thi s data with that of a previ ous study by 

Ashton(1970) indicates that, allo,dng for l'light differences 

in dl1ta analysis, the pattern of peaking may be a consistent 

phenomenon (See Table 13 ). In fact the present sampl<> ex-

pressed their oricntations as follows:- 20% expressed orient-

ations prior to entering the Fourth Year, 28% during the 

peri od from Fourth Year Entry to Pi fth Year Entry and 52% 

during the first term of the Fifth Year or later. 

1.5 In considering the data, one ·is ctruck by the way in which 

it tends to support expectations about a two tier system 

wh; ch teachers anfl others mi ght rea.sonably hold. In the 14+ 

period each of the sample (along with all pup; Is) 1rould have 

been re'lui red to ml1lce subject choi ces in preparati on for trans

fer between the High School amI the (sample) Upper School. This 

would have brought to their notice the various common occupationn. 

During the fi rat term of the Fi fth Year the pro·spect of leaving 
• 

school 1yould have dra.1m their attention increasingly, and p!),rents, 

teachers and others would begin to emphasise it. One !Jight 

legiticlCttely refer to these pealcs as 'pressure points' for 

they do appear to represent the outcomes of a variety of press

ures to which !Jost pupils are subject a.t these times. The 

data discusspd immedil1tely following this also reflec~ these 

pressure points. (See sections 1.G and 1.7 relating chronology 

of orientation to consistency of orientl1tion and sibliIlg 

occupation). 
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Table 14 

Chronology of Orientation and Sibling Occupation 

Orientation Expressed ••• 

Siblings Pre- Post-
5th yr Entry 5th yr Entry 

All/Some Working 

Only/None Working 

12 (~4%) 

11 (22%) 

Sig. at the .05 level (N Q 50) 

6 (12%) 
21 (42%) 

. -1.6 From the data emerged the fact that chronology of orientation 

is related to whether siblings of respondents are working or 

not; an aspect of influence upon orientation for .rhich 

no data. seems to be avai lab le elsewhere. (See Table 14) 

The data. shows that respondents having working siblings tend 

to make earlier expressions of orientation. Why this should 

be cannot be explained on the basis of available information. 

1.7 There is a second aspect to emerge from this data. 'there 

appears to be a relationshi p between consi stent ori entati on 

and chronology of orientation. That is, those respondents 

having consi stent orientati on tend to express thei r orient

ation be~ore entering the Fifth Year rather than afterwards. 

(:see Table 15 ) From the se two set s of data it is tempting 

to h:ypQthesise that respondents having working siblings tend 

to have consistent orientation compared with other respondents. 

In fact this hypothesis w~,s tested and the results were incon

clusive (significant at the .02 level only). Nevertheless, 

the data does suggest that these aspects are worthy of further 

research, and with larger samples some conclusions may emerge. 
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Table 15 

Chronology of Orientation and Consistency of Orientation 

Orientation Orientation Expressed ••• 

Pre- Po'st -
5th yr Entry 5th yr Entry 

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

Not Available 

Sig. at .02 level 

19 (38%) 

4 ( 8%) 

(1< "' 50) 

11 (22%) 

14 (28%) 

2 ( 4%) 

1.8 In terms of theoretical frameworks this data might indic

ate a developmental substage (See part I section 4.4) 

and it is worth trying to set it in conte"t at thi s point. 

The existing frameworks are based upon the American exp

erience and when Super(1953) says 

"To the fourteen year old (choice) means something more 

than preference, because at that age the need for real

ism is minimised by the fact that preference does not 

need to be acted upon until the remote future •• " 

one can see a degree of di screpancy. Here" the 'need to 

act' is certainly not in the remote future although many 

adolescents may feel no immediate sense of urgency at the 

age of fourteen. Dut Gesell et 0.1.(1956) actually ident

ified a pattern of development (see Fig. 9) not too 

.dissimilar from the findings of this invostigation. The 

peak in number of vocational choices at around the age of 

fourteen seems to correspondoroughly with the present 

SaJ;:ple's early 

suggests that, 

expression of consistent orientation which 

whatever the actual processes at work, this 

period is 'one of great activity. 

of existing data, refers to ••• 

Crites(1969), in a survey 



:table 16 

~eal~2!~~~!£~!-Ex~r~££~~y R~~£~~~~ 

International Airline Pilot 

Il.a.diorrrapher 

Draurrhtsman or Professional Footballer 

Royal Navy 

Professiona.l Sportsman 

Labora.tory Assistant 

European Car Sales 1Ia.nager 

Engineer 

Footballer 

1!eta.lworlr Teacher or Fa.ctory Engineer 

Representative - I like travelling 

G.P.O. Telecommunications 

Gra.phic Desirrner 

Design Teacher or Infa.nt Teacher 

Work with Langua.ges 

Job involving travellinrr abroad 

Secretary 

Receptionist on a cruise ship 

Teaching Art 

Singer 

Air IIostess 

Some !cindof Artwork 

Something. Arti stic 

Nursery Nurse 

Recepti oni st 

Infant Teacher 

Na.nny 

Te lephoni st 

Legal Executive 

Social Work 

Hotel Receptionist 

IIousecra.ft or !,eedleworlc Teo.cher 
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" •• nn early period of crysta1li sation of choice •• during 

which goals are defini te and become firmly establi shed, 

but this certainty gives way to indecision and lack of 

goal directedness at •• approximately age 15." 

1.9 The data from the pro sent investigation appoars to fit reas

onably well lrith that offered from other sources and may, 

therefore, be generally applicable in other kinds of schools. 

l'he first pressure point wa.s identifed here>as associated with> 

the transi ti on between the lower and upper ti ers of "hi ch,.t>he 

sample school is an upper tier school (tha.t is, around the 

beginning of the Fourth Year). Thi s period occurs as a kind 

of transition in other kinds of seconda.ry schools anti is norm

ally marked by It( requirement that pupils choose subjects to 

pursue over the succeeding two years (as indeed is the case 

in the sample school also). The .second pressure point, 

whilst it must be dependent upon the nature of the particular 

school system, i s,;a.lso para.lleled in other kinds of SChools 

in that, a.t the commencement of the Fifth Year, all schools 

begin to exert pressures upon PUl)i Is to give more attenti on to 

the approachi ng school-to-worl, transi ti on and the related 

exa.minations. 

1.10 Ideal Aspirat!~ 

Part of the development of the individua.l in vocational terms 

is orientation towo.rds, or preferences for, ideal o.spiro.tions. 

Tho.t is too say, adolescents mo.y have feeling; about and thoughts 

o.bout Occupo.tions they 

includes an attempt to 

see as ideal. The investigation 

identify respondents' ideal a<lpirat-

ions in order to see hmf fo.r from 'reo.list1c' they are. The 

nor=li ty of these 'i deo.l' o.spi rati ons is surpri si ng. It is 

noteworthy that the more unusu<l.l ones appe<l.r to be bo.sed upon 

the value of wha,t one might co.ll talent or special aptitude. 

(e.g. profess1011o.1 sportsman, singcr etc.) but most secm to fall 

well within the r<l.uge of norf.1a.l a.spira,tions for the population 

at .this o.ge. An importo.nt qualification to conclusions poss-
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ibly to be dra,m from thi s data is that of the 50 respond

ents only 22 e~pressed ideal aspirations. Did they. have no 

ideal aspirations? Did ideal aspirations mean expressed 

ori entati ons to them? ',(ere they unable, un"i lling to 

express ideal aspirations in conventional terms? This area 

of individual perceptions, as related to vocational orient

ation is little researched yet is clearly important. 

1.11 ~Q=~eel{ing_ll~g~i~. 

The limitations of the adolescent's occupational and job 

kno'fledgo are considerable. For the most part he must rely 

upon others '1i thin and outside of the family for inform-

ation. The data resulting from this investigation's 

attempt to identify those sources in detail is unsatis

factory because a relatively large proportion of the sample 

were orientated towards 6th Form 

the main source. Nonetheless, 

entry, teachers thus being 

Super's(1957) observation 

that personal contacts are the main source of lmowledge 

tends to be supported. (See Table 17 ).. .!. ,l '. ~ 

Table 17 

Per cent Sample uain!,: !~:ious ~~.::_~! Job I~fo:~:~~_ 

Source % Sample -----------------------------
Personal Contacts 

Faroi ly 

Relatives 

Friends 

Careers Officers/Teachers 

Printell EaHer 

Newspapers 

Leaflets etc. 

Not Available 

-----~---,-----

(N = 50) 

6 

2 ' 

8 

14 

10 

4 

56 



Table 18 

rtesponses to the Question ":Ih",t is your opinion of th~ 

Careers Information available to you.J.!l.school?' (%) 

._--------------------_._---
V.Favourable Favourable Neutral Unfavourable V. Unfavourable 
-----------,-- ---------------

8 30 30 2 

(N = 50; Non-respondents = 18; Unc lassifin.ble c 2) 

Table 19 

rtesponscs to the Question '~Yhat is your opinion of the 

Careers Advice offered to you in school?' (%) 

------------------.-------------------
V.I"avourable Favourn.bl(\ Neutral Unfn.voura.ble V. Unfavourable 

---------------------------------------------------
12 26 22 6 6 

~--. ---------------... _------------------
(N = 50; Non-respondents 14) 

Table 20 

rtesponses to the question 'Do you feel thn.t the school really 

prepn.red you for I':oing into work?' (%) 

-------------------------------------
Definite Yes Qualified yes Don't KnOlr Definite l~o 

--_._---------------------------------
34 6 10 42 

----------------------------
(N = 50; Non-respondents = 4) 
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1.12 In identifying sources of inform~tion one is locating 

possible sources of help, but usually not locating data about 

the nature of that help. If it is more than nominal it may 

be very important in influencing an individual's orientation 

processes. Accordingly, certain questions were put to 

respondents in an effort to elicit data concerning the help 

tha:to wa.s offered/received from school and parents. The 

first group of data considered here are 1. opinions of the 

Careers infornmtion lrithin the school; 2. opinions of the 

Careers advice offered within the school and 3. opinions of 

whether the school really prepared respondents for entry 

into work. (See Tables 18,,' 19 and 20 "> 

1.13 llesponses to the first of these questions showed that 

respondents perceived the inform~tion available in £)chool 

not unfavourably '". (neutral = 30%; favourable = 38% 

and unfavourable = 2)0. The responses to the second 

question showed a aimi lar pattern in that 38% 11ere 

favourable, 22% neutral and' 12% unfavourable. The 

last of the three questions, however, sholred a clearly 

unfavourable response generally. only 34% gave ~equivoc-

ally favourable responses concerning the general help by 

the school as a preparation for entering work, and 42% 

offered an unequivocally unfavourable response. 

1.14 These results seem to indic~te that adolescents are very 

cap~ble of di stingui siling between the kinds of' help offered 

by the school cle~rly. Judging by both the response rates 

and the distribution of responses, the l~st question touched 

upon a highly sensitive area. of perception. The feelings 

underlying the unfavour",ble view of the school's prepa.ratory 

activities m~y be accura.te. However, they could b .. due to 

the ne~rne SD of OCCU1X\ti olli\l'choi ce and entry causing resnondcnts 

to focus upon current he lp, forgetti ng previ OUB he Ip. .\1 tern

atively, t]",y may be responding to previous implications 

(by teachers ane] others) that occupation",l entry is difficult 



Table 21 

Responses i2. the Ques1~n 'Do you_f.!!.!!.L!:.!!!!:1..I2!!LJ).~,t!! 

have helped ;rou to decide a.bout yOU!_£~~~ (%) 

-----------------------------------------
Pa.rents DID help 34 

Parents DID NOT help 60 

Not Classifiable 6 

100 

----_.--_._--------------

Table 22 

and Nep:ativ<, Statements -------'---------------

---',------------------ -------
Positive 

Statements Made 

None Some 

24 19 

Negative 
Sta temellt s !,fade 

None Some 

19 26 

Positive & Negative 
Statements I,lade 

None Both 

13 14 

-----------,--
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excessively important, maybe even traruuatic, and see the 

apparently low level of obv·iou~ preparation as inadequate. 

These kinds of r(>acticns to help, in the context of leaving 

school, ma.y be normal but we have no firm data by which to 

judge. 

1.15 Tho·second group of data concerns 1. opinions of parenta.l help 

and 2. respondents' perceptions of the nature of parental :;:,tate

ments in this context. The first set of opinions showed the 

majority of the sample as seeing parents as not helpful. 

(60% favourable and 34% unfavourable). Perhaps this is 

understandable i! responses to the second area ar9 accurate. 

That is to say, according to responden~s' perceptions, the 

statements made by parents concerning jobs, occupations, voc

ational activities e.tc. could indicate parental confusion, 

vocational ignorance or possibly apathy. (See Tables 21 rind 22 ) 

The overall pi cture gained here is that parents are perceived 

as not particularly involved or helpful, and that the state

ments they are reported to have made indicate no clear pattern 

of attitudes, Imowledge or concern. 

1.16 Whatever influences are a.t work, real or perceived, the cul

mination of the adolescent's orientation processes is, typically, 

the crysta.llisa.tion of ideas into decisions. These may lead 

directly to choice between entering work and remaining in 

full time education, or they may lea.d to choices within these 

alternatives. Frequently, considerations other than pers-
• onal orientation intervene (e.g. family finances, la.ck of 

exanination certificates etc.). HOlrever, the majority of 

youngsters choose to leave school and enter lYorI( or courses 

of study at local colleges of further education. 

1.17 The fi rst aspect of job-seeldng beha.vi our to emerge froe 

this investigation is tha.t the local enployrJent situation 

affected it. In lo'~ employment areas there is, what can only 

be described as, a. scramble to obtain jobs. JJut in the area 

within which this investigation was cO!lducted, there is little 

unemployllcnt and hence no scramble for jobs. tIore speci fj cally, 

/ 
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several respondents ,rere offered, and declined, jobs in 

firms local to the school. Becanse of the local situation 

they preferred, and were able to, ,ndt for offera"': they 

considered more suitable or desirable. Five respondents 

declined offers of jobs which were 'rithin their range and 

of not particularly low status; and in onc case a boy 

declined two such offers, subsequently accepting another. 

1.18 As outlined earlier (See F(I.~.H section 2.6) there is a 

fairly well establi shed job-seeking pattern for pupils of 

th1 s school. A small nwnber seek jobs in the January of the 

Fifth Year (often including 10" ability pupils not entered 

for public examinations) and this n~~ber increases until, 

by the middle of the summer term·.'most have accepted offers. 

At this time in the Ilummer term the C.S.E.examinations are 

tailing off and the G.C.E. Ordinary level examinations build-

. -iugup. The remn.ining Fifth Year pupils, who intend to 

leave school, usually find jobs duri ng the suml1er vu.cati on. 

1.19 The examination results are a"ailable during the latter part 

of A.ugust when there is a resurgence of job-seeldng by those 

whose results are mora or less than they were expecting. The 

pattern of examination results for individuals may 17iden or 

reduce thei I' occupati OIlal possi bi li ti es. Data obtained from 

this investigation showed D, clear re-orientation of this kind. 

(See Tables 23 & 24) 

• 

Table 23 

._--------------------------------------
lIonth Jobs(%) College Places(%) 

----------------------------------------------------------
January 4' 

February 4 

March 8 2 

April 6 2 

22 4 

._------------------------------------
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Table 24 

----------------------------------
Posn. at end 
of !.lay (%) 

--------------------------
Jobs 

College Places 

Sti 11 Seeldng 

Opted for 6th Form 

Not Available 

(N = 50) 

38 

6 

10 

42 

4 

100 

Posn. at end 
ofSept.(%) 

Net % 
Increaso 
+ve -ve 

-----------
50 

18 

24 

4 

100 

12 

12 

18 

It is IllI1nifest, that the typical resurgence of job-seeking 

occurred during the summer v<l:cation, and this is almost 

certainly the outcome of re-orientation due to unexpected 

examination results. 

1.20 Overvie1f of 'rhe Individual and IIi s Orientation' 

Data so far presented has shol1n the extent of the sample'iii 

consistency of vocational orientations, the fact that it 

seems to be connected with chronology of expressed oricntat

i on, and some evi dence that, in turn, thi s, chronology may 

be relatecl to whether respondents' siblings are ,workers or 

not. A brief look at the ideal aspirations of tili s sample 

sho1ts tho.t it is uno.cceptalllo to regard 'ideal' aspiru.tion 

as necessari ly related to (or equivalent to) 'fantasy' asp-

i rati ons. Indeed, in most cases ideal aspi rati on cannot be 

equated 111 th .any obvi ous lack of reali ty 1'!hatsoever. 

1.21 In. attempting to get behind tho sint?le statement of orientat

ional events, o.ttention was po.id to respondents' perceptionc 

of po.rento.l and school help. '. Generally the pi cture tlmt em

erged shows tho.t the respondents are, at best, equivocal 
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about it, and at worst (the case of whether school prepared 

them for entering work) viewed it unfavoumbly. When att

ention is turned to opinions of parental help most respondents 

responded unfavourably, and even an analysis of the statements 

made by parents coulu not offer any evidence to query this. 

1.22 In consitlering sources of job inform(l.tion (l.nd job-seeking beh

a.viour, the former data supported previous researchers' find

ings partially in· that personal conta.ct was found to be an imp

ortant source of information. Data on job-seeking behaviour 

confirmed the (previously) observed pattern for t,lIe school <lnd 

the area in whi ch it is located. One is left 111 th the con-

clusion that parents, although they may be supportive and 

helpful in many ways, do not appear to help in obvious ways, 

and their children's perceptions that they' are not particularly 

helpful may be perfectly accurate in terms of direct information 

",bout jol)s, occurmt.ions and careClrs. 

, 
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2.1 Peers and the School 

The findings so far have dealt with the in(\ividual almost ex

clusively, yet he cannot be isolatecl fron his fello11s. Ill' 

cannot orientate hiroeelf adequately without frequent and cont

inuous reference to others, and to a wide range of intra- and 

extra-familial experiences and encounters. In looking at 

adolescent vocational orientation one must account for some 

of these at least; peer associations and school experiences 

offer two such sources of influence. 

2.2 Ilargreaves( 1 967) says ••• 

" •• the higher the (academic) stream the greater the 

degree of conformity to niddle class values. Moreover, 

there were indications thJ.t high stream boys tend to 

come from hones more orientated towards middle class 

values. That the values acqui red in tho home and 

the va.lues held by the peer group reinforce ea.ch other 

seems a reasona.ble conclusion." 

Research by Kandel & Lesser(l969) previounly mentioned 

(See Part I section 7.2) actun.lly tends to suppor'b thi s 

conclusion and l.a.wton(19S4) reported data which adds to 

, that support. Clearly one rlust look at the adoleocent' s 

experience of school in nore than onc way in order to get 

at the different influences exerted upon vocational orient-

a.tion. 

2.3 l1illmott(1966) shows how peer association patterns change 

with age during adolescence, movin!; from association with 

a crowd (around age 14-15) to spending tir}c mostly with 

one friend of the opposite sex (around age 19-20) This 

mic;ht lead one to expect.). degr('e of crowd association both 

within and outsid,e of the school, and further tha.t outside 

of the schoo,l the adole scent mayreasonahly be e,,;:>ccted to 

associate with peers already employed, aoong others • 
• 

The data obto.ined in thi s area shows fo.irly clear preferences 

in one or two acpects. (Table 25 ) 



Table 25', 

Qi~~i~ __ ~spon~~~~~' Peer Associates -----

--- -----

No. of Inside School Outsi de School Outside School 
Claimed (Pupil Peers) (Worker Peers) 

Associates -Boys Girls ALL Boys Girls ALL Boys Girls ALL 
------------------------

Nil 6 4 10 9 11 20 

1 - 4 7 10 17, 10 21 31 7 12 19 

5 - 8 7 16 23 4 2 6 2 2 4 

Over 8 7 1 8 1 2 3 

Not Avai 1. 2 2 1 2 3 4 4 

-----------------------------------
(N = 50) 

Table 26 

~tionship_~~tween~~~~tent Vocational Ori=~:~tion and 

!~~~ingr~~~~~iates 

,---,----------------------
Having ',1orldng l'eer 

. Associates 

28 

(Significant at .20 level) 

H(wing No 'Jor!dng Peer 
Associates 

Consi st. '" 
Orientat~ 

----------------
11 

20 16 
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2.4 There seems to be quite a clear preference for group sizes. 

Within school the boys in the sar:1ple showed an even sprea.d 

across the group sizes whereas the girls tendecl to prefer 

a maximum group size of eight. There is a. marked shift 

towa.rds the lower group size (1 - 4 mer.lbers) outside of 

school where associa.tes are scholar-peers, and this is even 

more ma.rl{ed ,There associates a.re working, peers, especially 

in the case of the girls. There is still an a.pparent tend-

ency for boys' associations to be spread across the ~rour 

si ze range in compari son 11i th gi rl s' • 

2.5 The flgures obtained suggest tha.t, during the period of this 

investigation, the sample tended to <Ess6ciate with peers 

whose current experi (mce s were si mi lar to thei r 011n. Tha.t 

is to say, the respondents' peer a.ssociates tended also to 

be pupils unctergoing the similar experil?nce of school. (It 

should be note,l that of the 50 respondents 20 claimed NO 

association ,nth working peers.) If this is an accurate 

analysis then one would expect to find tho pattern continuing 

after school leaving. ~1orld ng a.dole scent s rni ght be expected 

to associate la.rgely with working p(>ers rather than schola.r-peers. 

Thi s hypothe si s would accolllr:1oJa.te the increa.sing associ a.ti on 

of the adolescent with older friends after entering 17orl" for 

their experience would also be more similar to the individual's 

current experiences than would those of schola.r-pE'ers. 

2.6 In fact 'Ji llmott I s(1966) findings indica.te that pealdng of 
• 

peer associa.tion occurs between 16 and 18 with boys, and 

Dunphy(1063) indicates that 0. similar pa.ttern is COrJuon to 

both sexes (See Fig. 3). If their findings are correct, and 

if the present ana.lysis is correct, then it is J1roba.ble that 

working peers are riot 0. significant influence upon school 

leo.vers' voca.tiona.l orientations typica.lly. Following on 

from this, application of the criterion of consist('nt voc

ational orientation to the da.ta. from the present investigation 

showed no strong rela.ti onshi p wi th 'working poer o.ssociati on. 

(See Table 26 ) 
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!Iowever, it should be pointed out that the model used here 

is a somewhn.t simplistic one anel there may well be typical 

patterns of relationships between thesc variables in terms 

or specific and/or minor aspects of vocational development. 

2.7 One question arising from analysis of this data is whethE'r 

there mi ght be a reinforcing eler.lCnt of influence 1rhere a 

respondent has both working peer associates and wor1dng 

Biblings. From the data it is clear that twice as many 

respondents having no working siblings also have no working 

peer associates, compn.red with those who .10 have working 

si bUngs. It is also the case that this pattern is 1'0-

peatod for those in the 1 - 4 group si ze category. 'l'he 

pattern is echoed in the case of the 5 - 8 group SiZb c;::.t

egory i nsi de school, where re spondents havi ng no '10rld ng 

siblings overwhelmingly outnumber those who have worldng 

siblings.(See Table 27 ) 

Table 27 

llll.lgill2.1llil1irl_hct:mtll.ll..ID!<.id~l1!<.ll._QL'1Qr.l.il!g_~f..~J:_Il'§lOQ.!<.i9::\&fl_9:l1!l, 

Working Sibling's of Uesnondents -- ----------------------
------------------------------------------------------
Peer 
Associates 

Peers li~si de School 

Wkg.Sibs Non-\1kg Sibs 

1forldng Peers 

11kg. Si ba Non-wkg Sibs 
---------------------------------------------------------
Nil 7/21 14/21 

1 4 8/17 9/17 6/19 1:£119 

5 8 3/23 20/23 --- 2/3 1/3 

Over 8 6/8 2/8 1/3 2/3 

:Not Ava.il. 1/2 1/2 2/4 2/4 

---------------------------------------------------------
(N = 50) 

2.8 It appears that thore is no definite and cleo,r tendency 

for respondents Ilaving worldng sihlings to aSllociate morc 

'With 1Vorldng peers than other respondents in the s<l.mple. 



Table 28 

---------------------------------------
Ability~) 

Reasons Below Average Above 
Ave. Ave. !.ALL Sig. 

----------------------------------------------------------
Likes/Interest 

Help in Future Job 

Wo.nted subjects could 
pass at CS!': / GCE 

79 

81 

44 

Good at subjects 44 

Would help in Home and !lobbies 54 

Wanted variety of subjects to 
leave Careers open 41 

Would help understand world 38 

Di dn 't li ke other opti onB 34 

Didn't want to waste three 
yeo.rs' \York 28 

High exo.m marks in subject in 
3rd Year 14 

Wanted to do new subjects 36 

No good at other options 22 

Parents wanted me to do suhject 18 
• Liked teo.chers who taught 

suhjects 

Teachers advised me 

Wanted some easy subject s 

Not able to take subjects 

24 

11 

18 

really wl1,nted 11 

Couldn't think what ehe to do 15 

76 

77 

51 

40 

43 

37 

29 

31 

32 

20 

20 

11 

12 

8 

10 

8 

4 

6 

86 

83 

60 

51 

35 

39 

27 

25 

26 

31 

11 

'8 

12 

8 

13 

.3 

4 

4 

81 ** 
81 NS 

53 ~.* 

46 * 
44 -1('** 

39 NS 

31 * 
30 NS 

29 NS 

23 NS 

22 *** 

13 *** 

14 NS 

13 *** 
12 NS 

10 *** 

7 *** 

9 *** 

(naued upon table by !teid (>t al. 1974) 

Key:- * c Sig. ~bove .05 level; 

*l<* = Sig. a.bove .001 level; 

** = Sig. o.bove .01 level; 

US = Not si gni fi ca.nt 
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UlmeVer, there does seem to be a tendency for those having 

non-lTorldng siblings to cluster in the groups size 1 - 4 and 

5 - 8, considering peer associati ons inside school, and 

outside of school with -.,.orking peers. Bearing in mind the 

previous data concerning peer associa.tions (from which it _s 

suggested that adolescents tend to gravitate towards peers 

sharing currently similar experiences - sec section 2.5) young

sters ha.ving contact with 'forl,er peers of approximu.tl'lly their 

own age may well feel that their experiences are too dissimila.r 

and move towards the wider group (5 - 8 size) inside school. 

However, this is sp~culative and there is no referent data 

availa.ble for comparison. 
2.9 In many ways it.is arguable that informal school influences 

are stronger than the formal one s embedcled in the formal struct

ures. However, in our society forma.l qua.lifications lli~ve 

. come to represent certain things to those "outside the school 

and the reverberations of their expectations are felt 11ithin it,: 

It 1ras mentioned earlier (See. section 1.5) that the 0.(101-

escent's attention is drc.vrn to some of the more tangible 

aspects of leaving school, and inevitably teachers, parents 

and Careers Offi cers "i 11 point out that for many occupati ons 

entry is gained through possession of specified examination 

certificates gained at C.S.E. and/or G.C.E. Ordinary levels. 

This fact· is reflected in the rapid narrowing dOlfll or the range 

of subjects studied to examination level after Third Year 
• 

subject choices have been made. 

2.10 As Reid et al.(1974) point out: 

" •• vel"Y little is )m01m about the pupil's perct!ptien 

of the subject choice sit~~tion and its ¥ocational 

implications. Childl"en clearly differ Y/idely in the 

ways in which they make a choict! and in the factors 

influencing them" 

But as a result of thoir study they did begin to clarify some 

of the facets of 'l'hird Year choice (See Table 28 ) and concluded 

that ••• 
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"Despite the emphasi s ,.hich pupils gave to vocational 

relevance, however, it was apparent in this, as in 

other studies, that many did not make curricular 

decisions with any definite career or training plans 

in mind. It 

2.11 Jackson & lIarsden(1966) also refer to the matter of subject 

2.12 

choice: 

"As early as the second year important deci sions were 

being made by teachers or by children as to the range 

of subjects they would study ••• The others seemed 

ready to take decisions and look after themselves. 

They'd go and talk to the teachers. They knew 

what they ,.ere doing. I daren't ask and I didn't 

seem to know what was going on." 

The latter part of this pa.ssage captures the sense of press

ure that must lie behind much of the data reported from 

studies in schools, and ,rhich most pupils must experience 

to some degree. 

In examining the data from this investigation, 

school subjects studied by respondents, it was 

venient to group them as follows: 

concerning 

found con-

Mathematics 

English Language 

Language s, 

Humani ti e s 

Sciences 

Art/DeSign 

Others 

French; Spanish; German; Latin 

History; Geography; European Studies; 

Religious Education; Community Studies 

Biology; Physics; Chemistry; Engineering 

Science; Environmental Science; Home Science 

Art; Needlework; Hetalworlq Woodwork; 

Ceramics; Silversmithing; Technical Graphics; 

lIousecraft 

Music; Commercial Subjects 
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(All re spondents to.ke Physi cal Educati on whi ch is non-exami ned) * 
2.13 The distribution of subjects studied by respondents is shown 

be low but Ho. thrunati cs and Engli sh are omi tteu for they are 

compulsory studi es. (Table 29 ) 

Table 29 

No. of 
subjects 
studied 

JIumo.nities Languo.ges Art/Design Science Others 
._-------------------------------

D G B G D G D G B G 
-----_._----------------------------------------

NIL 

1 

4 

9 11 

9 8 

17 14 

5 

1 

9 

2 

2 

2 5 

10 13 

10 9 

1 

2 2 23 17 

12 20 9 

1 2 

3 

4 

5 

9 5 

4 

-------------------------------------------------------
This does not offer much in the wo.y of clear trends except to 

show the 'popularity' of some subjects**. 

However, within these groupings .. nother aspect is hidden 

preferences for ~r)es of subjects rather tho.n for ~roups. 

If these groupings o.re broken down and ,reconstituted another 

way such preferences can be seen fo.i rly cle .. rly. TIle new 

groupingS' o.re: 

Sciences Biology; Physics; Chemistry 

Technologies - Environmental Science; Engineering Science; 

Home Sci ence 

IIandicraft(Eoys) - Metalwork; ~roodworlq Si Iversmithing 

------------------------------------------_ .. _-
* These ~roupinlIs of subjects reflect, almost exo.ctly, the 

Faculty c:roupings wi thin the school. 

** It must be borne in mind tho.t in most cases a pupil is un
:/-ikely to have been alloco.ted hi s fi rst c110i cc in every 
c:tse. 'rhus some subjects stuuicrl wi 11 h", s(>cond, poss
ibly third choices, and m:ly even h:lve b00n imposed upon 
respond(>nts for aduini str:ltive, logi;!tico.l or other 
reasons. 
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Housecraft; Needlework; Commercial 

subjects' 

Art/Design 

Humanities 

others 

Art; Ceramics; Technical Graphics 

History; Geography; European Studies; 

Religious Educatil)n; Community Studies 

Music 

Table 30 

--------------------------------,-----' 
Sei. Technol. Art/Design Pract./Handi. Human. Others 

,---'--------------------------------------
Boys 11 

Girls 20 

9 

5 

14 

14 

13 

12 

----------------------------------

23 

20 

2 

2 

2'.14 Bet1reen 50% and 90% of the sample in the survey 'Enquiry l' 

(1968) expressed a liking for House craft (87% Girls) and 

for Engineeringflletalwork 

da~ (See Table 30 ) that 

(76% Doys). From the present 

tendency seems to, be confirmed, 

and it is perhaps noteworthy that there seems to be a 

quite pronounced bias towards "h"t one might call the '=n

ipulative' subjects. These occur within the Art/Design 

and Practi c:1.l/n"ndi craft categori es where one is requi red 

to manipulate ma.terials of various kinds in order to produce 

objects. This could be due to the explicit emph"sis upon 

Design Education in this (and other) Leicestershire school. 

If so it means that a general educational policy not only 

results in enhancec] performance in the 'policy subjects' 

but' has the further, perhaps cri ti cal, impli c"ti on that 

such poliCies =y be hidden determinants of the vocational 

directions in which youngsters /'lay move. 

2.15 Again, referring, to 'Enquiry 1', the data shows a high 

proportion of girls taking scienCeS, but only 44% express-

ing a li Id ng for them. The vocational interests dat" 
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from the present investigation shows a high proportion of 

girls rejecting Scientific interests (See section 5.6). 

In view of this, the high proportion of girls sho~rn in this 

investigation to be tal.ing Sciences (See Table 30 ) ma.y 

indicate certain alternative reasons. Either a number of 

girls opted for sciences perceiving them to be, and expect

ing them to be interesting and/or because they understood 

them to be instrumentally useful. The first possibility 

raises the question of the exact relationship between scient

ific-studies and scientific interest (as defined in various 

interest measures) and the latter ro.ises the question of 

0.) thc_accuro.cy of the subject chooser's perceptions at the 

time of choice and b) the ways 

··are built up o.nd/or imposed. 

findings nor those from other 

in which subject'perceptions 

Unfortuno.tely neither present 

sources are sufficient to permit 

-··-vo.lid conclusions about these matt.ers. 

2.16 In considering subjects studi ed in school (o.nd particulo.rly 

in relation to vocational orfentation a.nd choice) it is 

clear tho.t Mathematics and English are considered to be ess

ential by teachers and employers ali ke. (Evi dence of thi s 

lies in the fact that they are compulsory studies and they are 

the. subjects most commonly requi red by employers looldng for 

qualified school leavers.) It is clear from the data prov

ided by 'Enquiry I' that Uathematics is unpopular with both 

sexes and, boys .tend to dislil,e Engl:i sh also. 'Despite being 

'very definite in their feelings towards these. subjects, the 

youngsters in the 'Enquiry I' sample did not confuse their 

thoughts o.nd feelings. (See Table 31 ) 

2.17 One has the impression from listening and talking to teachers 

(and others dealing with adolescents) that they are largely 

at the mercy of their developing emotions. I;ven allowing for 

the fact that some of these emotional responnes may reflect 

'received opinions', many must be o.blt' to discrimino.te betwoen 

their feelings and jUdgements. The evidence from the the pres-

ent investigation appears to bear this out. It was r.lCntianect 



Table 31 

!dolesceu~~ __ ' ~~£ception~ of school-~~jects~~1i~d a~ 

Intercstill!L::!!!L Useful (~~qui r;r..!~-=..!~l 

Interesting Subjects Useful Subjects 
------------,----------
Mathematics Engli ah Ma.thematics English 

----,-------------------
Boys 

Girls 

53% 

70% 

Ta.ble 32 

---'--

Third Yea£~~iect Opti~~_Peree~~~s still Vo~~~~onall1 

Useful 

----,------,--,--
Iloys 

Ge~graphy 

Art 

Language s' 

Environmental Sci 

Engineering Sei 

Woodwork 

Technic::!.l Graphics 

UetalTlork 

Tradi ti ona1 Sci 

• 
• 
••• 

• •• 

• ••• 
•••• 
••••• 

•• • • • • 
· .......... 

Girls 

-------
Environmental Se! 

Engineering Sci 

lJusi e 

• 

• 
• 

Techni cal Graphi cs. 

Uousecraft • 
Ceramics •• 
Needlework •• 
1Ii story ••• 
Tradi ti om.l Sci • •••• 
Ar'L ••••• 
ConUlleree •••••• 
lAneuages ••••••••• 

--------------------
(One Dot = One Respondent) 
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above that respondents were obliged to choose their subjects 

for further study at the end of their Third Year (See 

section 2.9). t!o.ny Careers Officers believe that this is 

the time at which they shoul,l interview pupils to try to 

ensure adequate consideration of vocational implications 

of choices. But various O1riters and researchers Cl!l.ke it 

clear that adolescents (frequently at this stage} often are 

not in 0. position to !m01r exactly where their vocational 

interests lie or even the extent of their capacities and 

abilities. Tyler(1964} makes the related point that many 

may even confuse their interests and abilities. 

2.18 In an attempt to clarify thi.s area, data 1ras obtained con-

cerning subject options. Again there was a di fferent vie,r 

of, or feeling about subjects according to sex. The resp

ondents were asked to li st subject options made at the end of 

their Third Year in terms of whether they were still thought 

to,be vocationally useful, having been asked previously 

whether they ho.d thought thi s before they chose them. 

The outcome was that boys tended to think that the technical/ 

scientific kinds of subjects were useful and the girls, 

although tending to have 0. spread of responses across a range 

of subjects, did sho,r some tendency to mention the Arts,"-

. Tro.ditiono.l Sciences and Commerce.(See To.ble 32 ) 

2.19 To return to the findings from 'Enquiry I' .. 

"Subjects are also very liable to be fo~d boring when 

pupi'ls fail to see their relevance to their lives. They 

are most readily seen as relevant when they a.re of ob-

vious use in a job or as a me4ns of 

i ti on. For girls leavers (15 year 

obtaining a good pos

olds) looldng o.fter 

a home and family is an occupo.ti on whi ch vi rtuo.lly 0.11 

. hope or expect to ho.ve at some sto.ge of their lives and 

housecraft subjects were in fact outstandingly success

ful. There are clearly dG.ngers, however, in taldng 

advantage of relevance in specifically vocationo.l sub

jects •• " 
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2.20 If this is true of fU'teen year-olds, hOlr much more true i'3 

it of fourteen year-olds when they are choosing subjects 

as in the present sample? The business of subject choice 

is not very Iroll researched except in terms of simple or 

general relationships. The research that is done is 

either by or for examina.tions boards or other organis

ations 1rith some interest of this kind. For example, 

one finds writings/data on the direct rela.tionship between 

examinati on performance and future performance (e.g 'The 

Predictive Value of C.S.E.'1973) or bet1feen examin",tion 

performance and occupational entry (e.g. 'Unqtmlified, 

Untrained and Unemployed'- NYEC Report 1974). There are 

occasional studies of estima.ted examination performance and 

its relationship trith actual performance (e.g. So;;e11 1971) 

but again these tend to be directed towards the needs of 

examining boards. There is simply very little available 

research into the ways in trhich pupils perceive subjects and 

activities upon which fi rm statements can be made Ir1 th any 

· degree of certai~ty or authority. There is also a. lack of 

data relating values, attitudes and influences involved 

in choice of subjects. Administrative, organisational 

and logistical considerations are the real bases of dec

isions to oblige pupils to choose subjects at any given 

time, and only minimal account is taken of pupils' psycho

social development. 

2.21 Estimates'of Examination Performance 

At some time between the beginning of December and the 

end of the Fifth Year, almost all secondary schools in

volved in entering pupils for public examinations try to 

compile li sts of estimates of thei r pllpil s' performances 

in those examinations. This allows them to (a) finalise 

examination entry forms (b) intenSify examination prep

arations in teaching teras, and (c) offer some kind of 

guidance to pupils (usually through Careers Officers). 



Table 33 

--- ---
!<.S~ '0' Lev£.,! 

Grade Estimated Actua.l Gra.de Estimated Actual - ---------
1 11 16 1 1 

2 29 27 2 

3 43 36 3 3 6 

4 31 3.7 4 8 4 

5 13 11 5 3 1 

6 15 12 Pass 
-------------- --

Fa.i1 
Ungraded 6 6 7 lE 9 

8 9 5 

9 2 15 

N", 133 N '" 52 

------- -----
Ta.ble 34 

--- ------
C.S.E. 'O'.!:!:'..!!l 

Gl"ade Estimated Actual Gra.de Estimated Actual ------ ----
1 11 12 1 

2 27 27 2 1 

3 29 t\5 3 3 

4 42 59 4 1 2 

5 22 9 5 ·3 3 

6 11 2 Pass 

-----F.l.TI 
Ungra.ded 4 11 7 6 5 

8 4 2 

9 1 10 

N '" 132 N '" 27 

----_._--------



Table 35 

Comparison of Estimated and Actual Examination Grades - ALL 

-------------
C.S.E. --

Grade Estimated Actual Grade Estimated Actual 

1 22 28 1 

2: 56 54 2 1 -
3 72 71 3 3 9 

4 73 g6 4 9 6 

5 35 20 G 6 4 

6 26 14 Pass 
-----

Fail 
Ungraded 16 17 7 17 14 

8 13 7 

9 3 25 

U = 265 N '" 79 

-- -----------------

Table 36 

----,----------------, 
Estimates & Actual 'Grades exactly correspond 

Correspontience :j: One Grade 

Correspondenco t Two Grades 

N", 344 

39.8% 

40.98% 

19.1% 

---,------ ----------------



Table 37 

,-------------_._--------
Estimates Respondents % 

Overestimates of 2 Grades in one or more 

subjects 66 

Underestimates of 2 Grades in '"one or more 

subjects 22 

Misestimates in 2 or more subjects (+ or -) 

liisestimates in 6/7 subjects** 

ALL estimates correct within ± One Grade 

Less than 4 out of 6/7 subjects correctly 

estimated** 

4 or more out of 6/7 subjects correctly 

estimated** 

-
(- Uaximum number of subjects taken = 7) 

38 

18 

30 

70 

---,---,------- -------,---
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It is uncommon for teachers to communicate specific details 

of these estimates to ~upils. The dangers inherent in 

utilising them for guidance purposes (touched upon in the 

Introduction - Part I section 1.3) are clear from th" anal

ysis of the present data. Estimates of examination perfor

manco were collected in January of the Fifth Year, and com

pared wit.h actual grades obtained ,yhen the results became 

available in August. A first analysi s of the data showed 

an apparently high correspondence between estimates and 

actual grades (See Table s '·33 - 36 incl.). But when 

analysed according to the set of six or seven subjects 

in which each respondent ,ras examined this first pattern 

was found to produo.e .tooopti.mist.ic a picture • 

... 2.22 The second analyst s showed that only 30% of estimates are 

correct t.o within plus-or-minus one grade, and in 70% 

_of individual cases less than half the estimates are correct·· 

(See Table 37 ). Careers Teachers and Careers Officers ,vi 11 

rightly assert tlmt such estimates form but a part of the 

total bases of guidance, but t,ro other elements must be set. 

against this. The first is that there io an overl1helming 

emphasis upon academic achievement, by schools, and this 

is reflected by employers and others in terms of constraints 

upon occupational entry. The second point is the limited 

amount of data about any adolescent pupil from sources other 

than the pchool (or the pupil himself) and tilis creates a 

tendency to invest 'firm' data with an importance perhaps 

unwarranted. 
2.23 Two cases talten from the sample '1i 11 throw into relief the 

uncertain nature of estimates as bases for guidance. (Sea 

Tables 38 and 39). In the first case only three estillk'\tes 

are within one grade of actual performance, and during a 

vocational guidance intervielr with the girl, Carol,~, during 

l!arch of the Fifth Year, a teacher said 

" •• teachers report high effort; high results to be 

expected; potential for three_ 'A' levals. u 



Table 38 

Case Study I - Carole, 

Subject Estimated Grade Actual Gra.de Level 

Art 2 1 CSE** 

English 4 6 '0 ' Level 

l!athemati cs 3 4 '0 ' Level 

French 4 6 '0' Level 

Geography 4 3 '0' '-Level 

Physics 6 4 '0 ' Level 

Latin 6 S '0' Level 

(** Grade I CSE is equivalent to an • 0' Level pa.ss) 

------- ----------

Table 39 

Case Study 2 John 

---
Subject Esti=ted Gra.de Actual Grade Level 

Metalwork 4 2 CSE 

Tech. Gra.phics 3 2 CSE 

English 6/7 8 '0 ' Level 

lIathema.tics 6/7 9 '0' Level 

French 9 9 '0 ' Level 

Geography 8 9 '() , Level 

Physics 6 9 ' 0' Level 

---
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regardless of whether the actual e"amination results OR the 

estimates were correct reflections of the youngster's ability, 

the di screpancy between expoctati on and reality can so ea si ly 

lead to inappropriate a~vice in guidance. 

2.23 In the s~cond case, that of John, a vocational guidance 

interview report says 

" •• intends to be an engineering draughtst!an." 

In this Case the crucial subjects for any boy who can finda 

firm wi lling to employ him as_ a trainee draughtsman (and 

there are few who will take a boy at 16+ for this purpose) 

are Mathema.ti cs, Physics and Engli sh. In the case study 

detai Is the mi sestimo.tes are gross ill two of those subjecs 

--(i.e. between 2 and 3 grades in error), and there is a 

question arising out of this data, which, although it is 

ina.ppropriate to pursue here, is worthy of note. For any 

_youngster to perform so badly in an e"amination, when there 

are no particularly unusual Circumstances, he or she must 

have been coping inadequately_for a considerable time prev

iously, yet this information did not appear in any records 

within the school. Thus guidance in this case was very prob

ably based upon mi sestimates of a- gross extent and might 

easi ly have led- _ to a most unfortunate work entry. 

2.24 Inevitably, analysis of this data leads one to speculate 

"about teachers' abilities to accurately estimate grades, 

and many would raise the question of experience in teaching 
• and/or examination grade-estimating. Accordingly ( and as 

a result of the data presented above) an enquiry vas made 

into the experience of the teachers involved in estimating 

grades for this sample. It was, of necessity, a fairly 

simple enquiry. Three years of continuous teaching of 

secondary school examination classes was taken as indicating 

sufficient experience to make reasc:lable estim..1.tes. It was 

felt that after three years, a teacher lIould ha.ve passed 

through the main phase of job adjustment,' gained substantial 

experience of teaching and probably gained insight into the 
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dangers inherent in grade estimating. So taking those having 

up to three years experience as 'Inexperienced' and thoseTdth 

more as 'Experienced' an analysis of their estimatcB ,ms 

made. There ,ras no clear or significant difference between 

the accuracy of estimates made by the two groups. 

2.25 However, it is perfectly plausible that other elements my 

) , 

account for misestimates generally. Estimntes may be to 

some extent 'conta.minated' by pupil-teacher relationships. 

Thi ~ nmy also be a determinant of performanco (See 'Pyg

malion in the Classroom' by Rosentha1 & Jacobson 1968). 

In discussing teachers, lIargreaves(1967) observes that ••• 

"Because inferences (about a child) are selected from 

limited aspects of the child's behaviour and are inter

preted in terms of teachers' role expectations, there 

is a constant danger of mi sinterpretation ••• the teacher

terulS :to categori se pupi Is on the basi s of stream, and 

inferences he makes from the child's behaviour and the 

extent to which it conforms ,rith hia role expectations 

of the pupil." 

Although respondents in the present sample are not strcamzd 

there i 8 everY',reason to beli,eve tha.t those observations a.re 

equallY true of teachers in this school. 

~ari~~£~s and Guida.nce Provision 

.1hi1st the school provides exparience and gui~ance in Vil.rious 

academic tmd other ways, it cannot adequa.tely simula.te the 

world of work for most pupi Is in a rea1i stic ,my. The very 

fact o£being inside the school almost precludes that. Yet 

experience of the working world is desirablo if it can be ob

tained, and to this end the school provides indul't,ria.l visits 

and speal,ers of various kinds from industry. But there i sa. 

common and more valuable way of gaining such experience for 

ma.ny yowlgsters - part-time jobs. 

3'.2', The respondents in this investigil.tion were asked for deta.i1s 

of their part-time occupations and a very distinct pattern 
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emerged. It suggests that the ~ of occupation~l activity 

engaged in may be related to the type of individual. ThG 

criteria of analysis were, in this instance, developed as 

a result of an initial examination of the data. They are set 

out below. 

Open Jobs taken to refer to jobs which approximate the usual 

full time jobs found in the adult world of work, 

in terms of having to make relationships "ith 

adults or peers who are likely to be strangers. 

There lrould be a substantial adjustment period 

usually in such jobs. 

Closed Jobs taken to refer to jobs' n~cessitating a minimum of 

difficulty in adjustment and / or matting relation

ships because one's fello11 workers are knolm to 

. ·one for the most part • Thi s would E21 approx-

. imate the normal kind of job entry situation. 

3.3 The analysis according to these criteria shol1ed clearly 

that girls in the sample tended to enter Open Jebs and boys 

to enter Closed Jobs (See Table 40 ) 

Table 40 

Kinds of Part Time Occ~ations ~££~_by Respoll1~llts nrio~ 

to leavin~£~ 

Job Boys Girls 

-------

Closed 4 12 

Open 19 5 

N = 40 

----
(Signif:icant at the .001 level) 
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The most commonly entered part-time occupations ,rere newspaper 

rounds for boys (9/17 respondents) and retail jobs for girls 

(14/23 respondents). ,'I'here are three main interprotations of 

the data here which seem to be the most likely. The first 

is that the difference between kinds of jobs entered relates 

to some aspect of .the local employment situation (e.g. that 

boys find it difficult to get retail jobs in competition 

with gi rls). The second is that boys avoid occupational 

situations offering potential adjustm<'nt difficulties wltil 

either they are more ready to face them or until they have to 

face them (i. e. entry to full time ,rorldng). The third main 

alternative is that girls positively seek occupations which 

offer such adjustment/relational situations, (It ma.y be that 

Musgrave's(1967) theory ,rould apply hero, particulo.rly the 

concept of prior rolo rehearsal). An observation by 

Spittles(1973) may stem from a similar set of data. He 

observed that girls particularly felt •• 

" •• they were building a··foundation for the 'real world'u 

through their part-time jobs. But Spittle's findings \fere 

very different from those reported in the present investigat-

ion concerning kinds of jobs entered. Thi s may be clue to 

the fact that his investigation was conducted in an industrial 

t01m, .. hereas an appreci able proporti on of thi s sample li ve in 

a rural area or a small market to,m. This might aho reflect 

a differepce in attitudes according to the regions in which 

the t110 investigations l1ere carried out. This particular 

topic is yet another requiring investigation more fully, f6r 

existing data is very sparse. 

3.4 Y~~~~~l-Q~~~~~~~~~!~E~~ 

In oany school s vocati onal gui dance (sometimes called 

Careers Guidance) is an isolated activity. That is, 

it is frequently not integrated .. ith a school's academic 

fJ.nd/ or pastoral system. In ,the sample school it 1roS in a 

transitional stage having bE'en for some years almost 0. nom

inal activity conducted (luring lunchtimes and breajcs by int-
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erested teachers. It was unsystematic and largely organised 

on an ad hoc basis. Currently l1ith this investigation pro-

vi si on wa.s as follows. Of hi s 35 peri od week the Head of 

Careers Guidance was allolfed to devote 15 to Careers work; 

hi s assi stant was allowed 7 peri ods for thi s purpose. 

Timetabled lessons in Careers Education were permitted for 

the '1 owe st abi li ty group' only (l1hi ch in fact consi sted of 

slow learners, subnormal pupils, maladjusted pupils plus 

some Asian imnli gra.nts 'Nhose Rngli sh was poor). Most inter-

viewing mu: conducted by teachers during lunchtimes and breaks, 

and by Careers Officers during normal lesson times. On Tues-

days t'fo Careers Officers spent the whole day in school inter

-----viewing pupils, and on Fridays two other Careers Officers 

spent the morning in the school interviewing 6th Formers and 

--the higher ability Fifth Year pupils. Intervimrs "ere 

arranged through teacher referrals or pupil self-referrals. 

-3.5 The data shows that by Chri stmas of the Fifth Year 68% of 

respondents had been intervie,red by Careers Officers and/or 

Careers Teachers and a further ~8% had requested guidance 

interviews. Thi s appears to indicate a general desire foT.' 

help with vocational problems and 8.1so, perhaps, tha.t orient

ation had rea.ched a fairly advanced stage for many. (See 

Table 41 ) 

~ Table 41 

• 
!!~ron(len~..YQ£~i2!!al ~~~nce I!l~~!:Vi e1rS PD2.!:...i£ 

Christmas of the Fifth Year 

----------------.-------Interviewed by 
Ca.reers Teacher 

Yes No 

38%* 42% 

Intorvi Enred by !1.equested Intervi (>\1 ><i th 
Careers Officer 

Yes No C. Teacher C. Officer 

30%* 42% 

(N"SO; * = 10% respondents interviewed by both) _j 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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It should be noted that although thi s (lata refers only to 

the present sample, in terms of intervi ems conducted and 

requested the figures represent a random sample of all 

Fi fth Year intervi e'",s. No special arrangements were made 

relating to interviews for this sample. 

3.6 It is a fact that the Careers Teachers in the sample school 

made every effort to provide easy access to information 

within the school, and the system was uncomplicated. Thi s 

comment also applies to provision of industrial visits 

and talks. However, it is advi sabl" for teachers oper- . 

ating such information systems to· encourage pupils to use 

them through personal contact as well as through adverti sing, 

but as many pupi Is only avai led:.themselves of printed inform

ation there was some flaw in communications (See Table 42 ). 

Table 42 

-------------------
Form of Information Respondents % 

--------------------------------
Industrial Talks 

Printed Matter 

Industrial Visits 

Video Tape Recordings/Films 
• Audio Tape Recordings 

----
(N = 50) 

76 

74 

12 

6 

------------------

The reason for the discrepancies in numhers of respondents 

using the different kinds of informat.ion may, of course 

be related to either ease of use or familiarity. Thi s might 

explain easily thE' general popularity of sitting in at indust-

rial talks and reading printed ma.tter, as opposed to the more 

sophi sticated or inconveni ent methods· of finding out about thi ngs. 
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3.7 The general desire for help in vocational matters referred 

to above (See sec'~ion 3.5) vould lead one to expect greater 

use of all forms of information, but individuals do have 

various kinds of resistance to utilising systems of all types. 

In the case of audio tape and video tape recordings \olnd 

films} using them was certainly more difficult. They,rere 

not always avai lable (although equally easy access was 

provi ded when they were) so that lack of lmowledge of 

availability may have been the main cause of small numbers 

uti 11 sing them. A compounding di fficulty was that they 

had to be used during lunchtimes and it could vell be that 

they often competed with more attractive pastimes, especially 

"in summer. Apart -from these forms of informati on it should 

be remembered that the normal pastoral system helped in this 

area considerably through the medium of Form Tutors who 

frequently referred pupils to information or even re':": 

trieved it for them in some instances. 

Ove,~rv~ie~w~,~! __ g_c~~~_·o_n __ s·_~~. 

The adolescent in school is probably influenced as much by 

informal as formal social experiences there, and it has been 

indicated that certain group size preferences exist, certainly 

for this sample. It has been suggested also that the present 

respondents exhibit peer a~sociation patterns which could be 

explained rea.sonably by postulating the common experi once of 

school as the basis of associa.tion as opposed,·to experiences 
• 

which are not currently common between young worker and 

scholar. This idea is further reinforced by the finding that 

respondents having worldng siblings do not tend to associate 

vi th worJ<ing peers parti cularly. 

Outside of the academic aspects of school there was some 

consideration: of the use of vocational information by respond

ents, and the kind of guidance available to them. The use of 

vocational information 1ms uneven (in terms of forms of inform

ation) but generally they appeared to take advantage of the 

help available. Examination of part time work showed a clear 
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pattern of preference according to sex but there was insuff

icient data to enable adequate explanation of this. 

Da.ta. referring to choices of subjects . a.hd,t.hll.:1r'stu~ 

revealed once aga.in patterns of preference broadly relate(l to 

sex, whilst a comparison of examination performance estimates 

and actull.1 results showed some serious f1a,rs, the more so 

as estimates would be used in guidance of the respondents. 
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The Faroil! 

4'.1 From comments and observations mad", at various points .:in the 

preceding pages it may have become clear that the Family is 

regarded here as a crucial source of influence upon the 

adolescent's vocational orientation. However, it is an 

area sparse in firmly established empirical data except at 

a high level of generality. 

The findings from the present investigt\tion in this area,. 

are interesting and, in a number of instances, apparently 

quite original. But much of their :.value resides in the 

ideas lrhich they have generated and which have been artic

ulated into 0. tentative theoretical framework (See Part IV 

section 3) • 

.. 4.2 Occupation and status are the central elements in this first 

part, followed by;a section concerned with family structure 

and size. Moving out from the respondents' i~llediate 

families, attention is turned to the influence of r~latives 

in terms of respondents' visits to them. Leaving the morc 

obvious relational aspects of the family, consideration is 

then given to possible connections between vocational 

orientation and residence/mobility patterns of respondents 

and their parents. 

4.3 Occupation and Status -,-,----,-, 

Social cl~ss is a much used term encompassing'a clustcr of 

social and economic characteri stics which, together, are 

utilised to try to locate individuals' and groups' levels 

in society. In the study of society it is considered, 

by academics and others, to be a central concept but 0.1':" 

though used extensively as a research tool it is very diff

i cuI t to t.r"nsl"te the concept ~~:.~te II into an "ppli ca.ble 

form. It is uncommon for researchers to explore t,he com-

plexities of the concept and its application in any depth, 

for as \/orsley et 11.1.(1970) point out ••• 

"All they want is somet.hing tha.t wi 11 ",ork •• " 
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4.4 In considering Social Class one should (ideally) ta.ke into 

account a range of elements such as kind of housing, area 

of residonce, family income, possessions etc. etc. and 

each of these will to some extent reflect socia.l status. 

It is fairly clear tha.t ma.ny rese:1rch projects would be~.', 

doubled in size a.nd dUn culty if they >rere to try to meas

ure all such aspects. 'So sociologi sts h:1ve lookcd for 

ways of reducing the number of e~emcnts requiring measure-

ment whilst retaining an accept:1ble level of accur~cy. This 

has resulted in the technique of ranking occupations to give 

a measure ref(lrred to as Socio-economic Sta.tus. This kind 

of measure is frequently used as a single indicater of 

social class, and one such measure (the Hall-Jones Scale) 

is used in this investigation. 

4.5 Many researchers have establi shed the exi stenco of relation

shi ps between socio-economi c status and a number of other 

variables such as pa.rental attitudes (Ca.rtor 1(66) intcllig

ence(Sewell 1(57) education (Jackson & ~!arsden 1(66) 

school subcultures (JIargreaves 1(67) and so on. Suff-

icient da.ta is avai lable to demonstrate quite conclusively 

that social class (and hence socio-economic status) is a 

central and ubiquitous correlate of many aspects of human 

deve lopment and bel'.avi our. Si nce the school-to-1ror!c trans-

ition is a momentous role-transition for everyona, it seems 

reasonable to expect to find that it has a re!tttionship with 

<.' sod o-cconomi c status. 

4.6 Ono encounters statements like this, ba.sed in empirical data •• 

"Fathers' occupational status and income seemeJ to 

govern to some extent the interests of sons." 

(Derdie 1943) 

And Carter(Hl6G) observed that sons tend to enter Occtlpa.tions 

similar to those of their fathers (e.g. manual workers' SOilS 

tend to enter o(1Uual occupations). In his Liverpool study 

llo.ys(1965) found that working class parents seemed to have 

not only lower aspirational thresholds for their children, 



Table 43 

-----
Cbss Fathers (%) -- ---

- (;4) 1 2 

2 6 (1~) 
, 

(16) 3 8* 
/:. 

(22) 4 11 
, 
5 12 (24) , 
6 8* (16) 

7 3 ( 6) 

(N = 50) 

(* In both groups a lridow is ilhe earning head of household) 

~'able 44 

~pariso~f Fathers' 0S~2ation~!_~~~~~and P.~spo~dent~ 

Status !:of Od entati on 

--------------------------------
Di fference s in Ite spondent s' status by 

Fathers' Class 
------------------• 

Class Fathers Same +or - TirO Classes Not ~lass-
Class One Class + ifiable --

I 2 2. 

2 6 1 4 1 

3 8 1 1 4 2 

4 11 I 5 1 4 

5 12 6 3 3 

6 8 1 4 2 I 

7 3 3 

Tota.ls -§~--------Q_----~-------~- 11 11 -------
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but in some cases there were implied upper thresholds. 

In applying the concept of socio-economic status to the 

data from this investigation it was hoped to identify clear 

status patterns between parents' occupations and respondents' 

expressed orientations.(See Tables 43 and 44) The first 

pa.ttern looked for was concerned with tbe correspond('lnce 

between respondents' status of orientation and that of 

fathers' occupations. The data shows that of the 78% sample 

of responses which are classifiable, 46% have status of or

ientation within plus-or-minus one class of their fathers'. 

status and 32% are -.rithin plus-or-minus t,VO classes of 

their fathers' status. Since most fa.thers are employed in 

classes 3 6 inclusive, fi ner analysi s of the data shows 

a sha.rper· pattern. (See Table 45 ) It is usoful to 

take three points in order to gain some indication of 

. development of orientation' stu.tus, as follolfS: 

Class 

(a) Earlier and Later Expressed Vocational Orientation 

(b) Job I Course Entry** 

Table 45 

----"---------
Orientation Expressed.. Job/Course Entry 

_____________ • __ Ea~· ~r~l.ie_r _______ ~La~t~e~r~ _________ . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Not ICn01m 

3 

7 

9 

17 

I 

6 

9 

7 

22 

6 

I 

3 

8 

24 

3 

11 

-------------------
-_._-------

** Status of orientation is estimated 011 the basis of expressed 
oricnt,ation. 
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In this finer analysis (See Table 45) four respond(>nts 

expressed neither Earlier nor Later orientations NOR did 

they offcr;data about their jOb/course entry. Also there 

are 17 respondents whose Earlier, Lr!.ter' a.nd Job/Course entJ;Y 

it~tus is entirely consi stent. That is to say, 34% of the 

whole sample expressed orientations whose sta.tus level held 

consta.nt over a fairly extended period of change, and 

through various kinds of strong influences or pressures 

in academic, vocational and·personal terms. 

4.7 The way in which the group's statuses appear to move toward 

the mean, in thi s last analysi s, should be vi ewed very . 

carefully. Although the statuses overall follow tlli s trend 

the data does .n21 show whether the respondents included in 

a given class at the earlier point are the same individuals 

included in that class at the later point and at the point of 

college/ job evtry. There is movement bet,reen classes. 

Thus Table45 sho1<s simply a compari son of di stri butions. 

4.8 lI01<ever, the way in which status of expressed orientations 

tends to show a movement towards the mcltn is clear. Sueh a 

pattern could indicate a number of causes, some more obvious 

than others ••• 

(a) increasing reality adjustment of self concept; 

(b) pressures from family and/or peers and/or others to con

form to expectations; 

(c) under~tanding of local job availability becoming clearer; 

(d) effects of vocational guidance • 

•• > However, ,rithout investigation in much greater depth it is 

not pOAsible to determine ,vhich, if any, of these are main 

ca.useD. 

4.9 At this point it seems appropriate to consider rolationships 

between respondents' vocational or:i~ntation status and orient-

ation consistency. It is reasonable to suppose that individ-

uals who have consistent vocational orientation night also ho.ve 

consistent status of orientation. IF one accepts a vnriation 

of plus-ur-minus one class as rep:resenting cvnsi~tent or stable 

status, then it can be concluded from the data here that" 
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although the analysis does not provide 0. relationship signif
icant above the .02 level, it is sufficiently close to \mrr

ant further investigation with 0. larger sample. (See Table 4'6 ) 

Table 4·6 

Cousi~~i-Y2£~tio~1-Qri~~tati2~1_££nsiste~§~~~ 

Ori entati on 

-_._-----_. 
Orientation Same Class 
""'~' as Father 

Consistent 12% 
Inconsistent 6% 

---------------------
+ or'- + or - 2 or Not Class-. 
I class .more classes ifiable 

-------------_. 
20% 14% 12% 

6% 16% 10% 

---- ---
Totals 18% 26% 30% 227~ 

-
(N '" 50; 2 responses not available) 

It has been shown in previous data that, by the time the 

adolescent has reached the mid-point of the Fifth Year 0. 

considerable amount of orientation has occurred. From the 

last data presented it is possible that there may be 0. 

considerable degree of orientation in terms of status, 

as well ·o.s in terms of preferences related to to.sks, 

interests and activities. It would be interesting to know 

whethor particular respondents' awareness of status levels 

hasdevelopE'd within the sphere of family influence or 

through external influences. 

From the for"'going do.ta there appears to be 0. net upward 

movement in status as follows: 

Class I & 2 

Class 3,4& 5 

Class 6 & 7 

Downward 

Upward 

Upward 

However, these figures can not account for the 11 respond-

ents in the 'Not Known' category (See Table 45 ). It is 

less rather than more likely that th~y are orientated towards 

the lower classes (i.e. 6 and 7) so that these might be 
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considered as legitim~tely placed with those in classes 

3, 4 and 5. Again it should be emphasised that these 

status 'movements' represent a view of the whole sa.mple rather 

than status movements of individuals within it. 

4.12 The data just diAcussed raises the question of social mob-

ility. 110rsley et 11.1.(1970) say 

"~1here there is a good deal of mobility, most of it 

is in fact very short range mobi li ty ••• something lilre 

a thi rd of the populo.ti on move upwards, if one J<om

pares the job they do with the one their fa.ther did ••• 

Individual mobility in the lifetime of most people is 

not very impressive; it is usually restricted to one 

move a.cross a class line." 

This would appear to offer some support to the present in

vestigation's assumption of plus-or-minus one class repres

enting consistent or stable status of orientation for the 

,fla.llIple.: c':''':-::' <,';'>':" 

4.13 The data presented so far has only dealt with relationships 

bet1reen respondents and their fa.thers' status, but respond

ents' mothers were also 1rorking or had worked in employment 

occupations. There is 0. distinct scarcity of hard evidence 

concerning relationships between mothers' and children's 

occupations. A few studies touch upon it (e.g. Hargreaves 

1967; 'Enqui ry I' 1968) but tend to consider mothers' 1rork 

in relati on to aspects of personali ty development, children's 
• 

behaviour or school attainment as the main elements. As 1Ius-

grave(1965) comments, 'rhen mothers return to work after a 

break (usually to bear children) one of the factors they 

must face is that there may have been great changes in their 

absence. This may have consequenceI'! for their sta.tus in their 

'occupation of return'. Banks(1970) di scusses the factvthat 

1romen ,tho nmrry d01mwards across social class boundaries tend 

to encourage striving and high a.chievement ill their children, 

and it seems from other research as if parentCl.l influence 

upon mobility occurs ~uite early on. 



Table 4.'1 

ComEariso~~~upational Status o! RO!£2nden:!:.~~~ 

and Fathers 

--- ------
llother Works P.T. Mother Works F.T. Fathers' 

. Class Boys Girls ALL Doys Girls ALL Status 
-------

1 2 

2: 6 

3 2 2 4 1 1 8 

4 1 3 4 2 2 4 11 

5 2 2 4 3 2 5 12 

6 4 2 6 4 4 8 

7 1 1 1 1 2 3 

------

Table 48 

M2:!:.~~~CcuE~tiona.l St~~ and Ites22~~en~2~~i~~ 

Orientation 

----------------------
Mothers Working •• 

Part - time 

Full Time 

Housewife* 

Consistent 
Orientation 

9 

12 

9 

(* c Onc response not available) 

Jnconsi stent 
Orientation 

---,----
10 

4 

5 
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4.14 It must be admitted that little of value has emerged from 

the data here to indiciate any clear relationship between 

children's status of orientation and mother's occupational 

status. However, the analysis does reveal very clt-arly 

the depressed status mean of mothers compared with fathers, 

. even allowing for the small sample involved. Perhaps this 

is due to 'career break' as suggested, although it could 

just as easily be the result of low status temporary jobs, 

permanent menial jobs etc. etc. (See Table 47 ). 

4~15 . Earlier it was asserted that the family is a crucial in

fluence upon vocational orientation, and relationships 

between fathers' and re spond<>nts , status were e:o:plored. 

Here, respondents' consistency of orientation was; 

compared with mothers' occupations in terms of whether 

they wore part-time, full time or that of housewife. 

(See Table 48). The results were not significant above 

the .02 level, but it might be worth"hile e:o:ploring 

further the differences bet1men influences of working 

and non-working mothers. One aspect of thi s which mi ght 

produce useful data is the quality and quantity of 
vocational information which the mother, typically the 

more expressive parent, brings to the children's vocat

ional orientation. 

4.16 The apparent stability of status of a substantial proport

ion of this sample, thc movement of the status mean for 
• 

the whole group ··do suggest that the adolcscent' s sense of 

status may be linked to his ,development of identity. 

It would be of considerable interest to discover whether 

status stabilisation is a reliable indicator of the 

attainment of a particular stage in development of 

identity and vocational orientation. 
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4.17 F~mily Structure and Sibling Associati~ 

Several studies (notably th~t of Douglas et al.1968) 

have demonstrated that size of family tends to be related 

to school attainment, whilst others (e.g. 11i llmott & Young 

1966) stress the importance of kinship ties and relation-

ships. Douglas et al. examined also .the relationship 

between family ordina.l position and attainment, as did };laxwell 

1953). Indeed, many investigations have concentra.ted 

upon these aspects of family relationships but, as in 

so many instances previously mentioned, the area of 

the relationship between sibling association and vocational 

orientation is lacking in firm data, empirical or otherwise. 

Such d~ta as there is available is ·hrither largely impress

ionistic or of such a general nature a.s to be virtually 

useless upon ,rhich to found conceptual or theoretical 

frameworks. 

4.18 Although the data. which Douglas et al. produced relates 

largely to attainment, it shQwsLthe·.importance of. the· 

family experiences as influences upon children. (See 

Tables 49 and 50). The selected data comes from a samplc 

of children taking their 11+ selection tests and these are 

some of the conclusions of the researchers: 

"The fi rst-born chi Idren in fami li es of two or three 

do better in the secondary selection exa~inations 

than'would be expected from their measured ~bility 

at eleven and the later born do ,rorse. Thi s is 

found, to ~ greater extent ••• in the ma.nual working 

classes •• It seems however, that the eldest children, 

though they do not sho11 any marked superiority in the 

tests, receive a stimulus which the younger children 

lack and whi ch spur s them on to do we 11 in the "econd

o.ry selection examinations. And it seems that this 

stimulus is the presence of a younger chi Id in the 

family, rat-her than the fact of being the fi rst-bonl, 



Table 49 

!~~~inm~i1_ S2~ Cl~§_~nd Ordin~1_r2~iti2n_2f_Grammll.r 

~hool PUE!ls j.~oull:las _~~_al.1968) 

------------------------------
Test Score 2 a.nd 3 Child Families 

at 
Middle Class 11or!dng Class 11 Years 

Eldest Youngest Eldest Youngest 

----{,.;> __ 01L ____ 0lL <?!L ___ 

49 - 54 17;4, 5.9 5.7 4.6 

55 - 57 40.4 40.2 33.6 16.7 

58 - 60 65.0 53.1 57.9 38.8 

61 + 83.1 92.2 78.9 78.2 

------------------

Ta.ble 50 

Attainment, Social Cl~~~_and Sibl~~~_Stimulu3~ __ ~ 

Grammar Schoo.!.1::nrils (D~~!!la.~ et !:.!.~.!.968) 

---- -----------
Test Score Uiddle Class Worldng Class 

at Eldest of Only Eldest of Only 
• 2 or 3 (%) Child (%) 2 or 3 (d) Chilel (%) 11 Years I" 

49 - 54 17.4 1.4· 5.7 7.8 

55 - 57 40.4 22.5. 33.6 19.0 

58 - 60 65.0 51.3 57.9 48.8 

61 + 83.1 88.1 78.9 87.5 

-----------------------
(** Title derived from conculsions of Douglas et al.19(8) 
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since the only children, in contra.st to the first

born in larger families, gat the number of gra=r 

school pla.cas that would be expected from tht'ir 

eleven-yea.r test scores, and no more." 

Interestingly their data also suggests that a long-standing 

belief of many people may be llllfounded when they say 

"Lastly, there is no evidence at all to support the 

view that in worldng class families the youngest child 

has a hetter chance of going to a gral1lJllar school." 

4.19 The data. from Douglas et al. provides a useful frame110rk for 

considering the analysis of data from the present investigat

ion in these area.s of enquiry. The da.tn. W!l.S exa.mined taking 

-families of 2 or 3 children as Sma.ll Families and those of 

4 or mora children as Large Families, and the following 

patterns emerged. (See Ta.bles 51 and 52 ). 

The first conclusion is that Only children tend,;to have 

consistent vocational orientation more commonly than others, 

except for younger children." This raises interesting quest

ions about the relationship of attainmant to consistent 

vocational orientation in the context of the data. just 

examined (Do~gla.s et a.l. 1968) although the numbers in 

the present investi~t.ion dat!1. preclude statistical analy

sis of any accuracy. 

---4.20 ' The paucity of data in thi s area has already been alluded 

to, so it is not possible to relate this data to that from 

other stu~ies. In investigating pre-adolescent sibling 

a.ssociation, the difficulty of disentangling vocational 

orientation from other elements of development does not 

intrude. Relationships between Home and School arc for 

these youngsters much more clearly discernible. Dut once 

vocati ona.1 ori entati on begins in earne st, all ma.}iller 

of influences grolr and strengthen and new ones develop 

which cannot be located 'exclusively' in the Home or School, 

the researcher's life becomes difficult, which may well 

account for the lack of data here. 

I 

I 

I 



, Orientation 

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

" 

Table 51 

---------------
___ ,_..!:~;:ponden:!:.~~_~:!!!!.,~~ 

Large Small Only Child 

14/27 

12/27 

---------
7/13 

5/13 

8/10 

2/10 

,---,-----------,--, 
(2 responses not available) 

Table 52 

Orientation Ordinal Positio~ 

Eldest YOWlgest Other' 
---,------------------

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

6/15 

9/15 

10/16 

5/16 

5/9 

3/9 

-----------------------
(2 responses not available) 

, 
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4.21 In exploring the results from these areas, 0. sOlJle1Yho.t un

expected finding emerged sugge.sting tha.t consistency of 

voca.tional orienta.tion might be linked "ith whether resp

ondents' siblings are working or not. The data gives no 

clear cut relo.tionship (significant a.t the .02 level), 

but bea.ring in mind the previous dato. showing tho.t chronology 

of expressed orientation is related to whether siblings o.re 

working or not (See sec.tion 1.6) it seems reasonable to 

recommend that this 

(See Table 53 ) 

be researched more thoroughly. 

Table 53 

------ . __ ._------------------_ . 
. Siblings Oriento.tion 

Consistent 

Doys . Girls 

Inconsi stont 

Doys Girls 

----------
Some / A.ll Working 

None \\'kg/Only Chi Id 

7/11 5/7 

7/12 10/20 

---- ---------
(2 responses not available) 

3/ll 

5/12 

2/7 

9/20 

Consistent Voco.tional Oriento.tion and Sibling~~pation 

(Summary o! T~) 

----------._--.--------. 
Siblings Consistent Inc{)nsistent 

-------_._-------------------
Some / A.ll Working 

None \TIed Only Chi Id 

12/18 

17/32 

5/18 

14/32 

--_._-------_._--_._----
(2 responses not availa.ble) 
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4.22 U!l.latives 

1!oving away from the primary familial relationships now, to-

wardS other fa.mily relationships, the question of "hether 

rolatives influente voca.tional orient",tion ari ses. !ro,ny 

researchers ha.ve highlighted the role of ·the kinship group 

in /locialisation, outstandingly Willmott & Young and Klein 

in.'.:t.he 1950' sand 1960' s respectively_ Norma.lly a verson 

has two fami ly groups of importa.nce - the imme{liate nuclear 

group and the kinship group.. 71here both groups have fre

quent socia.l contact and develop a network of firm relat-

i onshi ps the family is de scribed as 'extended'. But a phen-

omenon of Western society in particular has been the attentu

ation of such relational networlrs, often leading to frag

mentation of them~ "S:tc.h a process results in a high prop

ortion of nuclear families, frequently isolated from their 

. kinship networks socially a.nd geographically> (See '.1illmott 

a.nd Young 195';') 

4.23 An example of family nucleation is given here: 

John & Agnes -1.!ahel, husband & family live I?; miles away 

(Parents 1939) Jessie, husband & family live 1 mile away 

Jolm, '1it'e & family live 1 mile a;my 

Jolm dies 
1954 
Agnes diGS 
1963 

Harry, wife & family live next door 

Tom, wi fe & fami 1y live llcxt-door-but-one 

- lla.bel & family same residence 

Jessie & fa.mily s[\,me residence' 

Jo~~ & family same residence 

Harry, Tom and fa.milies moved to USA 
Mabel's daughter living 18 roi les awuy 

llo.be1 & Fred - Frederick (son) lives 6 miles al1il.Y married 

(Parentil:1963) William lives 8 miles away oorried 

1974 - lla.bel 

& Frod dead 

Eleanor married lives in Austra.lia 

Frank living in London unmarried 

Frederi c1« son) '.1illiaCl and E1canore same 

residences; Eleanor nOl1 l1idol1Cd ill Australia. 

Franlr I:mrricd living 35 m1 lOB away. 



Table 54 

Frequency of Vi~its to g~~~~g_QQU§i§i£n~ Vocational 

Od enta ti on 

Vi sits per To Aunts & Uncles To Grandparents 
Month Consi st. Inconsi st. Consi st. Inconsi st. 

Less than 2 6 3 /J 6 5 

2: - 4 3 I 3 I 

DOYS 5 - 8 2 I 4 1 
(N=23) 

Over 8 3 3 1 1 

(One not available) 

=====~==========~========================================== 

Less than 2 3 8 5 5 

2 - 4 8 7 3 

GIRLS 5 - 8 1 3 3 
(N=27) 

Over 8 2 I 3 

(One not available) 

=====~====================================================~ 

Less than 2 9 11 11 10 

2 - 4 11 I 10 4 

ALL 5 - 8 3 4 7 1 
(N=50) 

Over 8 5 4 I 4 

(Two not available) 
• 
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The three men and their sister last mentioned in that example 

have very li ttle and infre'luent contact. The fami ly has virt

ually broken down completely into small nuclear units. 

4.24 Thi s case study offers an excellent example of geographical 

separation leading to social separation, and although 

Mabel and Fredcrick were focused Oil here, the other branches 

of that family have suffered a similar process to a ITreater 

or lesser degree. In a period of only 35 years the process 

is complete. But although geographical and social separation 

were strongly linked here, it need not necessarily be the 

case, as Worsley et al.(1970) point out ••• 

" •• while there may be a. shift t01rards a nuclear family 

becoming coterminus with the domestic unit, this need 

not. !1~".'!,n lSO~~'TEU" n,!clear family, and need not imply 

a reduction in interactional and recognised ties even 

if these are now spread over a. wider area." 

4.25 If one assumes that more frequent contact between interested 

family adults is likely to le"ad to more influence of adol

escent members' vocational orientation then clearly one would 

expect to find evidence of it. An attempt t.o relate frequ

ency of contact with relatives and respondents' consistency of 

vocational orientation was made. None of the data clearly 

relates thein with one exception - respondents visiting Aunts 

and Uncles in the frequency ranges 'Less than 2' and '2 - 4' 

visits per month • • 
However, because of the smallness of the 

numbers involved it is inconclusive data, and significant at 

only the .02 levol. Eut there is one outcome of interest here. 

There is a. marlcedly high number of respondents (in both visHs 

to Aunts aDl\ Uncles and to Gram\po.rents) in the 'Less than 2' 

frequency range. To be more exact, 20 and 21 respectively 

(Table 54 ). From thi s data. and other sources it is lilcely 

that certain respondents have 'favourite' relatives whom they 

visit and this tends to distort the figures a little. It is 

al so clear tha.t geographi ca.l separati on is at the root of 

much infrequent visiting (e.g.ldnship group 10catE'd in Ireland). 
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Unfortunately the data from investigation of this area has 

yi eIded very little witl1::. which to increase Imowledge or 

understanding of any relationships which may exist. l3ut 

judging by the availa.ble literature the .. investigation is 

not unique in this. 
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4.26 Residence and Vocational Orientation 

There is little evidence concerning parental geographic 

mobility and its influence upon children's development, 

except in the case of (normally) itinerant groups such as 

gypsies. Certainly there is nothing which adequately 

tries to rela.te mobility of parents with adolescent voc:J.tion-

0.1 orientation. 

Crites(1969) says 

Summari sing findings in thi s fi eld generally, 

" •• there are systematic· differences between va.rious 

regions of a country, between rural and urban areas 

and even between sections of large cities. I\.S a re suit 

of intera.cti on between the heri ta.ge whi ch people bring 

to an area and its physical and climatic features there' 

j;ypically develops a subculture with customs, mores 

and values which distinguish it from other subcultures 

in di fferent geographi cal regi ons." 

4.27 During his day-to-day eJ<:perience, the investigator noticed 

behaviour such that, not intrquently, it ,ms possible to 

identify adolescents whose origins were outside of the reg-

ion in'1hich they ,vere residing. Bearing this in mind, and 

the research evidence previously cited (See Part section 6.1 

et seq.) it seems reasonable to eJ<:pect intra-familial 

communication / transmission of attitudes, values etc. 

might be related to mobility patterns. As a result of 

attemptin,g to establish this only relationships at the .02 

level of significance emerged. (See Tables 55 and 56) 

It may be that the approach used here is too simpli stic, 

and that with a more sophisticated approach and larger 

samples clear relationships might be identified. On the 

other hand, if the findings are the result of an adequate 

approach, elata suggests that the local population is relative

ly stable and thi 8 may be· untypical of ma.ny areas 80 that 

any results obtained mif~ht have limit<?d usefulness. 



Table 55 

Consisten~~~ional O~~~tion and_2~ogri1ph!~::!_QE!gins 

of Respondents' Fathers ----' --------
,---------,--- -------------,-------

Od entati on Fn.ther Born •• 

Insi de County Out si de County 

--------------------------
, Consi stent 

Doys 
Inconsi stont 

6/9 

2/9 

5/9 

4/9 

-----,------------------
Consi stent 

Girls 
Inconsistent 

10/14 

4/14 

5/ll 

6/11 ------------- -------------------
(Responses not available 5 Doys and 2 Girls) 

'fp-ble 56 

Consistent_!~£ati~~_Q£i~~~~~~~~_g~~graphi~~!_Qrigins 

of Rospon~~~~!~-E~~!! 

----,------------------------
Orientation I,lother Born •• 

Inside County Outside County 

-------
Consi stent 5/9 5/8 

Boys 
Inconsi stent 3/9 3/8 

---------- ----- -------
Consi stent 9/15 4/8 

Girls 

Inconsi stent 5/15 4/8 

------------------ -------
(Responses not available - 6 Boys and 4 girls 



To.ble 57 

Consistent Voco.tional Orientation_~~~_~~sidence in County 

from the o.~~_~!_!!: 

---_._-------------_._-
Oriento.tion 

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

Boys 

3/4 

1/4 

--------_.-------

Girls ALL 

----------
1/3 

2/3 

4/7 

3/7 

------------------

To.ble 58 

Consistent Voco.tiono.l Orientation and Place of Residence 

Population Size -_ .... _----
._-----------

Population 

Oriento.tion 0-3999 4000 - 5999 6000 o.nd Over ._-----_._--
Consistent 1/2 12/19 

Boys 
1/2 Inconsi stent 

.. " .. 

'1/19 

Consi stent 5/7 6/11 
Girls 

Inconsistent 2/7 5/11 

--
(N= 50 ; 2 responses not avo.ilo.ble) 

1/1 

4/8' 

4/8 
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4.28 But the pr~vious data did lead to an attempt to relate 

length of residence in the area. to voca.tional orienta.tion. 

Separating out those responderr~s who had moved into the 

county at the age of 11+("(\l)e;:<amillation of their consistency 

of orientation was made. Once more no clear relo,tionship 

could be establi shed. (See Table 57 ) 

It was suggested earlier that place of residence might be 

related to vocational orientation a.s it appears to be rel

ated to a number of other variables. Yet again the data 

revealed no clear relationship when analysed in termb of 

population size of place of residence.(See Table 58 ). 

4.29 Overview of this Section 

In looking at the influence of the family upon vocational 

orientation, the) first aspect to be dealt with was that 

of status. In compari son with fathers' status tha.t of the 

respondents as a group tends to move towards the mean as 

the end of the Fifth Year approaches. However, within this 

general trend there is a not.-incollsidera.ble minority of the 

sample 11hose status of orientation remn.ined stablE>. Taking 

the overall status movement, there is a nat upward trend. 

In examining vocational orientation in relation to mothers' 

occupational status there were no significant relationships 

to be found, but thi s area is felt 1rorthy of further 

research. 
4.30 In considering family structure and sibling a;sociation it 

was found that 'Only' children tend to ha.ve consistent or

ientation compa.red with other respondents, but family size 

is not, apparently, a crucial factor. An unexpected rel

ationship betw<'en vocational orientation consistency and 

whether siblings are workers or not 11o.S suggested by the data, 

although the relationship was significant at only the .02 

level. Since there are previously discussed findings pert

aining to 11hether siblings Vlorl, or not (Sce section 1.G) 

it iafeH that this area also might reward further invest-

igation. J.!oving a>.'1l.y from the nuC lear rami ly un1 t to con-
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III 

sider the influences of relatives, the only significant 

relationship to be found, between frequency of visits and 

respondents' consistent vocational orientation, was in the 

numbers of respondents in the 'Less tha.n 2' and '2 - 4' 

frequency rang~ of visits per month. In considering the 

influence of pa.rental ori gins, length of resi dence and 

population of place of residence, no data lYas forthcoming 

to suggest any positive relationships with the respondents' 

vocational orienta.tions. 

4.31 So far as the investigator is aware there is no data avail

able which centres upon the orientational status of school 

leavers, in the terms applied in this investigation. 

Almost all of the data is concerned with status at jOb/course 

_ entry. _Researchers generally have sh01m li ttle :interest 

in the gro1rth of alYareness of occupati onal status as an 

-element in the Bchool-to-work transition. It is also 

true that there is li ttle if any data available l1hi ch 

specifically relates to mobility and residence as correlates 

of vocational orientation, and nothing that the investigator 

could find seeking to clari fy the kinds of value and att

itude adjustments necessary upon moving from one part of the 

country to another. Presumably the extent of highly mobile 

groups ~ s insufficient to attract researchers to thi s field 

in relation to vocational orientation. This section con

cludes th,e report of findings dealing with influences upon 

vocational orientation as the central concern. The ne~t. 

(and final) section reporting findings is concentrated upon 

consideration of respondents' measured vocational interests. 
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Voc~tional Interests 

5.1 Measurement of vocational interests is fairly common in 

vocational guidance and is, in this cOllltry, normally the 

only 'objective' method used to gain some idea of an individ

ual's orientation. ~uper(l957) proposed a number of defin

itions of vocational interests which are accepted here. 

"EJ<pr!lllB£Q_!nte!!,:.!!:!;:'§ - are expressions or professions of 

specific interests; they are preferences. 

Manif!!!,L!!!:!:2~!!~!! - are espressed not in words but in 

actions, through participation in activities. 

Inven~Q!i!,:d Ini!,:!!,:st§ - are estimates of interests 

based upon response to a large number of questions con

cerning likes and di slil,es, or concerning the order of 

preferences for groups of activities. The responses 

yield a score for each of a number of occupations or types 

of occupational activity. 

Tested Interests - are interests manif.~sted under con-;;..;;.;;;..;..;.,--------- , 

trolled rather than life ,situations." 

In the present investigation Inventoried Interests are termed 

Vocational Interests, and EJ<pressed Interests a,re termed 

Vocational Orientation. This is to avoid confusion for 

the latter term is used to denote a major anal)~ical element. 

5.2: There are a number of aGpects in the interpretation of 

interest scores with a high potential for error, thG 

most important bGing that meanings assigned to questions 
• 

by respondents may not COincide with meanings assigned to 

questions by the interpreter and/or constructor of the 

instrument. For esaflple, given an interest category 

such as: 

"Scientific Interest - interest in 1000wing the how and 

why of things, particularly in the realm of pure 

sci en<;:e H 

(A.P.U. Occupational Interests Guide) 
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Such a definition is so loose as to allow a great deal of 

latitude (even in the minds of interpreters) and thus 

interpretational ambiguities may creep in. Interpret-

ation becomes even more awkward when one considers that 

peoplc rarely think in terms of broad occupational 

categories, so that an individual is likely to try to 

make his ideas, feelings etc. fit into the framework 

provided by the questionnaire. Again, an example from 

the APU Interests Guide makes the point: 

"Pro,ctical Interests - constructive activities which 

involve working with mo,chines or ma.ldng things with 

your hands." 

But there is a quali fying statement whi ch says ... 

"Separate tests of Practical activities arc used in the 

Male and Female versions. In the l1ale version they 

concern such things as woodwork, metalwork, working 

ld th machinery. Most of these are unsuitable for gi rls. 

The Female version has activities related to sewing, 

dressmaking and so on. The essential feature is that 

they involve making or doing things with your hands." 

5.3 . There are two main points to be made here. The fi rs"" is 

that the Practical Interest category seems to be based upon 

sex role . stereotypes to some extent, but also seems to 

utilise t,ro different meanings of the term 'practical act-
o 

ivities'. For most boys many of the practical activities 

included wi 11 not be carried from school into the home, and 

for most girls they will. Thus one might expect to find a 

higher correlation between boys' interests and their school 

Bubjects than for girls. Unfortunately this is a topic 

lvhich will have to be explored elsewhere than thi s invest-

iga,tion. The difficulties in interpreting interest scores 

have been exemplified to some degree so that the Findings 

which are reported here w111 be better understood •. 
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Table 59 

,------------------------------------
High Scores Low Scores 

Interest',':, ------------- -----
Category Boys Girls Boys Girls 

Arti sti c :8 5 2 2 

Clerical/Sales 3 6 3 2 

Literary 2 4' 9 5 

Computati onal 2 5 5 8 

Outdoor 3 6 2 2 

Practi co.I 11 2 2 6 

Socio.l Service 2 10 5 1 

Scientific 6 6 12 

--------------------------------
(Responses not available - 2 girls) 

Category Definitions ------------
Artistic 

Cler/Sales 

Literary 

- pai.nting, sculpture and the vi sual arts in 
all forms 

cloing clori calor secretarial work and .. lso 
meeting and dealing with people in shops or 
offi cos 

- the u:so:o£, 'fOrds ,a.nd',mani pulationof vex:ba.I 
concepts 

Comp~tati~na.l - the systemati c recording and classi fying 
of inforclation and performing mathematical 
operations on data 

Outdoor working in the open air ma.inly with plants and 
animals 

Practical constructive activities lrldch involve ,rorIdng 
with machines or ma.ldng things with your ha.nds 

Social Service - helping people for their o,m sa.],e. Those 
activities in which the relation with the per-
son is the cnd and not the m('ans 

Scientific - interest in knowing the 'how and why' of things, 
particularly in the realm of natural science 
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5.4 Turning to the significant** scores obtained by the present 

sample, the results show a clear division between high scoros 

for boys and girls, and these are related to their fathers' 

occupati ons. It is quite clear f'rom the data (See Tables 

59, 60 and 61 ) that the Occupational Inrti<>rests Guide 

measures something of significance, but whether it is those 

interests as defined in its construction is something to be 

considered in greater depth at another time. What does emerge 

very clearly is a relationship between fathers' occupations 

having a strong technical/practical element, and high scores 

by boys (in Practical and Scientific categories) and girls 

(Social Service and Clerical/Sales categories). 

of Significance are: 

Boys sig. a.t the .002 level 

Girls sig. at the .01 level 

The levels 

(These levels of' significance .are under the worst c~nditions 

where respondents having 'Flatl:profiles are omitted); 

5.5 The danger in interprcting this data is that cne may try to 

make a direct and causal relationship between fathers' 

occupations and respondents' interests or, possibly respond

ents' occupations. For example, it would be very teGlpting 

to interpret the data as evidence of r&j0ctioniof fathers as 

occupational role models by girls, 
• tra.dition. ~Yh:ilst one or both of 

or for boys' 

these may be 

occupationa.l 

true, "such 

evidence as that produced here"from this investiga.tion, 

is ina.dequa.te ~s a f'ounda.tion for such assertions. 

5.6 It is more constructive a.nd useful to consider this data. as 

------------------------------------------------------------
** It should be noted that out of a. possible score of 28 

(for each of eight categories) only those of 21 or more 

and 7 or less are considered to be both statistically 

significa.nt a.nd reliable for guidance purposes. 



Table 60 

Respondents' Iligh Interest Scores and Fathers' OccUpa.tiC;lS -
~------

llOYS 

---
Fathers' Occupations 

Sales Representative 

Engineering (Ui lling) 

Lorry Dd ver 

Sales Representative 

Metalwork Teacher 

I.lachine Operative 

Engineering Inspector 

Bricklayer 

Workshop Technician 

Lathe Operator 

Weaver (*) 

Work Study Engineer 

Electrician 

Shoe Machinist 

Brewer's Deliveryman 

l!achine Operative 

Stock !lanager 

Carpenter 
• 

Manager 

Area Sales Manager 

Foreman (Cement Yard) 

Draughtsman 

Teacher (*) 

--------
Signif • Iligh 
-------
Scientific 

Scientific 

Scientific 

Scienti fic 

Scientific 

Scientific** 

Practical 

Practical 

Practical 

Practical 

Practi cal 

Practical 

Practical 

Practical 

Practi cal 

Practical** 

Artistic 

Arti stic 

Arti sti c 

Artistic 

Arti stic 

Artistic 

--
S~ore Categories 

' (+Outdoor) 

(+Practical) 

(+Arti stic) 

(+Computational) 

(+Social Service) 

4 

(+:Art. and Outdoor) 

(+Lit. and Cler/Sales) 

(+Cler/Sales) 

(+Literary) 

(+Outdoor) 

Social Service 

---------------------
(** = Flat Profile; (*) = Mother w<rking head of household) 



Table 61 

Respondents' High Interest Scores a~~at~~:_~~~up~tions 

GIItLS 

,-------------------
Fathers' Occupations Signif. High Score Cat."tl:ories 

Mech. Eng. Craftsman 

Dir. of Soc. Services 

Carpenter 

lIota.l Pra s s'forker 

Ne'fs Photographer/Driver 

Shoe Machinist 

Joiner / Glazier 

Farm J.!aintenance Worker 

Engineering Foreman 

Factory Manager 

Excavator nriver 

Brewery Distrib. Hanager 

College Lecturer 

Professional Engineer 

Farmer 

Farmer 

Shoe Machinist 

Coach Tri'mmer 

Eng. Service Manager 

Art:Mtic 

Artistic 

Artistic 

Arti sti c 

Artistic 

Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 
'Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 

Soc. Service 

Cler/Sales 

Cler/Sales 

Cler/ Sale s 

Cler/Sale s 

Cler/Sales 

Cler/Sales 

----
(+Outdoor) 

(+Soc. Service) 

(+Practi call 

(+Literary) 

(+Computational) 

(+Prac & Outdoor) 

(Li tera.ry) 

(+Outdoor) 

(+Li terary) 

(+Outdoor) 

Metalworker Computati anal (+30c. Servi cc) 

Electricia.n Computational 

University Lecturer Computational** 

ltetail llanageress (*) Outdoor 

Export Manager Outdoor** 

Electri cia.n Literary 
----- ----------------
(** = Flat Profile; (*) !lother working head of housoholcq 

Responses not available = 2 ) 
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a little more support for the idea that certain di fferences 

tend to occur between males and females u.cross a wide range 

of variables which appear to reflect vocational deyelopment. 

For e::mmple, in a review of research into sex differences 

and interests, Super & Crites(1962) say •• 

" •• men tend to be more interested in physical activity, 

mechanical and scientific ma.tters, politics and se11-

ing. Interest 

clerical work, 

in art, music, literature, people, 

teaching and social work is more 

characteristic of women. It is worthy of note that 

masculinity and femininity are scaled traits rather 

than dichotomies •• " 

5.7 Turning to the idea that perlmps the respondents in the pres

ent sample manifest occupational traditions in their orient

ations, as compared with fathers' occupations, the data 

shows no evidence of this which could be taken as conclusive. 

There is 1i ttle exact correspondence between fathers' u.nd 

5.10 

children's occupations. lloirever, one aspect whi ch does 

emerge from a compari son of respondents' ori elltati ons and 

their fathers' occupations (See Tables 62 and (3) is that 

girls' e'>'pressed orientations are much more in terms of 

activities or are,\s of warl', whereas the boys tend to 

be much more specific and use occupa.tiona.l titles to 

express their orientations. Of course any relationships 

between parents' and children's occupations may be due to 
• 

similarity of values rather than direct influence from 

parents' occupations per se. 

Vocational Interests in relations to other Findin,..s -------- ----------- ,." 

In trying to ~elate vocational interests to aspects of 

influence investigated in this enquiry, one is trying to 

identify elene,nts which will indicate a source of, or 

reflection of int<1rests. In looking at the findings concern

ing FaC1ily influence there appear to be no significant 

links ,ri th SO Cl o-ecollomi c status, ge ographi c mobi li ty/ 



Table 62 

Respondents'_Expressed V££ational 0ri£~~£~~~hei! 

Fathers' Occupations - BOYS 

--_.-........ _----,--------_._-------
. FatherS,s Occupation, 

Sales Representative 

Teacher (*) 

Stock Manager 

Machine Operative 

, _,.Engineering Ui ller 

Linotype Operator 

--'Lorry Driver 

Sales Representative 

'Engineering Inspector 

Ca.rpenter 

Bricklayer(Self Employed) 

Draughtsman 

Workshop Technici'an 

Lathe Operator 

Weaver (*) 

lIanager 

~Vork study E.'lgi neer 

Teacher (i,!etalwork) 

Electrician 

Area Rep./Sales Manager 

Foreman (l~a.nua.l) 

Factory 1:achini st 

Brewer's Deliveryma.n 

Itespondent',s Orientation 

-----------,-------
Mech. Eng. Apprenti ce 

Mech. Eng. Apprentice 

Administration (6th Form) 

Ga.rage 1!echani c 

Army (lledical Corps) 

Electrician Apprentice 

Marine Engineer / Royal Navy 

Maths & Economics (6th Form) 

Carpenter 

Policeman 

Not Avai lable 

Biology Lab. Assista.nt 

Mech. Eng. Apprentice 

Plumber / Catering 

Uech. Eng. Apprenti ce 

Mech. Eng. Apprenti ce 

Mech. Eng. Apprentice 

Professional Engineer 

Electrician Apprentice 

Retail Assistant 

Telecomcunica.tions Apprentice 

Not Available 

'Graphic Design / ;lood Bloc!, Designer 

-------,----------------------------------------------( (*) = Bother working head of household) 



Table 63 

'Respondents' Expressed Vocational Oricnt~tions and their --- ------------ -~~;.:;-------

---,--------------, 
Father's Occupation Respondent's Orientation 

Mechanical Eng. Craftsman Teaching 

Dir. Social Services Art College/Design Work 

Professional Engineer Office Studies Course (PI') 

Mechine Operative Ba,nldng 

Electrician Bank Clerk 

Farmer (Self Employed)" 

Brewery Dj strib. llanager 

!}uali ty Control Inspector 

I.!etalworker 

College Lecturer 

Electrician 

CBrpenter 

Export lI!mager 

University Lecturer 

Joiner I Glazier 

Farmer 

Shoe Machinist 

Farm Maintenance ':fork 

Bank Accountant 

Engineering Foreman 

Iletal Pressworker 

Service Eanager 

Factory Manager 

Retail lIanagere ss( *) 

Excavator Driver 

News Photographer/Driver 

Coach Trimmer 

Office Studies Course (FT) 

Hotel Receptionist 

Teaching 

Banking 

Journalism / Nursing 

Beautician 

Computers I Langnages 

Office Work 

Personal Assi st. / Legal ]"'xecutive 

Nursery Nurse 

Receptionists' Course (FT) 

Teaching 

Nursery Nurse 

G.P.O. Telephonist 

Social Work 

Art I De si gn~lork 

Banking I Legal Work 

Social Jork 

Secretary / Cleri cal ',Vork 

Dental Nurse 

G.P.O. Telophonist 

Teaching 

,---------------------------,---
( (*) Mother working head of househol';) 
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origins/residence, nor with frequency of visits to relatives. 

Extending this, no significant relationships could be est

abli shed between vocational interests and fami ly ordinal 

position, or with the fact of whether respondents' siblings 

were 1rorldng or not. Comparison of vocational interests 

with consistent vocational orientation proved to be a task 

requiring too sophisticated an analysis and bearing in mind 

the numhers involved it was unjustifiable. Since interests 

measures are not constructe(l on the basi s of hi gh scores in 

mutually exclusive categories, many respondents demonstrated 

high scores in up to three categories (See Tables GO & 61 ). 

(Ten male respondents and eleven female respondents had 

multiple high scores.) Because of these factors it is im

possible to dral1 conclusions front the data in this area and 

apply it to other findings.(See Table 64 ) 

Table 64 

------------Orientation Art C/Sales Lit Comp Out Pra S, S. Sci 

---'----
BOYS.,.). 

Consistent 4 

Inconsistent 2 

-----.---
GIRLS 

Consistent 4 

Inconsi stent I 

---------------

--_._-------

3 

3 

1 

2 

------------_. 

4 

5 

I 3 

2 

--_._----------

1 3 

5 

--_._-----_. 
(** - Where a respondent scores high in more than one cat
egory the higher score is tal,en, which precludes the ex
trapolation ef the data. These figures also ('}:clude 
Flat Profiles and 2 female responses are not available.) 
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5.11 The numbers involved in the analysis of measured interest 

scores are obviously too small to produce significant 

results, but th~ question of discrepancies occurring 

between expressed vocational orientation and measured 

5.12 

vocational interests is interesting. It may be that 

interest scores produce t, profi 1es due to value orientat

ions, exposure to·certain ideals/occupations etc. just 

prior to completing questionnaires. Or it may be that 

orientations are expressions of interests over a period 

during which they are undergoing critical change. For 

example, a boys asserts 

during a period of about 

that he wishes to become a mechanic 

six months**. Then for no appar-

ent. reason he changes his mind and enters a course for 

Hotel !.!anagement and Catering. It is just possible that 

the expressed orientation of 'mechanic' warded off prob

ing and questionaabout his vocational decisions whilst 

in reality he was still very much involved in the process 

of evolving interest and preference patterns. If such an 

hypothesi s is accurate then one 'fould expect a changing 

interests profile during 'real' crystallisation of interests 

unless the two expressed ori entati ons (i. e. mechani c and 

catering) are based upon an internally consistent perception 

and valuation of them both. In such a case it ·would b(~ the 

observer creating the notion of incongruity bet,reen the 

expresse~ orientations, and the observer's lack of under

standing of the individual's va.lue· system which ,vas at fault. 

In relating vocational interests to findings concerning 

influence of School o.go.in there is no definite po.ttern. 

the 

The 

most obvious approach is to search for some connection between 

school subjects and vocation",l interests which approxioate 

them. The avenue which appeared to offer some chance of 

establi shing such 0. connection ;ras to compare the ilUlividuc[',1j 

subjo~~ala~~ ',dth corrsponding interest scores. 

------------------------------,-------
** One of th2 respondents WOos the source of this actual 

oxample. 

, -.~ '-. 
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Three case studi es of respondents were chosen to illustrate 

the approach (See Table 65). The generality of the out

comes does not permit the establishing of a significant 

relationship. 

Table 65 

~ations!!!p ~!:.ween Hig!!_!.~~!:._~~~~s and S~!!ool 

'~ject B~!~~~e - Three Case Studies 

-----------------_. 
Relationship Subjects/No. High Interest Score Categories 
,----_._-----------

(a) Positive Science :x 3 

Human. :x 1 

Scientific 

and 

Outdoor 

(b) Neutral 

(c) Negative 

:x 1 

----------------------
lI/eraft :x 1 

Technol :x I 
Arti sUc 

Design :x 1 

Human. :x 2 

-----------------
Science :x 1 

Design :x 1 

Lang. x 2 

Human. :x 1 

Sc:i enti fi c 

._--------------------
5.13 The reasons why the relationships should be so non-signifi.c

ant can be many and varied, but some reasonable main altern

atives which spring to mind are: 

I. Interest ca.tegories cannot fully represent (if Q.t·"..!l') , -... ,. 

the kinds of attitudes, values and activities engaged 

by some or all relevant subjects, for any given individ

ua.l. 

2. Interests basically represent ~~:.!:.~~~ for certain kinds 

of activities etc. and in any giv~n c~se a number of sub

jects stu<l1ed will be a.t best second choice or third choice 
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mad" at the a.ge of tlli rteen or fourteen o.nd thus may not 

represent true preferences or interests then or later. 

3. In many cases interests will develop fully only after 

the person has left school. 

5.14 But arising from this idea is the notion that there may be 

a relationship bctlveen interest scores and examination 

. performances. There are two main ways to o.pproach the 

testing of thi s. The fi rst is a si mple st-mi ghtforward 

comparisonof interests and grades obtained; the sMond 

is a compo.ri son 

passed. Since 

of interests and examination subjects 

boys tend to study more of the subjects 

which approximate interest categories, analysis for them 

is easier. 1l01vever, the outcome of the analysi s is that 

for neither sex are interests rela.ted to grades, (ind for 

boys there is no relationship between cramination subjects 

passed and interests as measured. For girls this latter 

analysis was found to be impossible so no data is offered. 

5.15 This section dealing with vocational interests concludes 

the repor~of Findings emerging from this investigation. 

In order to comprehend clearly what the outcomes of the 

investigation are, there follows a Discussion of Findings 

and recommendations for further research are offered. 

One outcome of the investigation which was not foreseen or 

planned is the construction of a. rudimentary theoretical 

framework, offering a distinctive perspective ~n. vocational 

orientati on from that offered by exi sting frameworks. Thi s 

is set out at the end of the main body ofthe work. 
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Discussion of Findings 

1.1 The expression Consistent Voca.tional Oriento.t·ion is encountered 

again and again in this discussion for it is the main crit-

erion of analysis. 

di scussing it • 

As such it se.ems appropriate to begin by 

. The fact that a respondent is identified as having consist-

ent vocational orientation means simply that there is a high 

level of agreement between expressions of orientation at 

different times. It does not necessarily imply realism of 

orientation. In considering . adolescents' vocationa.l 

orientationsit becomes clear that they reach a stage of 

.beginning to. stabilise their ideas about voca.tiona.l futures 

in the sense that abilities, interests, capa.cities, va.lues 

etc. all begin to find a pbce in their reckoning. Their 

ideas become less a.nd less based upon just likes and dislikes. 

1.2 This stabilising ~ta.ge will tend to be reflected by lengthier 

consideration of particular idea.s, roles, investment potentia.l, 

and consistent voca.tional orientation is intended to indicate 

whether this sta.ge ha.s been reached. Obviously one could 

find indi vi dual s adhering to vocati ona.l ideas ba.sed almost 

exclusively upon HItes a.nd dislikes, but the da.ta. for the 

p;esent sa.mple, from questionnaire and interview responses 

does not indica.te tha.t any fall into this group. 

The ana.lysi G shows tha.t the 

proportion of 60% to 40% in 

sample split into an approximate 

favour of 

od entati on, which seems to indicate 

those ha.ving consistent 

tha.t there are consid-

erable differences in the times at which stabilisation begins 

in these terms. 

1.3 Just as consi stency becomes increasingly important in orient

~tion, so, too, does rea.lity-adjustment, one aspect of 

which is the extent of fa.ntasy aspiration and the nature of 

'idea.l' aspirations. Since typi ca.lly the Fantasy Stage 

ends around the age of ten, one might expect ideal a.spirat

ions to be less fantastic than unrealistic in subsequent stages. 

Upon examining the idea.l aspi rations expressed by these resp-
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ondents it is surprising to find that they were by no means 

beyond the bounds of fulfi llment for most respondents, should 

they have decided to try to reali se them. That is to say, 

the occupational titles and activities named by respondents 

were not (in mo.st cases of those who responded) outside the 

range one would accept normally as appropriate for".such 

youngsters. 

1.4 Reflecting upon this data onc might think that there is room 

for an examination of just how 'unrealistic' these ideal 

aspirations are. Among those engaged in vocational guidance 

it seems to have become axiomo.tic that ideal aspirations are 

usually unrealistic. The present data clmllenges that ass-

umption, but it has to be borne in mind that a substantial 

proportion of the sample did not ,express ideal aspirations 

so that these findings do not offer adequate grounds for 

forming conclusions. H01rever, a number of questions ari se 

from thi s. Do ideal aspira.tions represent or reflect a. 

range of occupations acceptable to parents ra.ther than rcsp-

ondents' o,m ideas? Do they represent an articulation of 

certain occupations which respondents have encountered but 

do not fully understand or appreciate? Where ideal aspir-

ations are expressed, are they simply tesponses to adult 

expectations that children actually have 'ideal' aspirations? 

Clearly there is a great deal of work to be done in clarify

ing thi s area. At present there is (perhaps si gni fi cantly) 
• 

li ttle fi rI!l documentati on concerning thi s. 

1.5 Ilumm processes exhibit peaks of activity, and the vocational 

orientation process is no exception. The present data has 

sho1rn peak periods during -the.final two years of secondary· 

schooling. The first is around the 4th/5th Year trn.nsition, 

when pupils are required to select school subjects for furth-

er study a,ti 1 tlw end of statutory schooling. This require-

ment is inposed by the school SO tha.t logistica.l probleos can 

be more ea si ly dealt ,.,i th. The 

Cbri StI11.28 of the Pi fth Year w:wn, 

second pea.k period is around 

again, the school needs 
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information about examination preparations, and when press

ure for youngsters to ded de about thei r vocational futllr<:>s 

begins to become more apparent. 

1.6 These two 'pressure points' begin to bring the matter of 

vocational considerations home to adoleseents. In the 

first case they are informed of the possible outcomes or con

sequences of various kinds of subject choice at 14+. In the 

second the imminence of entry to work is highlighted. It is 

not, therefore, too surprising that e:cpressions of vocation

al orientation tend to cluster around these two points. 

But the unfortunate aspect of this is that, for manyadolesc

ents, the requi rement to make deci si ons is imposed by the 

school with scant regard to individua.l rates of development 

or, more importantly, individual psychological readiness! 

a.bility to make them. This an area in which it is imperative 

that sound research be undertaken, for decision";making in 

vocational terms is central to understanding fully the dyn

amics of development, orientation,choice and guidance. 

1.7 It is,thought by many teachers (by Careers Officers also) 

that exposure ;to the world of work 'rill, of itself, aid 

the proce ss of vocati onal reali tY-il.djustment and ori entati on. 

Such exposure can, and frequently does occur through adol

e'Scents' pa.rt-time jobs, at weekends or during evenings. 

However, learning from experience is most effective if the 

person involved is open to, or prepared to learn from it • 
• 

From dat<> gained here it seems that boys avoid e"posure to 

experiences which approximate the adjustment demaJ1ds of entry 

to full time employment (where they would be expect~d to form 

and sustain social relationships with strangers). Girls 

do not avoi d thi s. The present data indicates that gtrls 

tend to seek out such part-time jobs, but whether this is 

a. conscious seeking out is not possible to determine here. 

1.8 As th" sample is drmm mostly from tormships of less tlmn 

6,000 persons, it may be that these aspects of part-time 
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employment reflect a pattern typical of, or peculiar to small 

to'nlships or rural areas or even this region of the cOlli,try. 

Alternatively it may be that girls were more readily employed 

in the 'open' occupations than .. ere boys. Although offering 

no evidence on this point, it is the investigator's view 

that thi s is not so. A number of other boys ,vi thin thi s 

school manage, each year, to find an appreciable number of 

'Open' jobs such as farming, market stall work etc. and a 

number obtain retail jobs, which is precisely the area 

most entered by girls. Although thi s data does not add 

greatly to our understanding of the influence or usefulness 

of part-time employment in vocational orientation, it does 

raise a number of questions. For ",ample, if thi s inforl1lc1,t

ion may be extrapolated for other schools, does it support 

the evidence that girls are more orientated towards social 

.and social service occupations than boys? Does it indicate 

anything significant about the relative I!laturatiOIl processes 

of boys and girls? Does it· ·imply a greater degree of sec-

urity in girls' home relations compared with boys'? 

There are many such questions to be asked here. But quite 

apart from these, it is suggested that the categories of 

'Open Occupation! and 'Closed Occupation' are useful ones 

for grouping full time occupations as well. 

1.9 During the stage of development covered by this investigation, 

the indi~idual wtll be exposed to the influence of peers 

whose developing orientati on processes wi 11 parallel hi sown. 

That is, most normally developing adolescents 1Yi 11 be.inc--· 

rea-singly involved in projecting themselves·. into various 

working roles, and into the adult world of work. In terns 

of peer influence the findings from this investiga.tion are 

sparse, and it is true that not a grea-t deal of additional 

insight has resulted,from their analysis. 
1.10 'H thin the school there appeared to be preferred ranges of 

group size within which peer association mostly occurred. 

Preference seems to va.ry according to ;sex, to a certain 
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extent, in that boys' range across all group sizes fairly 

evenly whilst girls' centre upon the '2 - 4' and '5 - 8' 

group size ranges. Of the sample, 20% claim to have no 

association with pupi I-peers outside of school, whilst 40% 

of the sample claim that they do not associate wi th wor!dng 

peers. Ne re?pondent asse<iiated exclusively with werking 

peers outside of the school, and only 2. of the sample claime'd 

that their extra-mural associates were predominantly l10Tking 

peers. From this data a picture emerges of respondents 

associating mostly with pupil-peers, and this is viewed 

by the investigator as probably indicating a preference 

for associates currently engaged in similar experiences 

that is, as pupi Is attending school, whether thi s school 

or neighbouring schools. The implication of this is that 

for the majorl ty of the sample, worker peer influence is 

low, and this may in turn imply that little vocational / 

occupational information (which the resPO'ndents"possessed) 

originated with worker peers."" 

1.11 Talring all of this together a number of questions become clear. 

Are these group size preferences a functi on of tIle size of 

the school (which in turn raises the question of relationship 

with amount of opportunity for peer association)? Given 

di'ffercnt school settings, would preference be found to 

shift emphasi s towards worker peer associati ons? Do those 

pupils who spend a part of their time (i.e. Fifth Year time) 
• 

involved in work experience schemes prefer to associate more 

with worker peers? If "research into peer influences 

is to continue then it seems desirable to' focus upon these 

as well as other aspects. 

1.12 Within the classroom, peer association is formalised and 

teacher-controlled, the focus of the association being 

study of common subject matter under teachers' directions. 

At 14+ the ycungst"er is aslccd to select certain subjects for 

study to the level of examinations (in the majority of cases) 
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and at this point the idea of the pupil's vocational future 

is introduced by teachers quite clearly. According to data 

gained here, respondents do not feel that vocational con

siderations loom large in their subject choice, and this 

confirms the findings of other studies. There 1mS also a 

.w·ide range of opinion as to the subjects still felt to be 

vocationally useful at the Fifth Year stage. Boys tend to 

emphasise what might be termed techno-scientific subjects 

whilst girls' opinions show no such clustering, and are 

wider ranging than boys'. In considering the usefulness of, 

and liking for lJathematics and Engli sh, respondents dem

onstrated their ability to discriminate in these terms, 

something not recognised by too many teachers and other adults. 

1.13 However, many oithe respondents studied subjects which were 

not their first choices, for the logistics of school would 

not permit every pupil to study every first choice subject. 

It is obvious that even if respondents made 'sensible' 

considerations of vocational ·implications of subject choice, 

their normal development, and the process of crystallisatnn 

of interests, would in any case alter subjects'· relevance 

for them. . Their original positive importance might even 

become a negative importance. For example, choosing to 

s'tudy Physics a.t age .. 14 because of a current desire to he 

a scientist maybe regarded as a. positive choice. If orient

ation then changes towards, say,·:Uusic then physics becomes 
• 

important in a. negative ,ray for it.8 study precludes the study 

of some other, perha.ps more relevant subject. 

1.14 High atta.inment in school subjects may easily obtain a number 

of eXll.mination certificates for a youngster, which ma.y in 

turn ensure entry to a particularly desired occupation or 

ca.reer. The a.dolescent's source of feedba.ck concerning his 

attainment is his teachers, not only during the norm",1 and 

continuing class lessons, but particularly from the results 

of the major examinations rehea.rsa.l during the Fi fth Year -
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the 1I0ck Exami no. t i onll. It follows that iroccurate or mis-

understood 'feedback' from teJ.chers may rosult in adherence 

to unreali stic or inappropriate orientations. 

1.15 The findings here suggest that, although in general terms 

the estimat.es of performance are accurate, in any given 

ca.se thl'Y may be inaccurate :to 0. very mJ.rked "",tent. The 

variability of these estimates raises questio;ls about the 

wi adom (indeed about the validity) of using them as a bas) s 

for some aspects of vocatiomi.l guidanco as Careers Officers 

an,l Careers Teachers frequently do. One could legitimately 

ask whether such estimates indicate as much (or more) about 

teachers' abi lities as about pupi Is'; whether they reflect 

pupil-teacher relationships rather than perform/mco, in many 

cases. These questions do need to be looked at very closely 

if estimates are to be used as bases for any aspect of guid

ance in future. 

1.16 There is some evidence here that mi sestimo.·tes may hflve been 

responsible for a numhE'r of respondents re-orientating them

selves during the period when the examination results were pub

li shed. J. t is unlikely tha.t all of these respondents, just 

by coincidence, re-orientated thetnselves at this time. 

(For example, out of 21 respondents aspiring to enter the. 

6th Form, 5 re-orientnted thenselves and entered 0. college 

of further educati on.) It appcnrs r('ason;J.ble to assume that 
I 

di screpnncies between e"'pectati ons and actual.·e",aminati on 
• 

performances led to thi S re-orientati on at lea.st in some ca.se s. 

And as this sample appoared to be perfectly normal, not given 

to untypi cal behavi our in thl s area of ori cntati on, i·L also 

aeens ro .. sonahle to nssume thnt guidance confirmed some in their 

inaccurate e"'pectations. 

1.17 So fnr discussion has centred upon influences e",ternnl to tho 

individual's family, bu·t the 1..:t1ance of findingn se(>ms ·to 

suggest that the family is the most important influence. 

The first set of data presente,l here ",:l.S concerned ",i th soci 0-

\ 
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economic status, and the relationships bet,reen parenta.l a.nd 

respondents sta.tus in parti cular. The graphs (Se'e' Fig_ 10 ) 

show that respondents' status of orientation at Earl:ier and 

Later points are more similar to each other than to their fa.thers'. 

One cannot rea.dily analyse fathers' status and respondents' 

,status of orientation in very similar terms so the implications 

of such patterns must be considered a little differently from 

the ways ch9sen by other researchers, to some extent. 

This is because existing research in this area tends to relate 

fathers' status and children's sta.tus of job-entry.·. 

1.18 However, the respondents' sta.tus of orienta.tion shows (a.) u. 

movement towards the mean, over three points of reference, 

(b) a net upward trend which suggests (c) some awareness of 

status of occupa.ti ons. It also may indicate an implicit 

and positive movement towards • safe' occupationo.l status, both 

.'in terms of job security and, possibly, in terms of not trans

gressing upper and lower thresholds of status accepj.able to 

their socia.l groups or families. The former may a.rise from 

the general atmosphere of uncertainty, even preca.riousness, 

engendered by teachers and others in discussions of the trans

ition from school to work; this may l~ad to a genera.l desire 

for security. It,"may equa.lly arise from respondents' idca.s 

no"t corresponding lrith thos') of their parents, and inadequate 

parental communica.tion with their children, resulting again 

in a tende,ncy to a.void anything suggesting a.'risk". However, 

even though there is a tendency for status of orientation to 

move towards the mean, in terms of plus-or-rninus one status 

class nea.rly half of the sample (46%) were stable in th~dr 

sta.tus. 

1.19 Clearly parenta.l influence upon children is most importn.nt, 

but sibling influence may also be significant. In this 

insta.nce data has emerged to suggest that 'Only' children and 

youngest children ma.y develop consistent vocational orientaticn 
more rea.dily than other children. But more interesting is 
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data suggesting that the fact of having or not having worker 

si blings is positively related to chronology of expressed 

orientation of respondents which, in turn, is rela.ted to 

consistency of vocational orientation. It seems clear 

that there is a need to pursue this question further in order 

to ascertain ,vhether this data;,ean be supported generally. 

Extending this analysis, an attempt to relate social class 

to chronology of expressed orientation produced no clear 

patterns, neither did a further analysi s to relate the 

fact of having worker siblings to social class. The fact 

of hewing siblings in further and higher education does not 

seem to exert any identifiable influence upon vocational or

ientation of respondents. 

1.21 In terms of vocational orientation the influence of relatives 

is unresearched, but an attempt to identify it here, using 

frequency of vi.~tts to relatives as the criterion showed that 

they influence consistency of orientation to some extent. 

In the frequency range s 'Le s·s than 2 vi si ts per month' [md 

'2 - 4 visits per month' (to Aunts and Uncles) consistent 

vocational orientation is related to the upper frequency 

ra.nge and inconsistent voca.tional orientation to the lower 

range. In the case of visits to Grandparents the relation

ship ,ms significant at only the .02 level which, although 

not acceptable here, suggests that further investigution 

might be justified. 
1.22 Geographi'cal di spersion of a farJi ly ,d 11 affect opportuni t

ies for visiting, but may also imply the development of 

differing attitudes, values etc. within the kinship network. 

Data rehting to parental geographical origins "as signifiC

antly relo.ted to consistent vocatiomd orientation at only 

the .02 level. 'Ihl.'ll con si stent voca ti ono. 1 ori entati on i s 

compared with place of residence (in terms of poPUla.tiOll size) 

and with length of residence within the county in which the 

school is situated, no significant relationships are found. 
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It appears that this cluster of variables is not significant 

as an influence upon vocational orientation consistency • 

. 1.23 Discussion now turns away from the influences affecting an 

adolescent's vocational orientation,towards measured vocational 

interests. No significant relationships were found betl1een 

measured interests and consistent vocational oricntatio~, 

either by sex or for the whole sample. The only significant 

relationship to be establi shed between the range of variables 

studied, and vocational interests, is with fathers' occup-

ations. Where fathers' occupations are practical or tech-

nical in nature, boys tend to sco~e high in the Practical 

and Scientific interest categories, and girls to score low. 

It is also the case that girls with fathers in such occupat

ions tend to score high in the Clerical/Sales and Social 

Service interest categories and boys to score low. Al

though 110 supposi tions or assumptions can be firmly ml.de, 

one mifht expeet to find that mothers' current or previous 

occupations contributed to children's interest development. 

From data offered here it seems that either daughters reject 

some aspects of those fathers' occupations mentioned or 

there is some other element 1rhich st.rongly influences girls 

in particular. This area is evidently in need of investig

ation for the development of orientation encompsses sex-role 

identification of necessity, and it may be that certain 

values at.tached to sex-role have a bearing upon this rel

ationship bet,reen interest scores l\nd fathers' occupations. 

1.24 Having discuss(>d both the influences upon orientation and the 

measurement of vocational interests, attention is now 

directed towards respondents' perceptions of the help and 

guidance available to them and offered, by school (in

Cluding Careers Officers) and parents. IF the respondents' 

perceptions as reporte(l, are true reflections of their ex

periences, then ·quitc often they must r .. el '.mholped, uncert

ain of themselves and under varying degrees or stress. From 
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-the observer's vie"'Point the help' offered by the school is 

not insignificant, and it is almost impossible to accept that 

most parents do not try to help and guide the:ir children,· how

ever ineptly and whether successful or not. But the respond

ents are clearly equivocal in their questionnaire responses 

about help and guidance. 

It may be that (reference the polarisation of views concerning 

. help from the school) for ma.ny, .• 0. general resi stance to 

'being helped' arises and 

offered. Alternatively, 

they perceive it then as not being 

i't JllI1y be that somo, are more re-

ceptive to, and perceptive of, help and guida.nce or simply 

that these are frequently not forthcoming at the times when 

needs are greatest or receptiveness high. ObviouRly a much 

more specific and intensive study is needed before valid 

conclusions can be reached about such matters • 

• 
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Summary of Di scussion of Findings 

The cent.ral objective of thi s investigo.tion was to identify 

indicat.ors of adolescent vocational orientation, and to 

compare t.hem ldth mea.sured vocationa.l interest.s in terms 

of their usefulness to t.he pra.ctitioner in guidance. From 

the areas resea.rched, no such indicators have been ident.ified • 

. However, it. must also be reported t.hat vocational irtterest:s 

offer indications of orientation at such a high level of gener

ality t.hat their usefulness is limited t.o either 

(a) a kind of insurance or reassurance that the pract

itioner has locat.ed the client's broa.d areas of 

···interest or 

(b) an initiator of guidance discussion beca.use the pract.

itioner ha.s failed to locate the client's broad areas 

of interest.. 

However, in establishing this result the investigation ha.s 

produced data and ideas of w.ider interest. 

Data relating to chronology of· orientation links thi s invest

i gati on "i th t.he major theoret.i cal frameworlcs di rectly. It. 

suggests that there are sub-stages or micro-stages of part

icular importance. Here it has been found that. pressures 

exerted by 'the system' appear to determine roughly when 

deci sions are made by the adolescent. llhi 1st theoretical 

frameworks offer explanations of individual d~velopment, 

they do not account for particular contextual const.raints 

and pressures upon that development. Related to t.his ob-

servation is tho question of the distinction between 

'Fantasy Aspiration' and 'Ideal Aspiration' 11hich, according 

to data from this investiga.tion, is not simply a semantic 

one. 

Considering further this area of sub-stages and orientation, 

it is possible (according to the present investigation) 

that sibling.o.ssocio.tion, peer association and contact 11ith 
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relat.ives may very well contribute appreciably to a specific 

sub-stage (or SUb-stages) of orientation, 

the sub-stage typi ca 11y repre sented by the 

and in particular 

Fifth Year at school. 

The concepts of 'anti::ipatory socialisation' 

rehearsal'(1!usgrave 19(7) have been largely 

an,l 'prior role 

ignored by res-

earchers a.nd writers in this country concerned "ith vocational 

development. But data relating to part-time jobs entered 

by this sample seems to suggest that they may be a vehicle 

by which boys and girls attempt to engage in these behaviours. 

It my also be that the findings related to association '7ith 

'Worker si blings (referred to above) are an aspect of thi s 

movement towards trying out perceived aspects of work and 

er,'ployment sociali sation. The fai lure of parents and others 

to recogni se or be sensi ti veto thi s behavi our ma.i· be "hat 

lies at the root of the youngsters' somewhat equivocal vie,' of 

the help offered by adults. Certainly da.t,a. relating to status 

of orientation suggests that many adolescents may be more 

aware of aspects of the working world thnn might be suspected, 

however unclear or implict thi s awareness. The status 'move-

ment' of this snmple seems to indicnte this nlso. 

However, the contribution of the investigation to the sum d' 

knowledge is, in most nreas, not great. But contributions 

to thought in this field are more significant. Findings have 

raised questions of importnnce, and hnve resulted in the form-
• 

ulation of a tentative thoereti.cal frnmework. Considera'~i on 

of the findings discussed, combined ,rith the writings of others 

have enabled the identificntion of specific gaps in existing 

lmowledge in thi s fi eld. As a. result of identifyi.ng these 

gape, not unnnturnlly certain recommendations for eliminating 

·sorac· .. of the more important ones lmve been mnde. These o.re 

set out below in two pnrts; the first is to do with recomm

endations for resea.rch foll0l1e(1 by others concerning vocationn.l 

guidance practice which was where this investigo.tion began. 
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I - Research 

(a) '.Hthin the broad area encompassing vocational devE-lopment 

and. the transition from scheol to work, the emphasis should 

shift from the establishment ef relationships between var-

. iables to a detailed explication of those already I"stablished. 

For instance, it has been established that sons of manual 

lyorl<ers tend to enter manual· occupati ons and jobs. Many 

would simply refer to parental transmission of attitudes 

and values etc. to 'explain' the phenomenon. But once such 

a relationship is established, the important questions are 

HOW are these transmitted, exactly hoV! do parents inculc

ate, impose or pass on these things? Are children's asp

irations substantially reflections of parents' unfulfilled 

aspirations? To what extent do parental aspirations and 

attitudes accommodate their children's individuali ty? Do 

these elements of family socialisation mould the decision

making and coping behaviours of children? The shift towards 

explication in such fields is long overdue. 

(b) The choice of example (0.) was not random. Given that the 

thesis is accepted then the shift in emphasis should be towards 

study of the relati onshi p between faGli ly sociali sa-~i on and 

. adolescents' vocational orientations. 

These are the two major recom,"cndations suggested, but there . ~ 

are others. The area of adolescent values and their develop-

ment appears to offer sOGle potential for advancing our tmder-

standing 

deed this 

of orientation but is so far poorly researched; in

particular field is probably one of the most poorly 

studied o.reas of human behaviour and development in relation 

to the commona1i ty of transi ti on phenomena. 

To be more specific, the following questions ari se directly 

from the outcoGle s of thi s investi gati on e,nd all would bear 

further researching. 
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1. In detail, what are the various substages of adoloscent 

vocationa.l development with specia.l reference to the 

British context? 

2. What is the typical patten>ing of, and function of, 

Ideal Aspirations in vocationa.l development and orientat

ion? 

3. What are the main factors influencing perceptions of help 

offered by school and interested adults? (Construct Theory 

would offer a useful approach here) 

4. What are parents' perceptions of helping and guiding their 

children, and how do they perceive their.o,m competence 

in thi s? 

5. Do some adolescents seek out vocational 'anticipatory 

social:isation' in general terms through pa.rt time 

employment when, typically, a particular sta.ge of devel

opment has been reached? 

6. Is type and level of peer association (and social contact 

generally) related to voco.tiono.l orientation? 

7. To what extent is awareness of socio-economic status dev

eloped as a result of fo.mi Hal or extra-familial contacts? 

8. Is' t.he movement of pro spective school leavers' status 

in a particular direction,typically, and if so "hat are 

the m~in causal influences? 

9. '.that kinds of attitude/v'l.lue adjustments are typical of 

adolellcents moving to a new community of residence and 

school? How do these o.ffect voca.tional orien:ta.tion? 

But in addition to these arising directly out of the invest

igation Findings, other questions suggested themselves through 

conSidering possible implications of Findings. 

a.. What:_,_ relationship bet,,,een Consi stency of Oriento.tion and 

Reali srn of Orientation exi sts? 

b. ,{hat is the relationship between jOb visibility and vocation

al vo.lues? 

c. Do school subjects engage specific vo.lues c.nd attitudes of 

the individual typi caUy? 

d. Are there particulo.r school subjects '''hiclt enga.ge basiC values'" 
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which are also engaged by specific occupations, jobs and 

careers? 

e. How do families cope with end transmit vocational information? 

Having outlined a series of areas requiring furth~r research 

through which to inform guidance practice, the follo'1ing 

recommendations are directed to,mrds Careers Officers and 

Careers 'reachers and concern, thei r vocati onal gui dance 

practice. 

II - Practice 

(0.) The most important recommendation to ari se in the light of 

'these Findings is that a great deal more attention needs to 

be paid to aspects of sociali sati on of the cli ent. ,,,hi 1st 

recognising the difficulties inherent in gaining information 

of this nature, one cannot but be struck by the extent to 

which vocational guidance is based upon the school's vie'7 

of a given individual. 

It is largely of acatleuic interest to the practit,ioner to 

know that sons of manual workers tend to enter mannal jobs 

except, perhaps, that such lOlowledge may create certain 

expectations in the practitioner. The same observation 

is.,true of any such empirically established r~lationship of 

such a hi'gh level of general appli cabi li ty. Thus the pract-

itioner should either attempt to davi se methods of eliciting 

data a.hout fo.mily supportiveness, guidance, attitudes etc. 

or should collaborate with researchers in extending explic

ation of such relationships through design of practical instru

ments for m€'asuring such variables. 

(b) If it is accepted that intra-family socia.li sati on is an imp-

ortant o.spect of vocational orientation, and in particular 

that parental influences in orientation o.re important, then 

the practitioner should devote more time to €'ncouraging 

po.rents to understand the implications of their children's 

voco.tional orientation and development, particularly during 

the school-to-worl< transi ti on. 
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(c) Another area of recommendation is that practitioners should be 

healthi ly scepti cal of school records of all kinds. Those 

to which the investigator had access were extraordinarily 

uninformative in some ways. Before one can begin to accept 

the remal-ks, marks and observations recorded, one needs to 

know "hether they are arrived at by use of common definitions 

and conSiderations, by specific observations, . and whether 

marks are standardised across subjects. The dominant attit-

udes within the school, the kinds of aspirations of school 

staff for pupils, the kinds of policies to"ards external 

individuals or bodies may all o.ffect the ways in which rec-

ords are kept. The only ways to counteract such influences 

are: 

1. Get to 1000W the pupils; 2.get to know the staff; 3 retain 

a degree of sceptici srn towards recorded informatioe;l-

. Early in the analysiH of the data from this investigation, the 

investigator formed the opinion that the Family "culd prove 

to be the most important influence within the frameworl, of 

areas examined. As the a.nalysis proceeded this opinion 

became stronger. Certain aspects of the data began to sugg-

est explanations for linking and connecting findings, and 

these were explored through further reading, some of which 

waS peripheral to the main investigation. The focus of this 

activity was the relationship between adolescent vocational 

orientation and family socialisation. As before, the amount 
• 

of empirical data available was very low, and even theory and 

speculation concerning this relationship was unusually barren. 

As a result the investigator constructed a relatively crude 

but useful francwork, within 11hich to begin to explore the 

possibilities of the relationship. Insofar as it is con

cerned 1rith relating orientation and family soci",lisation in 

more specific terms it is unusual in comparison with existing 

framelT<1rks. The final secti on is gi ven over. to tllf' framework. 



Family Socialisation ~d Adolescent_!~cational Orient~~ 

Towards a Theoretical Framework 

• 
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Family Socialisation and Adolescent Vocational Orientation: - -- -
Towards 0. Theoretical Framework ----
An examination of the ~~jor theories of vocational development, 

orientation and choice will reveal that, with the exception of 

Roe's Theory of Vocational Choice(1957) there has not been a 

serious o.nd sustained attempt to relate family socialisation 

processes to these areas of study. Even Roe's wor!c has 

clear limitations in that (a) it confines the 'relationship 

betlreen early childhood experiences and vocational choice to 

the Person/~on-person dimension and (b) attempts to support 

the relationship without substantial reference to the child's 

intervening stages of development and experience (See IIershen

son 1968). All of the other major frameworks are either psyh

ologi cally based (IIolland 1959; Super 1957), psychoanalyti c

ally based ( Bordin et al. 1963) or socio..-cconol:li~lI.lly hased 

(Dlau et al. 1956). Driti sh fra:mmorks (the above are all 

American in origin) have not achieved major importance in 

international terms as yet, and those which are currently 

utilised are sociologically-based (Keil et al. 1966; 

Roberls 1966). NONE of the British or American fral'leworJcs 

adequately account for the part played by fami ly Bociali s

ation in the processes.of adolescent vocational development, 

orientation and choice. In addition to this, if one examines 

the lrriting on family sociali sation, from Parsons & Ba.les(l955) 

to Rodgers(1973) it is patently obvious that vocational theor-
• 

ies and conceptual frameworks have made NO impact whatsoever 

upon the study and understanding of that field. It is be-

cause of this situation that the pro sent attempt to relate 

the two fields has ari sen. 

Sex Role ~nd Identific~tion 
-------------------
Dezdek & Strodtbeck(lD70) observe accurately that role idcnt-

ification involves the acquisition of values, and since 

values to which an individual is exposed within his family 

are a cri ti cal element in personali ty development and soci:3.1 

development, it is clear that sex-role identification is 

an area·of importance. The an:3.lysis of Parsons & Dales(1955) 
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is accepted here, which is that the boy in a nuclear family 

internali ses both parents as objects but must, shift identif

ication from mother (early stage) to father as sex role 

model, ,rhereas the girl retains her initial sex rolo model 

(mother). She must 

" •• internalise the father as object ... in his role as 

instrumental leader of the family system, not in dual 

role of sex model as well." 

The boy has to internali se the father in hi s dual role 

whilst shifting identification and is therefore in a sense 
--
under more strain. 

"The boy ... tends to attempt to act out symboliC 

representatives of the instrumental aspects of adult 

masculine roles. 'rhese are notably non-fami lio.l 

in content.1t 
Thus one can accept a very early differentiation bet-Neen 

sex roles but, as Parsons &,1)o.1e8 point out, many values 

translJitted to chi Idren by parents are not based in !Sax 

differences but are shared values. Sex role· .repre sents 

a differentio.ted 'ray'of implementing shared values it. a. 

socially accepted and acceptable form •. 

Clearly parents Clay transmit to children of either sex 

attitudes towards one sex. For example both parents may 

emphasise the 'breadwinner I aspect of male role and the 
• traditional 'homem",ker' aspect of female role. Insofar 

as certain Idnds of value are attached to these (and other 

such) concepys, the chi Id wi 11 associate them. IIOlr

ever, both parents ,rill also transmit va.lues such as 

aesthetic and religious ones, and these will be rela.ted 

to sex role 'only insofar as there are modes. of implementing 

or reali sing them which are seX-differentiated by •. the 

outside 1rorld. 

This raises the question of distinctions between 'masculino' 

and Ifeminine' occupations. For the m(l.le the sex role and 
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occupational role are fused in vocational development and 

choice. Traditionally he is the 'provider' or 'J:;reach1inner' 

for hi s 11'i fe and chi lciren, and hi s fulfi llment of the fused 

role takes place largely outside of the family home (trad

itionally in occupations which are overwhelmingly or completely 

populated by men, mostly manun.l".1rorkers). 

Dut for the female things are not so clear cut. Tradition-

ally the female sex role::hM! lIc.en"fused. with the 'occup

ation' of homemaker o.nd house,rife, child-bearer and child-

rearer. Her occupational locus has been in the family 

But women's emanCipation during this century has home. 

been altering matters so that there is, increasingly, 

less fusion of sex role and occupational role and the resul'o

ing ambiguity increasingly allows them to choose occupations 

fa.r di fferent, many of whi ch are tradi ti onally masculine. 

There is some data a.vailable in this area of role modelling 

and identification. 

"Identi fi cation "ith like sexed parents tends, in 

boys, to be related to simi lari ty of sons" to 

fathers' vocational interests in the ninth grade, but 

not in the twelvth; in college girls it tends to be 

associated with having stopgap and feminine vocational 

interests. Identi fi cati on 1~i th opposi te sexed par-

ents tends, in COllege gi rls, to he associated 1rith 

occupation/career interests, and in boys with reject

ion of masculine interests and lack of clear cut 

vocational interests." 

(Super 1063) 

Osipo1V(1968) in a survey of relevant data says: 

"All results of these studies Sef'lll to iaply th" con

clusion that identification with a parent or adult is 

important indirectly in the vocational choice process." 

·1 
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Values, Parental Attitudes and 1'ransmission of Vocational 

Data 

Quite apart from the transmission of social class values, 

the far.1ily transmits values which are peculiar to itself 

and these include both general and specific values and 

atti tude s to work and working. For example, Schwarzweller 

(1960) demonstrated that certain kinds of values appear to 

be correlates of social groupings of working class and 

middle class. Carter(1966) observes that 

, 

" ••• there were working class parents who would not have 

been content with 'any old job' •• (for their children) •• 

these had no thought of thei r . chi Idren ri sing out of 

the working class, but 0. strong desire that, within it, 

they would be the first ar.:tong equals." 

. Toor.:tey(1967), l.lays(1965) and r.:t:1llY others have observed that 

va.lues and attitudes within the family are powerful influences 

upon the children. Whether the" .values expressed concerning 

work and working are intrinsic or instrumental cannot be pre

dicted, although it is asserted that the male tends to re

ga.rd his occupation instrumentally (Parsons & Dales 1955; 

Lo.rson & Uyerhoff 1965 etc.). Thus a strongly domina.ut 

father (or a. largely male! family) might very "ell determine 

the basic values and attitudrntransmitted. 

Transmission of work values will occur within'the family hooe • 
• 

During mea.ls, and particularly the evening oeal, the sub-

ject of worl( frc'luently crops up. During such conversations 

the dominant vocational values and attitudes will colour 

views and opinions expressed, and will include topics such 

as tasl(s, activities, social relations, 110rldng conditi ons, 

general environment and rewards etc. etc. The influence <f 

and transt:lission of such matters will either be intentional 

or Unintentional as far as the younger fat:lily members are 

concerned. An example of intentional tr:ansmission is when 
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information, opinions etc. are volunteered by older family 

members, or when they very carefully answer younger 

members' questions. Unintentiona.l transmission occurs when 

the YOlmger members absorb what is going on incidcntally, 

or are attending to events without participa.ting. Such es-

periences wi 11 largely form and inforJ:! '. value and 3ttitude 

orielltatiolls to work and working, particularly whl>n the source 

is a role model. In time these values and attitudes ,dll 

become integrated into the youngsters' value systeJ:!, at least 

partially, and in his orientation he will seek to locate 

kinds of vocational activities which appear to him to offer 

opportunities for their implementation (Super 1063). 

lIolland(1959) alludes to the individual seeking working envir

onments whi ch offer opportuni ti e s to uti li se, or ,;hi ch reflect, 

his characteristic modes of coping with problems presented by 

the total environment during his development. Insofar as 

preferences reflect values and attitudes this analysis is 

applicable to Super's and Holland's theories. 

As observed above, initial discrimination/orientation vo~

ationally is along masculine-feminine lines, but it is also 

constrained to an appreciable degree by the 'vi sibi lit,y' of 

occupations. Anyone family will h~ve little or no accur

ate information and knol1hdge of most occup~tionlJ (Carter 19(6) 

and roost vacancies are identified by the job-s,eeker through 

personal l:ontacts (Super 1957). A number of adolescents will 

follow a family tradition(Caplow 1964; Veness 1962 etc.) 

and others may follow nei ghbourhood tradi ti on as, for example 

in a to,m where 011e or two fi rms dominate employment. 

Thus the extent of family kno11ledge of occupations will tend 

to determine the extent of occupati onal vi si bi li ty for the 

youngster. 

Part of that visibility will depend upon the attitudes and/or 

apsirations of parents. In general terms most parents would 

probably agree upon a number of, primary attributes in occup-
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ations desired for their children.(See Tabhl 6~ ) 

Table .66 

Occupational attributes desired by parents for their children 
-------------------------------------------------------------
------------ ------------_._------
Desired Attribute Favourable !l.esponse 

----------------------------------
1. A job he likes 

2. A job wh..,re he gains satisfaction 
through usi ng hi.s abi l:i ti e s 

3. Good prospects 

4. Money 

Q. Security 

12% 

10% 

4% 
26% 

,---,-------- ------,--------------(Extract from ta.ble by Toomey 1\)67) 

Each fa.mily generates a unique atmosphere and transmission 

of values is a part of it. ']Jut a most important element in 

thi s is pa.rent-chi 1<1 interacti on. Larson & l.ly" rho ff (HJ65) 

propose a framework setting out some of the dimensions of the 

ways in 11hi ch parents induce adolescents to conform. (Se" Table 6·1) 

Table '67 

Some Dimensions of ,\.dolescent Sociali satton in the fami ly 

-_._---------------------------------
Dimension Mode of Induci ng Conformi ty 

Parental Authority Source 

Pa.rental Goals 

Parental T(lchniqucs 

. Personal 

Po si ti onal 

Expressive 

Instrtunental 

l~moti onal 

!l.ational 

------------'.,'---------------------,--
(Derived from Larson & 1iyerhoff 1(65) 
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The parent's source of authority is basically through his 

relationship with the child by virtue of position permitting 

enforcement of wishes on through a kind of charismatic 'lead-

erahip' • Pa.rental goals may be considered in terms of 

'expressive' or 'instrumental' as, for exa.mple, in the 

attempts of a parent to transmit the realities of the world 

of work which may conflict with his desire to transmit 

altruisOl'j" complete honesty etc. The third dimension 

refers to techniques employed by pa.rents in their interactions 

dth their children. In a study of adolescent perceptions 

of mothers and fathers, t!eissner(1965) found that pothers 

were indeed seen in more '~,expressive:,... role' terms than 

fa.thers. (Table 6'8 ) 

Table 68 

Adolescents' Perceptions of Mothers and F\..thers (Mei ssner 19(5) 

Fathers Perceived as •• Mothers Perceived as •• ---_._------------------
eolder and more indifferent 

more old-fashioned 

less understa.nding 

more reasonable 

more friendly 

more nervous 

more understanding 

more reasonable 

This data offers some support for the typology proposed by 

JArson & Uyerhoff of fathers interacting with chi lrlren in 

the Position-Instrunental-rtation",l mode and mothers in the 

Personal-Expressive-Emotional mode. Obviously both parents 

may combine elements from each mode. (Sec also Kerchhoff' H)72). 

The ways in 'lVhich interactions with parents affect convers

ations etc. concerning 'fork and working are important to the 

adolescent's vocational orientation. In discussing Paul's 

work Carter(1966) briefly describes various 'reco~lisable' 

fathers': 
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" •• families in which the father's lVork is never discuss3d 

representing the 'Si lent Attitude'. 

Then there is the 'Resentful Atti tude' in whi ell si lence 

about work is only broken when father has had a bad day, 

and children therefore build up a picture of an unha.ppy, 

tinfai r lvorld of worIr. The 'Participating Attitude' 

is that in which a father is keen on his job and arouses 

equal enthusiasm in his son." 

Clearly parent-child interactive style has considerable imp

ortance for adolescent orientation, particularly if the 

parent concerned is the child's role model. It seems 

reasonable to assume that, where a sibling is a sex role 

model or OCClllpational role model, there will be an unusually 

strong influence exerted by that sibling. Kerclchoff(l972) 

addresses himself to the area of sibling association and in

fluence but admits the lack of empirical evidence because 

" •• littl<, explicit study of their (sibling influences) 

effects has been done •• " 

so that the findings of the present investigation (that 

chronology of orientati on i s related to whether si bUngs a.re 

workers or not) are the more valuable. 

Just as fami lies have unique intoractive styles and atmos

pheres, so, too there is r('ason to suppose that they dev-
• elop characteristic ways of coping with crises and other 

events of importance to the family. 

"Insofar as the family exists as a system of careers, 

a. marked shift in onc career in the system affects 

other careers. With respect to each careor in the 

system, the sequence of role changes call be orderly 

as opposed to haphazard from Itn observer's point of 

view, and anticipated as opposed to uno.nticipated 

from the family member's perspective. In part, the 

ordE'rliness of the development of the co.recr system 
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depends upon the anticipa.tions of family members with 

respect to future role changes lrithin each career." 

(Farber 19(5) 

Farber discusees the ways in which fa.milies may anticipate 

and dea.l .rith what he calls 'predica.ments' which 

"rofors to a. situa.tion characteri sed by the presence 

of a. perple:dng problem." 

Cri ses and other events present such predicaments and the Tla.yS 

in which the family copes lrith them is important in the ddol

ascent's transition from school to lrork, for it represents 

exactly what Farber describes as a predicament. It is 

(a) an approaching event which (b) requires certain implicit 

or e:ltplicit decisions about (c) changes in role anel relative 

status within the family. The particula.r operation of cop

ing beha:viour will depend upon (1) the unique interactive 

style and family a.tmosphere and (2) the na.ture of the event. 

For exa.mple, an impending marriage, a proposed job cha.nge, 

the transi tion from school to work wi 11 each call the. . 

coping beheviour into operation in different waye. lIow-~;:~ 

ever, it is suggested heretha.t there are four basic aspects 

of coping behaviour within the fa.mily, which directly 

affect any transition",l event or crisis: 

(a) anticipation; \(b) fl.ccomr.Jodation 

(d) guidance. 

(c) support and 

It is clear that to a. grea.ter or lesser extent all families 
• 

anticipa.te a. tra.nsition, a.ccommoda.te it in terms of the role 

re lati ona.l structure, offer suppor'~ to the ~member engaged 

in the transition and offer guidanco in va.rious l1a.ys to ease 

the transi ti on. These will be crucial elements in the feel-

ings with which an a.dolescent approaches his transition from 

school to work, from pupi I to young worker. Of necessity 

these feelings will reflect in bis attitude to decisions. '** 

.,.* Uecently there hll.s been a. ra.pid spread of the use of dec
i sion-ma.ldng simul'lti ons in secondary schools, pa.rti cul-
arly in the Careers· fiel,1. '.lhilst these have their uses, 
they cannot simula.te the individual emotional climate. of 
dad si on-mal(ing for any g1 ven person. 
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"The more subtle a.spects of (status passage) •• preparation 

include forewarning you .that certain things wi 11 soon 

happen, that you will e:o:perience certa.in experiences •• 

and ,(hen yoU do certa'in predece ssors wi 11 stand rea.dy 

with interpretations of such predicted events ••• " 

(Stra.uss 1959) 

The extent of the family's anticipation, accommodation, 

support and guidance will determine the ways and extent 

of 'warning' and 'interpretation' of events for most ad01-

escents.:.,Indeed, more recently Gecas(1974) reports that 

"Findings ••• suggest that children who are raised in 

family settings characterised by affection and support 

from parents will develop higher evaluations of them

selves as competent and worthy individuals.;.(and tha.t) 

•• parental support ,ms found to be consi stently related 

to the adolescent's self-cvaluation, while pa.rental 

control was not •• " 

Certain social groups tend to adopt particular kinds of inter

active style, values and attitudes, a.nd it is reasona.ble to 

assume tha.t fami ly coping beh.1.v.iours a.lso have a tendency to 

be found similarly a.mong social groups. In particular Olle 

finds different beha.viour pa.tterns between working cla.ss and 

middle class groups (See Klein 1957; ',U llmott l(J55 i Bern

stein 1959 - 51; Toomey 1967; UortilOer 1974 etc.) 

"Middle class parents' emphasi s on self-control and 
• 

initiative is tantamotmt to recognition of the signif-

i ca.nce of these 'l,uali ti e s in lOi ddle class occupa.ti ons. 

Their empha.sis on the subjective aspects of cHldren's 

development reflects the psychological sensitivity that 

is encouraged ill both their occupations and in higher 

education. Their encoura.gement of pride of 

growth, and satisfaction from interpersonal 

achievement, 

rela.tions 

affects commitment to an ideal of self-fulfillment. 11 

contrast the working cla.ss parents' greater ernpha.si s on 
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obedience and conformity reflects both their.occupation~l 

experience and a lower level of faith in self direct.ion 

and initiative. Their emphasis on the external rather 

than the internal quali ti es of the child is probably 

(in part) due to a wealcer commitment to a set of 

achievement values more commonly found in middle class 

families." 

(Kerckhoff 1972) 

This writer also makes the observation that: 

"The .class related difference in child-rearing pract

ices can be expected to lead to different degrees of 

clarity of self-image for the same reasons they lead to 

different levels of moral development and different 

levels of achievement motivation." 

In a review of the literature relevant to class differences 

and ~rent-child relationships, Gecas(1974) comments •• 

" •• middle class parents are usually reported as being 

more supportive and affectionata toward their children, 

whi le (worldng class) parents place greater stress 011 

obedi ence and rely more heavily on physi cal puni shment.·' 

Evidence cited earlier in the present work (See Part:I .. _ 

secti ons 5.10 et seq.) shows a number of social' class-·rel

ated variables which may affect the individual's developillent 

so that the evidence just presented tends to follow a pattern 

in terms of social groupings. This evidence and examples 
• 

given provide a crude but useful framework relating family 

sociali sati on and ado le scent vocati onal ori entation whi ch, 

to recapi tulate, is the central focus of thi s inve sti go.tiOll. 

A convenient way of summo.ri sing thi s framework is by the 

statement of 0. number of propositions. 

Sex-role id"ntification involves the acquisition of some 

sex-biased values but also the acquisition of sex-diffcrcn

tiated ways of implementing or realising values shared by 
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the sexos. 

r.roJ)ositi~ 

Occupati ons are perceived in 'm:l.sculine' and 'feminine' terms, 

particularly in the early years, and it is along this dimcn" 

elon that the adolescent initially distinguishes among jobs, 

occupations and careers. 

Propositi~!!2 

Traditionally, female sex-role ha.s been largely synonymous 

"ith undifferel1tiated occupational role. AS legal provisions 

encourage social pressure to erode this traditional position 

and perception, the process of female sex-role differentiation 

"ill accelerate and resemble more and more that of the male. 

Proposition 4 

Values and attitudes toward work and working are largely formed 

through conversations and discussions within the family. 

These are substantially affected by the 'vi si bi li ty' of jobs 

occupati ons and careers whi ch the fami ly' s lmo'fledge and 

awareness and aspirations permit the adolescent member. 

Proposition 5 
, 

• Occupational 'visibility' and vocational attituclee and values 

will be essential in determining (largely) the sector of the 

occupational range which the adolescent considers. 

Proposition 6 

Each family generates a Wli'lue family atmosphere within which 

the fami ly' s inn uonce is at a maxi mutJ, and it i s composed 

mainly of three elements: 

(a) Values / Attitudes; (b)I'arental Aspirations; (c) Interactive 

Style. 
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Proposition 7 

For the adolescent the most important element. in the fami ly 

atmosphere is his interaction with parents, who will tend to 

. have identifiable int.eractive styles. An Interactive style 

is composed of three main elements: 

(0.) Parental Authority Source; (b) Parental Goals; 

(c) Parental Techniques 

to which the adolescent will evince complementary responses. 

Proposition 8 

Each family develops characteri stic way (or ways) af resp

onding to crises or other events of importance to its 

members. The main 

(a.) Anticipation; 

(d) Guidance 

Proposition 9 

dimensions of this 

(b) Accommodation; 

!.lode of Coping a.re: 

(c) Support; 

The 110de of Coping wi 11 tend to correlate with social class. 

lliddle class fa.milies will tend to be more anticipating, more 

accommodating, more supportive and more guiding when their 

children face the school-to-work transi tion. TIiLs.. j s. {l. flmct

ion of the family's lmowledge, awareness and competence rather 

than the qua.lity of relationships between family members. 

Proposition 10 

Adolescent perceptions of help with problems during the 

transition may appear to be· contradictory. The youngster 

receiving help as a normal response to his needs may not per

ceive an increase in its intensity. The adoloscent actually 

receiving little or no help will also perc£dve parents as 

unhelpful. 
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Conclusion 

Thi s framework offers a. beginning for the more dot.ai led study 

of the effects of fami ly sociali sation upon adolescent vocat-

ional orientation. 'lhilst it is a crude construction it does 

identify some key elements in need of cla!"ification and in

vestigation. Ilaystead(l970) discussecl certain 'contexts of 

awareness' within "hich the adolescent malees decisions about 

his vocational actions and future. Perhaps the family and 

its atmosphere should be consitlered as such a context. Cert

ainly it has a tendency to create moods, feelings and react

ions to problems presented to the youngster by the transition, 

the results of which possibly have far reaching effects in the 

yea.rs immediately following entry into work. 

, 
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Addendum 'A I 

In eXamining the school records there was very littlE> infonm

ation which could be described as very useful to this invest-

igation, or even to the teachers in the school. They sh01recl 

the usual** data relating to name, adreas, age, parental 

occupations etc. etc. plus grades obtained in internal school 

examinations (in one or-two cases estimates for public examinat

almost wholly ions) but little else. Other comments were 

to do with adverse a.ttitudes or handicaps or disadvantages d' 

various kinds. Uany entries were completely out of date and 

rare~y commendatory or laudatory. Others 1rore lUldated so that, 

short of spending a considerable time ascertaining their valid

--ity-and currency, they were useless. (This could also be the 

result for a teacher newly entering the school.) 

-The table below (Table 69) gives details for thi s saople. Of 

the sample-c31 (62%) ha.d these latter comments on their records 

which is to say that 62% of thi s sample had comments relating 

to adverse u.ttitudes etc. Since fe" entri_es of any kind appear 

to be deleted from the records there is some lack of certainty 

as to the currency of such comments for they were entered mostly 

during the period'end or 4t~ Year beginning of 5th Year: 

Table 69 

School neco£!'LEntries excluding tho~~ cater;ori s!;.d as 'Us~~~ 

Boys 

Girls 

ALL 

Attitu(les to 
school/teachers/ 
lessons etc. Health 

6 1 

6 4 

12 5 

(N"-= 31) 

Fami ly back
ground/social 
probleos Other 

----------
4 7 

2 1 

6 8 

-- -----
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According to this data 62% of this sample had aspects of their 

bacl{grolUld or behaviour which might affect their acad<?oic 

performance, and if one is to judge by the nature of the 

comments found on records generally wi thin thi s school, 

problems of all kinds were seen primarily as affecting work, 

that is in terms of effects. Few of the adversities or 

ha.ndicaps were serious, and thdr distribution does not 

show a relationship with any other varia.ble studied in this 

investigation. 

However, a somewha.t disturbing aspect of those records was 

the high incidence of entries such as 'Isolate' and 'Not 

always reliable' made about specific pupils bUt with 

(a) no qualifying/explanatory comments and (b) with neither 

previous nor succeeding comments. This means that, lUlless 

he is to completely ignore previous comnents, a new teacher 

taking over a Tutor Group would inheri t such cODments about 

his pupil charges. Should such descriptions be communicated 

to the Ca.reers Officer or read by the school Careers Staff, 

they m:1y help to form ideas and impressions about pupils 

'which subsequently colour or directly affect· the guidance 

given. Insofar as this is so, school records must remain 

suspect as sources of reliable infor!U:1tion about pupils. 
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Addendum 'B', 

During contact with, and discussion with, these respondents, 

the investigator became aware of certain characteristic modes 

of deci si on-making being used by them. Unfortunately this 

area was not originally defined as one to be studied within 

the controlled investigation so that the data is impressionistic. 

Nevertheless it is worthy of further research and has a 'face 

validity' • 

Basically four modes of deci sion-oaking were identified: 

1. Directional I - the individual has a strong inclination or 
-(Positive) motivation tOlmrds particular vocational 

goals; 

2. Directional 11 - the individual strongly rejects some elem

ent of his present situation and his decision 

tends to be based upon avoidance of, or 

escape from, his situation; 

3. Adjustive 

4. Neutral 

because of lack of any cle,,:r preference for, 

or orientation towards, a particular vocat

ational goal, he makes a decision to allev

iate'discomfort' produced by unintention~ 

pressures of others (e.g. being the only onc 

in the class who has not found a vocational 

goal) • 

the individual is pressured by parents and/or 

other adults to aspire to specific vocational 

goals (e.g. 'go to university', 'get an app

renticeship' etc.). Ili s deci sion, although 

apparently sim!'~to that of the 'Adjustive' 

type, is large ly the result of intentional 

pressures, others' aspirations for him. 
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This classification bears some resemblance to that of Marcia;" 

(1973) ,as outlined earlier (Sce Part I section 5.5). They 

also tend to agree with the modes identified by !Jiss Tanya 

Arroba** (Of the University of Leeds Vocational Guidance 

Research Unit) as outlined in her· preliminary report of 

findings relating to decision-making styles. However, 

Miss Arroba's analysis and classification are the result of 

controlled research and far more sophisicated than those 

employed here. 

, 

---------------------------------------------------
** Conference convened at the Department of Employment, London, 

whose subject was 'Il.escarch in Guidance & Couneelling'. 

Convenor:- C.lt.A.C. Research and Development Unit (UJ74) 
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Addendum 'Cl 

The fina.l section of Questionnaire Q3, sent to those who left 

school or entered college, enqui red about job sati sfacti on. 

The response rate was much lower than previously (Boys 65~2% 

an{l Girls 44.4%) but as it was a postal questionna.ire this 

was to be expected. (See Table 70 ) 

Table 70 

.-----------------------------------------------------------
\ 

Satisfa.ction 
---------------------------------Very Fa.irly Avera.ge Fairly Very 
lli gh Ili gh Low Low 

Boys 
(N = 15) 

7 5 1 1 

Girls 3 4 1 1 
(N = 12) 

ALL 
(N = 27) • 

10 9 2 , 1 1 

----------------------------------------------
(1 girl's response not a.vailable; 2 girls' and 1 boya' 
responses uncla.ssifia.ble) 

From this data it appears tha.t there ma.y be some rel~tionship 

between level of job sa.tisfaction and response. That is, 

out of the total of 27 responses, only two rate their level 

of job satisfaction lower than Average. Upon further ana.lysis 

of this data. there was a pa.ttern suggested rela.ting consistent 

vocational orientation of boys with job satisfaction (Sec Table 7\ ) 
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Table 71 

Consistent Vocational Orientation and level of Job &~tisfaction ---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------

Satisfaction --------------------------------
Very 
High 

Fairly Average 
nigh 

Fairly 
Low 

Very 
Low 

----------------------------------------------

Boys 

Girls 

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

6 

1 

4 

1 1 1 

------------------------------------------
Consistent 2 

Inconsistent 1 

3 

1 

1 1 

---------------------------------------------------
ALL 

Consistent 

Inconsistent 

8 

2 

7 

2 

1 

1 1 

1 

----,.,...-------------------------------------------
(Of the 1 boys' and 2 girls' unclassifiable responses all 
are inconsistent category) 

The number of ' girls' responseE precludes any meaningful anal

ysi s in these terms, but as there was a total of only 

14 boys haVing consistent vocational orientatiou. (out of a 

.sample of 23) it is striking to find that 10 of them claim 

fairly high or very high job satisfaction. Unfortunately the 
• numbers are too small for a meaningful statistical analysis 

but do suggest the need for further investigation. These 

findings with regard to job satisfaction did not appear to 

be related to any other data. 

------------------------------------------------------------
Note: Responses to Questionnaire Q3 from those who entered tll<' 

6th Form did not provide uJ.ta showing any pattern of 

significance at all. 
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APPENDIX 
===========:;:=== 

, 



Dear Parent 

I intend to carry out a small investigation into the things 
which influence the job":choice of school leavers, and would 
very much like your son/(laughter to complete a questionnaire 
concerning this. Would you be prepared to give your perm
ission for me to ask him/her_please? The University of 
Loughborough is supervising the investigation and it is hoped 
that the results will enable us to offer botter careers guid
ance in the future. It wiUbe impossible for anyone to id
entify tho answers of a particular person (except for the 
Head of the Careers Department) and I will gladly provide 
more information should you wish me to. I should be very 
grateful if you would give your permission. 

Yours sincerely etc. 

-----------------------------------------------------
(Please tear off this slip and return it) 

l.Ir I Urs** •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I agree / do not agree** to give permission for you to ask 

my son / daughter** to complete the questionnai're as a part 
• 

of your inve8tigation. 

Date ••••••••••••••• Signed •••••••••••••• 

(Parent/Guardian**) 

** Delete as applicable 



I· 
I 

Copy of MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 'Ql 
--------,----

Date of Birth: Tutor Code: 

All informati on provided by you wi 11 be treated in the stri ete st 
confidence. Please answer all wnestions to the best of your 
ahi lj ty. 

SECTION 1 

The first section concerns you and your family. Allowance has 
been made for you to give details of all your family's jobs. 
Starting with the oldest and working do,m to the youngest IN 
OnDElt (including yourself) give the details asked for. Where 
you have a brother cross out 'sister' and where you have a sister 
cross out 'brother'. 1!ark yourself wi th the word l.ll':. 

-----------..-------'--------'--.-------,---
Family 

Father 

Describe the kind of work 
they do and positions they 
hold 

Full or Uiliv? 
Part time ColI? 

----------------- ------.-~ 

---------------- --------------------------- --Mother 

Dr~her7Si;t;~-1 
B;~ther7sj;t;~-2 
B;;therISi;t;~-3 

B;~ther7Sj;t;~-4 

Dr~t~i;t;;-5 --- '-Brother/Sjster 6 

--------------------------- -----,--1-
-------------------------
---------------

-------------- ----------------------- ----------
Add any Further Details: 

'--_._--,-------'-----'--.-------_._-
Place of birth •• 

._---
Father 

How long have J!ou 
lived in '('<'ics? 

--------------------- -----------------
Father 

-------------- ---------------------- --------------------1!other Mother 

YOU YOU 



Please sho" how often you visit your relatives ON AVER.'lGE. 

Where you have only an Aunt cross out 'Uncle' and "here you 

have only an Uncle cross out 'Aunt'. 

----------- -------- --------- --------- ---------------
Re lative per week per month per year Town or Vi Uage 

where they live 
----------- ------- --------- ------- ---------------
Aunt/Uncle 1 

A~tlUnc 1;;-2 
A;i;:qijucle-S 
AUiit7unCIe-iI 

Cousins not 
living with 

their parent 
-----------Cousin No.l 

Cousin No.2 

Grandfather 1 

--------j---------+---------

------------ --------- --------- ---------
Grandmother 1 
Grandfather2 ---------
------------ ---------Grandmother 2 

-------,---,--, 

------------ ------------------- --------- -----------------

This section concerns you an'l your friends. Please use ticks 
wherever possible, 

1. Are you,> friends inside the school mainly from ill, 511 5N? 

2. How many friends do you usually go about with ins:ide school? 

3. Ho" many of these do you usually go about with outside school? 

4. Altogether, how many friends do you usually go about with 

outside school? 

5. How ma.ny of your friends are working? 

6. What kindS of work do they do? 

7. lIow ma.ny of your friends are temporarily. unemployed? 

8. How many of them have'not managed to get a job since leav:ing 

school? 

9. How many of theJ:l have cll{lllged jobs since leaving school? 



SECTION 3 

This section concerns your various activities. 

1. Please list those activities in which you are involved inside 

school during lunchtimes and after school hours. 

2. Please list those activities unconnected with school which 
are NOT PART TI1:E JOBS._ 

3. Do you have a part-time jobs at present? YES NO 

A. What is it? 

5. How long have you had this job? 

.6._ Do.you receive payment for it? YES NO 

7. Please give details of other part-time jobs you have had, 
_. beginning with the last one and working backwards to the 
first one you had. 

Please provide details of any work you 
-a member of your family or a relative. 
work and -whether you are paid •. _ 

SECTION 4 

do rOgUlarly with 
Sqy with whom you 

1. Please give details of the subjects you are stduying. 
o = '0' level; C = CSE; ? = Don't Know; X = non-exam • 

. -------- ---------- ---------
Subject Examination Teacher 

i---
o C '? X 

--r--r -- --+--+-------
Uaths. 

Subject 

4 
------+--~- +--+------ ----
Engli sh 5 

------ -------- -------
1 6 
------ --- ---'------------- ------
2 7 

---+---- ---1--- -------- --------
3 
----- -- -- ---- ----------

---------- -
Exaoination Teacher 

0 C ? X 
1----- -- -----

-- r-- r--

-- '-- ----- ,.-
--r-- --1---r-

--f-----r-- f--

"--L.. __ --'--- L.._ 

2. Which of these subjects do you think w:ill help you get into 
an occupation or job tlmt you want? 



3. Did you thi n\< that these would help you DEFOnE you cho se 
them? YES NO HAD NO IDEA. 

4. If the a.nswer is NO then why did you choose them? 

5. What made you choose the rest of the subjects? 

6. Keeping in mind your abilities, talents, examination 
chances, what KIND of work do you 'want to do? 

7. Can you li at the names of any jobs that wi 11 enable you to 
do this work? 

8. Bearing in mind how you are 
Imowledge of jobs and work, 
actually enter thi s kind of 

doing in your school work, your 
do you thi nk that you wi 11 

job? YES NO 

9. Are there certain KINDS of jobs that you think your pareni;s 
lrould like you to enter? YES NO 
If the answer is YES what are they? 

10. Are there certain KINDS of jobs that 
would NOT like you to cnter? YES 

you think your parents 
NO 

If the answer is YES what are they? 

11. Do you feel that your parents 
about your career? YES 

have helped you to decide 
NO 

12. Assuming that your parents had no objections, that you had 
the ability, that you got the examination passes that you 
need, and there was nothing to stop you, which SINGlE 
occupation or job would you choose'l 

About your'choice of career. 

1. Have you been interviewed by a Careers Teacher? 
a Careers Officer? 

YES NO 
YES NO 

2. Have you requested an interview with a Careers Teacher? YES NO 
a Careers Officer? YES NO 

3. Have you vi sited any industrial or other organi sations in 
connection with your ideas about a career? YES NO 

4. Have you asked for such a visit? YES NO 

6. If you did ask what do you think would happen? 



7. Have you attended any talks on careers given in the school 
by visiting speakers during a Careers Convention YES NO 

at any other time YES NO 

8. Is careers information easily available to you? YES NO 

9l Have you used the information at any time? YES NO 

10. Which of the following have you used? (Please tick) 

0.. leaflet s 
b. books/boolclets 
c. tape recordings 
d. videoto.pe!films 

11. In what particular connection did you use the information? 

12. If youhaven't used the careers inform11tion WilY NOT? 

13. What is your opinion of the careers information availo.ble 
- to you"in school? 

14. What is your opinion of the careers advice offered to you 
. ·--in school? 

15. Do you feel that the school has REALLY prepared you for going 
into work? YES NO 

16. Do you have the promise of a job or college place etc. for 
when you leave school? YES NO 

17. If the answer is YES please give deto.ils. 

18. Is it n;3:ALLY what you want? YES NO 

19. If it is not what you really wo.nt will you still take it? 

-20. If the ~nswer is YES then please give your reasons 

21. What kind of job do you think you ACTUALLY enter? 

22. What made you decide to aim for the job or Idnd of job that 
you have in mind? 

23. How long o.go did you decide upon this job? (Please tick) 

a. during this term? e. about last Chri stmas? 
b. during the summer hol i do.y? f. when you first came to this 
c. during last summer term? school? 
d. around last Easter? g. before you came to thi s school? 

24. Describe any you jobs you have thought of doing inclu<linr;any 
that ynu now think are fantastic 



I 

You are welcome to add any strong opinions or comments concern
ing the school in general, your difficulties in deciding about 
your career and the help you received in trying to sort out 
your career. Please uS" the other side of the she('t if you 
need to. Thank you for your co-operation and help. 

• 



YQU were kind enQugh to. fill in a questiQnnaire just befQre 
Christmas and we should,like yQU to. cQmplete that infornn.tion 
by just answering the few questiens belew. Feel free to. 
express extra cQmments, OplnlQnS etc. about schQol or careers 
help en the back ef the sheet. 

IF yQU intend to. leave schQQl in SUJllner fQr gQod please 
answer Section A. 

IF yeu intend to. stay Qn into the 6th Form please auswer 
SectiQn D 

IF you (to. ,not knew what yQU intend to. do please answer Secti Qn C. 

- §~£!:i2!L! 

1. Have yQU been Qffered a job/college place yet? YES NO 

2. Do yQU have to pass certain subjects before taking the 
__ .job/cQllege place? If YES then give details. 

3. HQW did YQU find Qut about. the job/cQllege place? 

4. Give details Qf OTI~R applications 

JQb/cQllege place ~~~t~._~~e~_,::!:p~~:.~_ Interviewed? 

Jan Feb Mar Apr Yes No. X 

1!. 
~.-
3. 

---------------
NQte: If yQU were Qffered a job/cQllege place 'and turned it 
dQwn put an X in the 'end CQlumn QPPQsite to. it.) 

------------------------------------------------------

1. Why are yQU gQing to. stay Qn into. the 6th FQrm? 

2. What subjects do. yQU intend to. study (s:J.Y whether 1 Qr 2 years) 

3. Which Qf these were yQU R.dvised to. take by staff? 

, 
4. What is your intention at the end Qf the 6th FQrm CQurse? 

5.' What l'ill you do if fQr SQne reaSQn you cannQt stay on? 

6. Have yQU been tQld tlmt yQU need to get a certain number c£ 
passes or grades? YES NO 



Since you do not know whether you are staying on 0," leaving, 
can you say why this is, and what you intend to do eventually? 
Write anything you think wi 11 help to explain your position 
and continue on the back of the sheet if you wish. 

, 



Copy of SUIl'LE1lENTJlJl.Y QUESTIONNAlrtE Q3 (for those who left school) 

Dear 

Before you left school you helped me by glv.ng me some inform
ation about your joh plaus. Ilefore I finish the study that I 
have boen making, I should very much like to Imow how you are 
getting on in work. I should be very grat~ful if you would 
answer this final set of questions. 

Thanlr you very much for helping me out with the information over 
the last year, and 1. Tti sh you well in whatever you do. 

Yours sincerely etc. 

(Please tear off this slip and return it) 

Na.me: 

1. What job did you ACTUALLY take when you left school? 

2. What job do you have now? 

3. If you have had other jobs in between please give details. 

Ill. 

b. 
c. 

length of time 
length of time 
length of time 

4. Please indicate how satisfied you are with your present job: 

Satisfaction 
(please tick box) 

• 

Very Hi gh Fai rly IIi gh Average 

o 0 0 

Thanks again. 

Fairly Low Very Low 

o 0 



Copy of SUFPml,!ENTARY QUESTIONNAIllE Q3 completed by those who 
stayed on into 6th Form 

Na.me: 

1. Which subjects did you intend to take llEFORE you got your 

'0' level or C.S.E. Results (Please indicate 'O'/CSE) 

.2. What subjects are you ACTUALLY tn,Jdng now? (please indicate 

level 'O'/CSE/'A') 

3. Ir you complete these courses do you intend to go to: 

a. Col]ege of l"Auc!l.ti on 

b. University 

c. Polytechnic 

d. Art College 

e. Technical College** 

·f. Other colleges etc. 

g. into a job 

4. If you. go into a job which one wi 11 it be? 

5. If you go on to another education course which one will it be? 

6. After you have finishad studying at college or university 

what do you hope to do? 

• 
(** The local college of further education wa.s know a.s the 

Technical College) 



YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

APPLICATION FOR CAREERS ADVICE 
In confidence 

Surname ....................................... , ............ Christian names ................ , ................... , ... .. 

Address" '''''''' '" '" "" ".," """',, ,""""'" "" '" ", ,,',' "".,,", "" Tel No"" """ '" '" """, "" """" 

Age now"""""" Date of birth"""""""""" Date of leaving schooL""""""""""""", 
Name of parent or guardian ....... " ................................................................................ . 

Name of your present or last schooL"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""", 
What other schools, if any, have you been to (from the age of 11 only)? 

""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, from age""""""",,,, to age",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' from age"""""",,,,,. to age",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, from age""""""."", to age"" .. """,."" 
What subjects have you taken, or do you propose to take, in GCE (SCE for 
Scottish Applicants) or any other public examination? Give the levels, the dates, 
and the results by grades if you know them (continue on page 4 if necessary), 

\Vhich of all your school subjects do you like most?"""""""""""""""""""""""" 
Which are your strongest school subjects? "."".""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

Do you think you are really weak in any of your subjects, compared with others 

in the form? If so which? """"""".""""""""""""""""""""."""""""""""""""""" 

Give details of any positions of responsibility you have held at school (for 
example, as a prefect, or captain of a team, or in the cadet force), 

What clubs, societies or youth organisations have you belonged to, at school 
or elseVirhere? ....................................................................................................... , ......... . 

Have you ever won any school scholarships, prizes or competitions? If so, 
vr'hat and \vhen? ............................................................................................................ .. 
Go through the following list underlining once the items in which you are 
interested and twice those in which you are particularly interested. Put an X 
through anything you are definitely inclined to avoid, Leave the rest unmarked, 

Lightmus.ic: seriousmusic: lightreading: seriousreading: writing: debating: dramatics: 
crosswords : competitions : drawing : painting : photography : modet~making : 
radio construction : electr.ical jobs : mechanical jobs : house repairs : handicrafts : 
cooking: needlework : tidying~up : collecting things: animals: gardening: walking: 
cycling: camping: motoring: swimming: playing games: watching games: cinemas: 
dancing : parties : children : church work : current affairs. 

What other activities are you specially interested in? ''',,'' ",," " " " """""""'"'''' " 

Y 17 1 
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margin blank 



What sorts of ambitions have you? If you had a completely free choice of work, 
what would you go for? Answer each of the questions below by putting a circle 
round the "L" 0[' "?" or "D" in front of it. 

L = I think I would like it. 
? = I'm not sure whether I would like it. 

D = I think I would dislike it. 

Do you think you would like ... 
1 L ? D a job in which you had to be good at arithmetic? 
2 L ? D a job in which you had to be good at more advanced mathematics? 

3 L ? D a job in which you had to be good at science? 
4 L ? D a job in which you had to be good at English? 

5 L ? D a job of a literary or artistic kind? 
G L D a job in which you had to be good at modern languages? 
7 L ? D a job in which you had to be good at technical drawings? 
8 L ? D a job in which you had to be clever at doing things with your hands? 
9 L ? D a job in which you had to produce and develop new ideas? 

10 L ? D a job of an outdoor kind? 

11 L ? D a job with animals? 
12 L ? D a job of a police or Services kind? 
13 L ? D a job in which you went to sea? 
14 L ? D a job in which you had to sell things? 
15 L ? D a job in which you sometimes had to interview enquirers? 

16 L ? D a job looking after the health or welfare of others? 
17 L ? D a job in which you had to teach or train others? 
18 L ? D a job in which you had to arrange and supervise the work of others? 
19 L ? D a job in which you had to plan your own work and get on with it? 

20 L ? D a job in which you were left by yourself a lot? 
21 L ? D a job which kept you moving about, living away from home? 
22 L ? D a job in which your appearance and dress were of particular importance? 
23 L ? D a job requiring full-time study at a university or elsewhere? 
24 L ? D a job requiring part-time (including evening) study for examinations? 

25 L ? D a job abroad? 

Now look through your answers and write down the numbers of the 3 you 

consider most important, including dislikes as well as likes . 
.......................................................................................................................................... 

Are there any other points, not mentioned in these questions, that seem to you 
to be important? 

................................................................................. " ...................................................... . 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................... ............................................................... . 

2 
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Have you ever had a spare-time job during the holidays or at any other time? 
If so, what? 

Have you read any books or other literature on careers, or heard any talks 
on the subject?, If so, what? 

What careers have you seriously considered? List them below, leaving blank 
the space on the right. 

What careers, or types of career, do you think you would not be good at? 

What careers, or types of career, do you think yon would dislike? 

Are there any special opportunities available to you? .......................................... . 

Is your choice of an occupation likely to be restricted in any way (i) by your 
health, or (ii) by your home circumstances? If so, in what way? 

Your parents are invited to add comments or questions below, when you have 
completed the questionnaire. 

If you yourself want more space to outline your problem or to discuss it, use 
the page overleaf headed EXTRA NOTES. 

To-day's date ...................................... Your signature ................................................. . 

3 
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A.P.U. OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS GUIDE 

INTERMEDIATE VERSION-MALE 

I. Investigate ways of extracting chemicals from seaweed ................................. A 
Find homes for children who have lost their parents ................................. B 

2. Milk cows and clean out their shed ......................................................... A 
Write a summary or precis of a novel ...................................................... B 

3. Dismantle and repair the gears on a bicycle ............................................. A 
Draw and paint coats of arms .................................................................. B 

4. Compute a course for putting a satellite into orbit .................................... A 
Do research on improving the quality of plastic materials ........................... B 

5. Serve meals In a restaurant ..................................................................... A 
Take care of deaf children .: ................................................................... B' 

6. Paint patterns and designs on cups and saucers .......................................... A 
Grow flowers in a greenhouse ............................................................... B 

7. Calculate amounts of materials needed to construct a building ................. ~ ... A 
Dismantle the gearbox of a car and replace worn parts .............................. B 

8. Invent chemicals for destroying Insect pests ............................................. A 
Make hotel reservations for a travel agency ............................................. B 

9. Teach games to handicapped children '" ... "... ............................................. A 
Select poetry for a maga:z1ne~.';:-;-;:. .. :'-:-................................................. B 

.- --

10. Look after flowers and bushes In a park ................................................... A 
Use statistical figures to forecast election results ....................................... B 

11. Repair a faulty motor cycle engine ......................................................... A 
Help with experiments to Improve radio equipment ................................. B 

12. Write about the different styles of novelists ............................................. A 
Take down letters In shorthand ............................................................... B 

13. Select ornaments and paintings for a house ................................................ A 
Take care of someone who Is 111.. ............................................................. B 

14. Bend and Join pipes to make a heating system .......................................... A 
Work with a horse to drag timber from a forest ....................................... B 

Page I 
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15. Study X-ray pictures of patients to see what diseases they have ..................... A 
Read the complete works of an author you like .......................................... B 

16. Keep a register of customers' orders in a store ................ , ......................... A 
Make colour designs for curtain material. .................................................. B 

17. Teach physically handicapped children to play sports ................................. A 
Construct graphs showing profits over a year .................................... , ..... B 

18. Buy cows and sheep at agricultural shows ................................................ A 
Inven.t new fertilisers to increase plant production .................................... B 

19. Choose furniture and colour schemes for offices ....................................... A 
. Write the life story of a famous man or woman .......................................... B 

20. Check columns of figures to see that they add up correctly ........................ A 
Take shorthand notes of committee discussions .......................................... B 

21. Build a staircase out of wood ....... , .......................................................... A 
Run a concert party to entertain old age pensioners .................................... B 

22. Investigate ways of sending pictures by radio waves .................................... A 
Choose colour schemes for houses ......................................................... B 

23. Translate old books Into modern English ................................................... A 
Solve algebra problems ........................................................................ B 

24. Prepare a catalogue of goods for a mall order firm .................................... A 
Install gas fires and refrigerators ............................................................ B 

25. Take children to a circus or pantomime ................................................... A 
Watch over sheep at lambing time ......................................................... B 

26. Paint abstract colour designs .................................................................. A 
Use share prices to calculate most profitable Investments ........................... B 

27. Read a book review .............................................................................. A 
Straighten a buckled bicycle wheel ......................................................... B 

28. Sell programmes at a concert or show ...................................................... A 
Plant turnips or cabbages ..................................................................... B 
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29. Help boys and girls leaving school to find Jobs ......................•................... A 
Collect and study specimens of pond life ................... '" ............................. B 

30. Write a poem .................................................................................... A 
Dig ditches to drain marshy ground ......................................................... B 

31. Engrave glass ....................................................................................... A 
Maintain and repair a ship's engines ......................................................... B 

32. Use a radio telescope to track satellites ................................................... A 
Examine business accounts to see that they are correct .............................. B 

33. Wash and dress hospital patients ............................................................ A 
Be a waiter In an hotel ......................................................................... B 

34. Cut and stack hay ................................................................................. A 
Make sketches of new clothes for magazines ............................................. B 

35. Adjust the brakes on motor cars ............................................................ A 
Calculate customs charges on ships' cargoes ............................................. B 

36. Sort letters in a post office ...................................................... , .............. A 
Test new drugs and chemicals In a laboratory ............................................. B 

37. Write criticisms of plays ....................................... : ................................ A 
Take crippled children to the seaside ...................................................... B 

38. Calculate average weekly wages and food prices .... : .................................. A 
Dig weeds and plant flowers to make a rock garden .................................... B 

39. Study methods of hardening metals by heat treatment ................................. A 
Tune up racing car engines ..................................................................... B 

40. Direct people to stands at an exhibition ............................... ; ................... A 
Read a book of quotations from great authors .......................................... B 

41. Care for people who are mentally III ...................................................... A 
Clean and touch up valuable paintings ...................................................... B 

42. Brush down horses and trim their manes and tails .................................... A 
Make aircraft propeller blades .......................... : .................................... B 
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43. Rewrite a film script for broadcasting on radio .......................................... A 
Test water supplies and check for pollution ............................................. B 

44. Choose wool colours for weaving rugs ...................................................... A 
Type letters recorded on a dlctaphone ...................................................... B 

45. Collect figures on accident rates for Insurance companies ........................... A 
Help Immigrants to settle down In this country .......................................... B 

46. Cut up plants and study them under a microscope .................................... A 
Look after horses at a stable .................................................................. B 

47. Take part In discussions on new books ...................................................... A 
Make tile mosaics ................................................................................. B 

48. Check forms to see that they are filled In correctly .................................... A 
Keep a cash record of goods bought and sold ............................................. B 

49. Train disabled people for new Jobs ......................................................... A 
Make wooden ladders ........................................................................... B 

50. Draw film cartoons of animals ............................................................... A 
Test new oils to see if they cut down friction ............................................. B 

51. Calculate income tax on wages ............................................................... A 
Write a poem describing a great disaster ................................................ B 

52. Weld steel girders for building bridges ................................................... A 
Keep a diary of appointments for an employer .......................................... B 

53. Feed milk from a bottle to new-born calves ............................................. A 
Teach rug weaving to crippled children ................................................... B 

54. Keep records and draw graphs of business sales .......................................... A 
Design jewellery ................................................................................. B 

55. Install electric wiring In a house ............................................................ A 
Write an essay .................................................................................... B 

56. Feed pigs ...................................................... : ...................................... A 
Sell stamps In a post office ..................................................................... B 
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57. Use lenses and prisms to s~udy light waves ................................................ A 
l-Ielp and guide Juvenile delinquents ......................................................... B 

58. Feed cows .......................................................................................... A 
Attend drama festivals.............................................................. ............. B 

'i: 

59. Make wooden bookcases ........................................................................ A 
Draw cartoons .................................................................................... B' 

60. Write programs for a computer ............................................................ A 
Use a microscope to see how things are formed ....................................... B 

61. Serve customers in a clothes shop ............................................................ A 
Serve meals to hospital patients ............................................................... B 

62. Paint a landscape ................................................................................. A 
Raise chickens or ducks on a farm ............................................................ B 

63. Calculate the stresses in steel structures ................................................... A 
Saw and plane wood for making chairs ...................................................... B 

64. Test food for the presence of harmful bacteria .......................................... A 
Issue passports to travellers .................................................................. B 

65. Clean and tidy rooms for Invalids ............................................................ A 
Write a novel .................................................................................... B 

66. Herd sheep over hili country .................................................................. A 
Make up tables of figures on Imports and exports ....................................... B 

67. Service aeroplane engines ..................................................................... A 
Use a telescope to study the moon's surface ............................................. B 

68. Form a poetry reading group .................................................................. A 
Sell tickets to passengers at an airport ...................................................... B 

69. Paint a portrait .................................................................................... A 
Write letters dictated by a blind person ................................................... B 

70. Build a tool shed ................................................................................. A 
Plough a field and plant crops .................................................................. B 
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71. Study early forms of life through fossil remains .......................................... A 
Visit book exhibitions ........................................................................... B 

72. Make lists of goods to be stored in a shop ................................................ A 
Design colourful wrapping paper ............................................................ B 

73. Do voluntary work in a refugee camp ...................................................... A 
Work out problems using tables of logarithms .......................................... B 

74. Plant trees on hill ground ..................................................................... A 
Study the causes and cures of tree diseases ................................. ; .............. B 

75. Design greetings cards ............................ '" ............. '" ............................ A 
Collect rare books and first editions ......................................................... B 

76. Operate a calculating machine ............................................................... A 
File correspondence.......................................................... ..................... B 

77. Machine steel bars to make car axles ...................................................... A 
Advise young people about choosing suitable jobs ....................................... B 

78. Visit a medical research laboratory ......................................................... A 
Design a cover for a record .................................................................. B 

79. Choose new books for a library ............................................................... A 
Draw graphs ....................................................................................... B 

80. Operate a telephone switchboard ............................................................ A 
Mend a broken light switch· .................................................................. B 

81: Teach deaf children to lip read ............................................................... A 
Breed and care for rabbits ..................................................................... B 

82. Design and paint stage scenery ............................................................... A 
Do calculations converting pounds into dollars .......................................... B 

. 

83. Write an essay on a film you have seen ................................................... A 
Lay a wooden floor in a new house ......................................................... B 

·84. Take bookings for seats at a show ............................................................ A 
Cut corn with a scythe ........................................................................ B 
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85. Help poor families to find better housing ................................................. A 
Investigate the causes of a disease ............................................................ B 

86. Make speeches .................................................................................... A . 
Plant flowers and look after them............................................................ B· 

87. Design posters for festivals ..................................................................... A 
Make wooden cupboards ........................................................................ B 

88. Study the properties of radio-aCtive materials .......................................... A 
Work out navigation courses for aircraft ................................................... B 

89. Teach blind people to read Braille ............................................................ A 
Issue stationery from an office store ......................................................... B 

90. Cut and trim hedges .............................. : ............................................ A 
Do sketches with pen and ink ............................................................... B 

91. Sharpen a set of wood-working tools ...................................................... A 
Count and record the takings in a bank ................................................... B 

92. Guide people on bus tours ..................................................................... A 
Make chemical analyses of new toothpastes ................................................ B 

93. Read new manuscripts for a publisher ...................................................... A 
Read books to blind people .................................................................. B 

94. Calculate interest on bank accounts ......................................................... A 
Shear sheep ....................................................................................... B 

95. Try to find a substitute for petrol ............................................................ A 
Make tables and chairs ........................................................................... B 

96. Serve coffee in a snack bar ..................................................................... A 
Read poetry ... . . ...•.... . ... . .... .. . .•. ... . . .. . .. .... . . .. .. . . . . . ... .. ... . . . ...... . . .... .•... .••... B 

97. Take old people on bus trips .................................................................. A 
Paint patterns for wallpaper .................................................................. B 

98. Help on a farm at harvest time ............................................................... A 
Build a garage .................................................................................... B 
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99. Write articles for a magazine ............................................................... A 
Study bacteria under a microscope ......................................................... B 

100. Paint a mural .................................................................................... A 
Type business reports ........................................................................ B 

101. Solve arithmetic problems .................................................. ::;.: ............ A 
Organise holidays for poor famltles .............................. :,;., ....................... B .' 

102. Do research on the diseases of fish ......................................................... A 
Feed horses ....................................................................................... B 

103. Write a play ....................................................................................... A 
Design carpet patterns ........................................................................ B 

104. Type letters ....................................................................................... A 
Teach mathematics .............................................................................. B 

105. Look after children In an orphanage ...................................................... A 
Make gates out of Iron ........................................................................ B 

106. Draw and paint maps ........................................................................... A 
Combine drugs to make medicines ......................................................... B 

107. Study accounting and auditing ............................................................... A 
Write short stories ........................................................................... B 

108. Build work benches ........................................................................... A 
Manage an hotel ................................................................................. B 

109. Feed chickens .................................................................................... A 
Help ex-prisoners to find jobs ............................................................... B 

110. Solve mathematical puzzles .................................................................. A 
Design uniforms ................................................................................. B 

Ill. Build roofframes for houses .................................................................. A 
Edit a magazine .......................... ....................................................... B 

112. Plant potatoes ................................................................ : ................... A 
Address envelopes .............................................................................. B 
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A.P.U. OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS GUIDE 

INTERMEDIATE .VERSION-FEMALE 

I. Study X-ray pictures of patients to see what diseases they have ..................... A . 
Teach games to handlca~~~~ildren ...................................................... B 

, 
/ 

.' 2. Raise chickens or ducks on a farm ............................ '" ............••..... : ......... A 
Rewrite a film script for broadcasting on radio .......................................... B 

3. Make cushion cQvers ........................................................ 0.° ••••••••••••••••••• A 
Design colourful wrapping paper .... .... ..................................................... B 

4. Use statistical figures to forecast election results ....................................... A 
Study methods of hardening metals by heat ~reatment ................................. B 

S. Meet and receive patients in a dentist's waiting-room .................. , .............. A 
~ Take children to a c!rcus or pantomime ................................................... B 

6. Paint patterns and designs on cups and saucers .......................................... A 
Grow flowers in a greenhouse ............................................................... B 

7. Solve algebra problems ........................................................................ A 
Make dressing-gowns ........................................................................... B 

B. Test water supplies and check for pollution ............................................. A 
Take shorthand notes of committee discussions ....................................... B 

9. Teach physically handicapped children to play sports ................................. A 
Write your opinion of films for a local paper.1 ........................................... B 

10. Breed pigeons .................................. '.: ................................................ A 
Use share prices to calculate most profitable investments ........................... B 

11. Polish furniture .................................................................................... A 
Try to invent a long-lasting electric light bulb .......................................... B 

12. Write an essay ......................................... 1 .......................................... A 
Take bookings for seats at a show ............ , ............ ~,.. ............................... B 

13. Arrange window displays of new fashions ......... ,.~ ..................................... A 
Find homes for children who have lost their parents '" ............................. ~ B 

14. Make leather handbags ........................................................................... A 
Dig weeds and plant flowers to make a rock garden .................................. :. B 

Page I 
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15. Do research on improving the quality of plastic materials ........................... A . 
Write about the different styles of novelists ......................... ; ................... B 

16. Keep a diary of appointments for an employer .......................................... A 
Choose furniture and colour schemes for offices ....................................... B 

17. Help Immigrants to settle down In this country .......................................... A 
Check columns of figures to see that they add up correctly ........................ B 

18. Feed cows .......................................................................................... A 
Invent new fertilisers to increase plant production ....... ; ............................ B 

19. Design posters for festivals ..................................................................... A 
Select poetry for a magazine .................................................................. B 

20. Collect figures on accident rates for insurance companies· ........................... A 
Issue stationery from an office store......................................................... B 

21. Bake scones and cakes ........................................................................... A 
Run a concert party to entertain old age pensioners ............................. : ....... B 

22. Test food for the presence of harmful bacteria ............. ~ ............................ A 
Make colour designs for curtain material ................................................... B 

23. Write a poem describing a great disaster ................................................ A 
Calculate income tax on wages ............................................................... B 

2 ... I Operate a telephone switchboard ............................................................ A 
Cut and stitch leather to make gloves ...................................................... B 

25. Teach deaf children to lip read ............................................. / . ..... j.: ........ A 
Brush down horses and trl m thei r manes and tails ................................... B 

26. / Select paintings and sculpture for an art gallery .................. , ......... , ........... A 
Construct graphs showing profits over a year ........................................... B 

27. Write the life story ofa famous man or woman .......................................... A 
Make coffee tables................................................................................. B 

28. Make lists of goods to be stored In a shop ................................................ A 
Buy cows apd sheep at agricultural shows ................................................ B 
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29. Advise young people about choosing suitable jobs ....................................... A 
. Test new oils to see if they cut down friction ............................................. B 

" 

30. Write criticisms of plays ........................................................................ A 
Train gun dogs for hunting ............ 1 ........................................................ B 

31. Paint patterns for wallpaper .................................................................. A 
Make curtains .......................................... ~ ......................................... B 

32. Investigate ways Of sending pictures by radio waves .................................... A 
Compute a course for putting a satellite In orbit .......................... ; ............ B 

/ 

33. Do voluntary work In a refugee camp .................... " ................................ A 
Manage a large department store ........................... : ................................ B 

34. Look after horsesata stable .................................................................. A 
Design jewellery ................................................................................. B 

35. Make a wooden bookcase ..................................................................... A 
Solve ,trigonometry problems ............... < ................................................... B 

36. Show people to their seats in a cinema or theatre ....................................... A 
Investigate ways of extracting chemicals from seaweed ................................. B 

37. Read the cO.mplete works of an author you like ........................ , ................. A 
Help poor families to find better housing ........... : .................................... B 

38. Operate a calculating machine ............................................................... A 
Cut and trim hedges ........................... ; ............................................... B 

39. Study early forms of life through fossil remains .......................................... A 
Weave rugs ....................................................................................... B 

40. Check forms to see that they are filled in correctly .................................... A 
Write an essay on a film you have seen ................................................... B 

41. Look after children in an orphanage ......................................................... A 
Design covers for records ..................................................................... B 

42. Pick berries in a fruit garden .................................................................. A 
Crochet a jacket ................................................................................. B 



-------------------
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43. Describe a great ceremony over the radio ................................................ A 
Study the properties of radio-active materials .............................. , .......... '. B 

44. Draw cartoons .................................................................................... A 
Guide people on bus tours ..................................................................... B 

45. Examine business accounts to see that they are correct .............................. A 
Take crippled children to the seaside ................................... ; .................. B 

46. Collect and study specimens of pond life ................................................... A 
Milk cows and clean out their shed .............................. , .......................... B 

47. Write a play ......... .............................................................................. A 
Design uniforms ................................................................................. B 

48. Keep a register of customers' orders in a store .......................................... A 
Keep a cash record of goods bought and sold ............................................. B 

49. Train disabled people for new Jobs ......................................................... A 
Operate a knitting machine ................................................ , ................. B 

so. Design greetings cards .. ......................................................................... A 
Visit a medical research laboratory ......................................................... B 

5 J. Calculate the weekly takings in a shop ...................................................... A 
Write a summary or precis of a novel ................ ...................................... B 

52. Make jams and jellies ........................................................................... A 
Sell tickets to passengers at an airport .... ................................................... B 

53. Feed milk from a bottle to new-born calves ............................................. A 
Clean and tidy a room for an invalid .................... , .................................... B 

54. Keep records and draw graphs of business sales .......................................... A 
Carve wood or stone for ornament ........ ................................................. B 

SS. Weave tWigs to make baskets ............................................................... A 
Write articles for a newspaper ................................................................ B 

56. Look after sheep and lambs ....................... ; .......................................... A 
Make hotel reservations for a travel agency ............................................. B 
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57. Use a microscope to see how things are formed ....................................... A 
Help boys and girls leaving school to find jobs .......................................... 8 

SS. Plant flowers and look after them ............................................................ A 
Read new manuscripts for a publisher ...................................................... 8 

59. Make dresses ................................................................... ; ................... A 
Make sketches of new clothes for magazines ............................................. 8 

I 60. Work out problems In geometry ......................... ;,'; ... : ............................ A 
Help With experiments to Improve radio eqUipment ................................. 8 

61. Serve customers In a clothes shop .................................................. ::..~ ..... A 
Take care of deaf children ........................................... -; ......................... B 

62. Paint abstract colour designs .................................................................. A 
Pick apples and pears in a fruit garden ...................................................... 8 

63. Make up tables of figures on imports and exports ....................................... A 
Upholster or repair furniture .................................................................. 8 

64. Test new drugs and chemicals in a laboratory ............................................. A 
Advise customers In a household goods showroom .................................... B 

-
65. Take care of someone who Is ill ............................................................... A 

Edit and publish a magazine ................... , ........................ -...................... 8 

66. Dig weeds out of a garden ............. ; ....................................................... A 
Do calculations converting pounds into dollars ........................................... 8 

67. Make shopping bags .............................................................................. A 
Invent chemicals for destroying insect pests ............................................. B 

6S. Take part In discussions on new books ...................................................... A 
Take down letters In shorthand .................................. , ............................ 8 

69. Choose colour schemes for houses ......................................................... A 
Organise holidays for poor families ........................................ : ................ 8 

70. Operate a sewing machine ..................................................................... A 
Look after small animals at a zoo ............................................................ 8 
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71. Use a radio telescope to track satellites ..................................... : ............. A 
Read poetry ........................................ :.............................................. B 

n. Type letters recorded on a dlctaphone ............ :: ........................................ A 
Design and paint stage scenery ............................................................... B 

73. Care for people who are mentally III ........................................ : ....... , ..... A 
Count and record the takings In a bank ................................................... B 

74. Look after dogs, at kennels ............................................ : ........................ A 
Cut up plants and study them under a microscope .................................... B 

75. Design houses for new towns .................................................................. A 
Visit book exhibitions ................... ::.::; .................................................. B 

76. Work out problems using tables of logarithms .......................................... A 
Type business reports ........................................................................... B 

'-
77. Knit a sweater .................................................................................... A 

Teach rug weaving to crippled children ................................................... B 

78. Use a telescope to study the moon's surface ............................................. A 
Clean and touch up valuable paintings ...................................................... B 

79. Form a poetry reading group .................................................................. A 
Calculate customs duty on Imported goods ..................................... : .......... B 

80. Sell programmes at a concert or show ...................................................... A 
Iron shirts or blouses ........................................................................... B 

81. Write letters dictated by a blind person ................................................... A 
Watch over sheep at lambing time ........................................... ; ............. B 

82. Paint portraits .................................................................................... A 
Calculate interest on bank accounts ......................................................... B 

83. Write an article for a magazine ............................................................... A 
Spring clean a house .............................................................................. B 

84. Sell stamps in a post office ..................................................................... A 
Use a lawn mower to cut grass............................................................... B 
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85. Help and guide delinquent girls .... , ......•..•.......•... , ...........•........................ A 
Study the causes and cures of tree diseases ................................................ B 

86. Write short stories ... ; .......................................................................... A 
Feed horses ....................................................................................... B 

87. Do sketches with pen and Ink ............................................................. ' .. A 
Take up the hem of a skirt ..................................................................... B 

8B. Use lenses and prisms to study light waves ............................... : ................ A 
Write programs for a computer ................ : ........................................... B 

89. Teach blind persons to read Braille ................................. : ....................... A 
Manage an hotel ..................................... : ...................................... · ..... B 

90. Breed and care for rabbits .................................................................... A 
Draw film cartoons of animals ............................................................... B 

91. Make blouses and skirts ........................................................................ A 
Draw graphs ....................................................................................... B 

92. Be a waitress in an hotel ........................................................................ A 
Make chemical analyses of new toothpastes ................................................ B 

93. Choose new books for a library ................................................. , ............. A 
Serve meals to hospital patients ............................................................... B 

94. Calculate average weekly wages and food prices ....................................... A 
Feed hens and collect their eggs ............................................................ B 

95. Study bacteria under a microscope ......................................................... A 
Operate a hand weaving loom ............................................................... B 

96. Sort letters in a post office .................................................................. A 
Write words for songs ..................................................... : ..................... B 

97. Read books to blind people .................................................................. A 
Design carpet patterns........................................................................... B 

98. Plant potatoes ..................................................................................... A 
Make a wooden stool ........................................................................... B 
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99. Edit a magazine ................•................................................................ A 
Investigate the causes of a disease ......................................................... B 

100. Paint a landscape ................................................................................. A 
Serve meals In a restaurant .................................................................. B 

101. Study accounting and auditing ............................................................... A 
Wash and dress hospital patients ............................................................ B 

102. Do research on the diseases of fish ..................................... / .................... A 
Help to gather hay on a farm ............................................................... B 

/ \ 
103. Write a poem .................................................................................... A 

Draw and paint coats of arms ............................................................... B 
. , 

104. Issue passpo.rts to travellers .................................................................. A 
Solve mathematical puzzles .................................................................. B 

105. Help ex-prisoners to find jobs ........................ : ...................................... A 
Darn socks ....................................................................................... B 

106. Make tile mosaics ... ~ .......................................................................... A 
Combine drugs to make medicines ......................................................... B 

107. Solve arithmetic problems .............................................. :~ .................. A 
Attend a drama festival ......................................................................... B 

108. Make a pair of slippers ........................................................... : ............ A 
Type letters ....................................................................................... B 

109. Help on a farm at harvest time ..................................... : ...................... A 
Take old people on bus trips .................................. :' ............................ B 

110. Teach mathematics ...................... : ....................................................... A 
Paint a mural ......................................... : .......................................... B 

Ill. Mend clothes .................................................................................... A 
Write a novel .................................................................................... B 

112. Feed chickens .................................................. ; ................. ; ............... A 
Address envelopes .............................................................................. B 
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PERSONAL QUALITIES 
DISPLAYED AT SCHOOL Please tick as appropriate 

1. Initiative 

(a) Quick to seize opportunities and develop them to the full. 

(b) Willing to make decisions for himself. 

(c) Quite resourceful can take responsibility but prefers guidance. 

(d) Inclined to play safe. More of a routine nature. 

(e) Lets opportunity slip by. 

2. Keenness 

(a) Exceptionally industrious and keen. 

(b) Normally a good worker. 

(c) Moderately interested and hardworking. 

(d) Does not work as well as most. 

(e) Displays lack of interest. 

3. Mixing with Others 

(a) Very sociable and influential. 

(b) Socially confident. 

(c) Fits in easily with people. 

(d) Quiet and reserved. 

(e) Solitary and shy. 

4. Potentiality for:-

(a) Part-time Education with academic content. 

(b) Full-time post '0' level courses and other Technical College courses. 

(c) Sixth form work. 

(d) University or other post 'A' level courses. 

·5. Further Comments 

Date: 
Signature" ............................. I.l. .•••••••••• 

Headmaster/Headmistress 

E.309. 



LEICESTERSHIRE EDUCATION COMMITTEE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 

"rname .............................. .. D.O.B • . ............ 
[ther Names .................................................. School 

ddress ...................................................... 
...................... \ ............................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FOrm ......................... 

ssessment of GENERAL ABILITY and ATTAINMENT should relate to age group of school as a whole. 

erreral Ability: High .......................... Average .................... Below Average ................. 

ssessment by test 
f ascertained. I.Q .......................... Date ....................... Test .......................... 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS 

A - Good pass A - Good 
B - Fair pass C.S.E. B - Average 

SUBJECTS X - Pass doubtful Grade C - Below Average 
- G.C. E. Expected No examination in View 

'0' 'pt Subj ect Teachers' (bmments 

Ehglish Literature 
jiii'glish Language 
History 
Geography 
Religious Knowledge 
isocial Studies 

atin 
rench 

Gennan 
Spanish 

athematics 
Additional Maths 
!PhysiCS 
Chemistry 
Biology 
General Science 
Art 
,Music 
,Woodwork 
M etahlork 
Tech. Drawing 
Domestic Science 
Needlework 
Economics 
Commerce 
P.E. & Games 
Others 

,PTITUDES 
my predominant? 

IEALTH DISABILITY 

'ITALITY OTHER FACTORS (Left handedness, attendance etc.) 

ligh !Average Below Average 

ITHER ACHI EVEMENTS AT SCHOOL 




